Specialist Collectors' Sale, 10/03/2020 10:00 AM
1

2

Georg Jensen silver jewellery to include round
open work brooch numbered 368, double
dolphin brooch numbered 317B and a link
bracelet with T bar clasp numbered 43, all within
one box £150-200
Old Chinese coral necklace with barrel shaped
polished beads and oval silver clasp with wire
work flower decoration, 65cm long £400-600

16

Collection of carved bone and other beads,
quantity glass bead necklaces and other Ethnic
jewellery £30-50

17

18ct gold leaf spray brooch set with four cultured
pearls, 48mm, 9ct gold leaf brooch and pair 9ct
rose gold cufflinks £150-200

18

Group silver and white metal jewellery including
Scottish silver and agate pendant by Hjaltasteyn
Ltd, other silver pendant necklaces, Eastern
white metal bangle, pair cufflinks, earrings,
amethyst cabochon ring and pendant £60-80

19

Jewellery box containing vintage costume
jewellery, paste set brooches, Miracle jewellery,
pocket watch, other wristwatches, some military
buttons/badges and miniature metal Steiff bear
in pouch £60-80

3

Old Chinese coral necklace, six of the barrel
beads flanked by blue enamel flowers
terminating with a double row of coral beads and
an oval silver clasp, 65cm long £200-300

4

Old Chinese white metal necklace with
embossed panel depicting figures and Chinese
characters, with bells on chain. Plaque
measures 12cm £40-60

5

Two Old Chinese white metal necklaces with
embossed plaque depicting a figure on a
dragon/horse, with bells on chain. Plaque
measures 13.5cm £40-60

20

Silver cased Hebdomas 8 days pocket watch on
silver watch chain, MuDu doublematic
wristwatch, Smiths Empire and Larex Luxury
watch on blue canvas strap (4) £60-100

6

Old Chinese coral three stand rope twist
necklace with silver clasp, 53cm long £200-300

21

Silver Albert chain with silver mounted
bloodstone fob, 38cm £40-60

7

Old Chinese coral necklace with spherical
polished beads and metal spacers, terminating
with three strands of coral beads and a silver
clasp, 54cm long £100-150

22

Pair 9ct gold cufflinks, the oval panels with floral
scroll decoration, in fitted case, together with a
Victorian 15ct gold stick pin £30-50

23

8

Turquoise and coral bead two strand necklace
with natural form turquoise beads interspaced by
coral beads, on oval silver clasp, 63cm long £40
-60

18ct gold snake ring with coiled body. Ring size
T £150-200

24

18ct gold wedding ring with engraved floral leaf
decoration, size N and two 9ct gold signet rings
£100-150

25

Diamond full band eternity ring, size P, 9ct gold
blue and white diamond band ring, size O½ and
a 9ct gold cinnamon diamond and white
diamond cross pendant, 25mm £100-150

26

Silver Dupont lighter with engine turned
decoration, signed S T Dupont Paris and
numbered 13 E K S 9 2, 55mm £20-30

27

Silver vesta case with an applied round enamel
plaque of a French bulldog, possibly added later,
Birmingham 1915 £30-40

28

Box of antique and vintage costume jewellery to
include Scottish agate jewellery, Victorian white
and yellow metal lockets, coral necklace, white
gold mounted hematite bead necklace, packets
containing Klondyke gold dust, and various
jewellery £50-70

29

Vintage costume jewellery including Bakelite,
glass bangles, silver cameo ring and two antique
gold rings £40-60

30

Gentlemen's Väan Konrad Automatic
Chronometer wristwatch in stainless steel case
on brown leather strap, in box £40-60

9

Chinese jade caved oval plaque with engraved
leaf and fruit decoration, 10.5cm x 6.1cm £100150

10

Ten jade/green hard stone polished bangles,
approximately 8cm diameter £100-150

11

Ten jade/green hard stone polished bangles,
approximately 8cm diameter £100-150

12

Costume jewellery, bijouterie and three silver
backed dressing table items £40-60

13

9ct gold carved shell cameo ring, size N,
Victorian bar brooch set with three turquoise
cabochons and 9ct gold nurse’s fob watch £100150

14

15

Group amber type bead necklaces, simulated
cherry amber, vintage coral jewellery, other
beads and red resin model of galloping horses
£40-60
Collection silver and white metal earrings,
pendants and brooches set with semi precious
stones including malachite, turquoise, amber,
amethyst and others £100-150
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31

Vintage costume jewellery including quantity
silver rings, silver charm bracelet, pair silver and
enamel cufflinks and pendant, 9ct gold shield
shaped locket and other jewellery £60-100

32

18ct gold diamond single stone ring with a
brilliant cut diamond, estimated to weigh
approximately 0.60cts, in six claw setting on
yellow gold shank. Ring size M½ £200-300

33

34

Antique 18ct gold diamond and red stone cluster
ring with central round cut red stone, surrounded
by eight rose cut diamonds in claw setting on
yellow gold shank. Ring size K £80-120
9ct gold ruby and diamond ring with three oval
mixed cut rubies interspaced by eight brilliant
cut diamonds, ring size R, together with a 14ct
gold synthetic white stone three row dress ring,
size K½ £40-60

49

Gold plated Ebel Automatic wristwatch on
expandable strap, one other Ebel Automatic
wristwatch on black leather strap and five other
watches to include Elem, Dulfi, Sekonda, Citizen
and Tissot £60-100

50

18ct gold diamond cluster ring set with ten old
cut and brilliant cut diamonds on yellow gold
shank, ring size P, together with an 18ct gold
sapphire cluster (with centre stone missing) in
platinum setting, ring size O (2) £80-120

51

Group of jewellery to include a cultured pearl
necklace with 9ct gold and amethyst clasp,
Victorian silver/white metal necklace, silver and
amber bracelet, necklace and earrings, cameo
brooch, stick pins and bijouterie £50-80

52

18ct white gold diamond cluster ring with sixteen
brilliant cut diamonds in claw setting forming a
square, ring size M, together with a similar pair
diamond earrings set with nine brilliant cut
diamonds on square plaque with post and
butterfly fittings £150-200

53

Green hardstone bead necklace decorated with
rose quartz beads and gilt floral enamelled large
bead with beaded tassel finial £30-50

54

Gentlemen's 9ct gold blue stone dress ring with
a central cushion cut blue stone flanked by three
brilliant cut diamonds to each shoulder on 9ct
yellow gold shank. Ring size V £60-100

55

9ct rose gold trace chain interspaced with
rectangular links, 61cm £40-60

56

9ct gold mystic topaz and diamond bracelet with
ten rectangular step cut mystic topaz
interspaced by two rows of diamond set links,
20cm £60-100

57

Two unmounted blue topaz emerald cut stones,
8 x 6 mm each, with Colombian Emeralds
International identification cards £30-50

35

Three 9ct gold purple stone dress rings to
include white gold five stone ring, one other five
stone ring and a cluster ring, all size R £60-100

36

9ct gold sapphire and diamond flower head
cluster ring, size K, 9ct gold garnet cluster ring,
size E½ and a two row garnet ring, size G (3)
£60-100

37

Five 9ct gold opal and gem set cluster rings
£100-150

38

Good quality silver cigarette case with engine
turned decoration, Birmingham 1939 £40-60

39

Group Continental silver and white metal
souvenir spoons £60-100

40

Ten silver/white metal and enamel souvenir
spoons including Quebec, Holland, Canada etc
£60-100

41

Nine silver and enamel teaspoons including
silver gilt and two souvenir spoons £40-60

42

Group Continental silver and white metal
souvenir spoons £60-100

58

43

Six silver golfing related trophy/souvenir spoons
£30-50

Cultured freshwater pearl single strand long
necklace, 69cm £40-60

59

44

Nine silver military related and other teaspoons
£40-60

45

Eight silver souvenir/commemorative spoons
£30-50

9ct white gold diamond flower head cluster ring
with nine brilliant cut diamonds estimated to
weigh approximately 0.25cts in total, ring size
L½ £60-100

60

Seven silver and enamel souvenir spoons
including Bognor, Keswick, Blackpool etc £4060

Gucci gilt stainless steel wristwatch with
rectangular white dial, numbered 0011200,
boxed £60-100

61

Gucci gilt stainless steel wristwatch with square
gilt dial and date aperture, numbered 0003077,
boxed. £60-100

46

47

Eight silver souvenir and other teaspoons £4060

48

Large collection Georgian and later silver
teaspoons £100-150
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62

Four vintage cardboard chocolate boxes
containing costume jewellery, paste set
brooches, bead necklaces and three
gentlemen’s wristwatches £40-60

78

Cultured pearl dress ring and 9ct gold sapphire
and diamond three stone dress ring, both size M
£50-70

63

Group 9ct gold and yellow metal jewellery
including five rings, charms, pendants, two pairs
earrings, bar brooch and chains £250-300

79

Ladies Gucci gilt metal wristwatch, other
watches, costume jewellery and jewellery boxes
£30-50

64

Gold 1/10 Krugerrand, 1987, in 9ct gold pendant
mount on 9ct gold chain £80-120

80

Collection of seventeen Victorian and later silver
Vesta cases, to include a Vesta case set with a
compass £300-500

65

Wooden work box containing vintage beads,
buckles, sewing items, hat pins including one
silver Charles Horner pin and bijouterie £40-60

81

Collection of twenty Victorian and later silver
Vesta cases, to include a Victorian Vesta case
with Aesthetic movement decoration £300-500

66

Small wooden jewellery box containing costume
jewellery, silver, various charms and bijouterie
£50-70

82

Collection of twenty five Victorian and later silver
watch fobs £150-250

83

67

18ct gold cased open faced fob watch with white
enamel dial and Roman numeral markers £100150

Collection of twelve large Victorian and later
Vesta cases £200-300

84

Collection of twenty Victorian and later silver
Vesta cases £300-500

85

Collection of twenty five Victorian and later silver
fobs £150-250

86

Collection of twenty Victorian and later silver
Vesta cases £300-500

68

Agate bead necklace, other beads, silver cuff
bangle, other jewellery, card case and a gold
plated Dupont lighter £40-60

69

22ct gold wedding ring, size Q½ £150-200

70

18ct gold diamond five stone ring in platinum
setting, size R, 18ct gold diamond three stone
ring in platinum illusion setting, size P, together
with an 18ct gold ruby and diamond ring, size O
£150-200

87

Collection of twenty Victorian and later silver
Vesta cases £300-500

88

Collection of twenty five Victorian and later silver
fobs £150-250

Victorian gold sovereign 1887 in 9ct gold
pendant mount on 9ct gold chain, together with
a 9ct gold cross pendant £200-300

89

Collection of nineteen Victorian and later silver
Vesta cases £300-500

90

Collection of eighteen Victorian and later silver
Vesta cases £300-500

91

Collection of twenty five Victorian and later silver
fobs £150-250

Emerald and diamond cocktail ring with an oval
mixed cut emerald flanked by tapered baguette
cut and round brilliant cut diamonds in 18ct
white gold setting. Ring size M £250-300

92

Collection of ten Edwardian and later silver
Vesta cases of circular form £200-400

93

Collection of seventeen Victorian and later silver
Vesta cases £300-500

74

Diamond half eternity ring with twelve brilliant
cut diamonds in white gold setting. Ring size P
£150-200

94

Collection of twenty five Victorian and later silver
fobs £150-250

75

18ct gold diamond single stone ring with a
brilliant cut diamond estimated to weigh
approximately 0.24cts in platinum setting and an
18ct gold diamond five stone ring, both size M½
£100-150

95

Collection of eight Victorian and later silver
Vesta cases including three with applied skull
decoration £150-250

96

Collection of ten early twentieth century silver
matchbox covers, and match match cases £150200

97

Collection of seven silver Vesta cases to include
a niello enamel Vesta, and a combination Vesta
and stamp case £150-200

98

Collection of seventeen Victorian and later silver
Vesta cases £300-500

71

72

73

18ct gold cased fob watch, silver fob watch and
one other, together with a Victorian bar brooch
set with rose cut diamond leaves £60-100

76

Edwardian 18ct gold knot ring, size J £80-120

77

9ct gold rope twist necklace and bracelet, 9ct
gold bracelet and eight 9ct gold earrings £120180
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99

Collection of novelty silver and white metal
Vesta cases, to include examples in the form of
skulls £100-150

100

Collection of thirty Edwardian and later silver
Vesta case £300-500

116

18ct gold diamond cross over ring with a brilliant
cut diamond estimated to weigh approximately
0.38cts, in four claw cross over setting with
diamond set shoulders, size N½ £200-300

117

White gold (stamped 585) cubic zirconia cluster
pendant necklace and pair matching earrings
£150-200

118

9ct gold amethyst bar brooch with an oval
faceted amethyst, together with a Victorian gilt
metal locket with enamel decoration £40-60

101

Collection of eight cheroot holders, including
one with a 9ct gold mount £60-100

102

Collection of twenty early 20th century silver
match book holders £300-500

103

Collection of ten Victorian and later silver card
cases £300-500

119

104

Collection of Victorian and later silver plated
Vesta cases, match book holders and other
similar items £80-120

Group of silver mounted Baltic Amber jewellery
including necklace, bracelet, two brooches and a
ring £50-70

120

Group of silver fobs, together with a silver Albert
chain, silver Vesta case and propelling pencils
£80-120

Titanium cross over ring set with single stone
brilliant cut diamond estimated to weigh 0.10cts,
ring size M½ £80-120

121

Ladies Swiss 9ct gold cased fob watch with
gilded roman numerical dial and blued steel
hands £80-120

Ruby and diamond ring with three rubies
surrounded by brilliant cut diamonds, ring size O
£100-150

122

Victorian Goliath watch with button wind
movement in a plated case, together with a
Casio calculator watch, other watches and
watch parts £60-80

Diamond single stone ring with a brilliant cut
diamond weighing approximately 0.15cts in rubover setting on 18ct gold shank, ring size N £5080

123

9ct gold diamond three stone ring with three
round brilliant cut diamonds estimated to weigh
approximately 0.25ct in total, in claw setting,
together with a 9ct gold diamond set half hoop
ring, both size O £60-100

124

Ladies 9ct gold Accurist wristwatch, the
rectangular dial set with a single diamond to the
12 o’clock marker, on 9ct gold link bracelet £120
-180

125

9ct gold bracelet with six large gold daisy head
panels and padlock clasp £250-350

126

9ct gold gate bracelet with padlock clasp £200300

127

9ct gold gate bracelet with padlock clasp £250350

128

9ct gold gate bracelet with padlock clasp £100150

129

9ct gold key ring with red, white and blue gem
set gold fob, 9cm long £100-150

130

George V gold half sovereign, 1911, in 9ct gold
pendant mount on 9ct gold chain £150-200

131

9ct gold Capricorn pendant on chain and a 9ct
gold St. Christopher pendant on chain £200-300

132

18ct gold diamond three stone ring in platinum
illusion setting, size M, together with an 18ct
gold diamond single stone ring, with a brilliant
cut diamond estimated to weigh 0.33cts, in
platinum setting, size O £100-150

105

106

107

108

Large group of silver and white metal bracelets
and necklaces £100-200

109

Collection of silver and white metal jewellery
coin mounts, chains, watch case and other items
£80-120

110

Ladies 9ct gold Longines wristwatch with an oval
white dial on gold plated bracelet, with box with
paperwork £150-200

111

Longines Quartz calendar wristwatch with gilt
round dial, Roman numeral markers, date
aperture and seconds dial, on brown leather
strap, with paperwork £100-150

112

Ladies 9ct gold Eterna wristwatch on gold bark
effect articulated bracelet, with original box £180
-220

113

Ladies Rotary 9ct gold cased wristwatch on gold
plated bracelet £80-120

114

18ct gold diamond single stone ring with a
brilliant cut diamond estimated to weigh
approximately 0.13cts cts, in platinum illusion
setting, size M £80-120

115

18ct gold diamond three stone ring with three
old cut diamonds in platinum claw setting, size N
£150-200
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133

Four 18ct gold gem set dress rings to include
diamond eternity ring size K½, ruby and
diamond eternity ring, size K, sapphire and
diamond cluster, size N and white gold diamond
single stone ring in illusion setting, size I½ £200300

151

Pair silver shell salts and spoons in fitted case,
other silver condiments, pierced silver bon bon
dish, blue enamel thimble and a brooch £60-80

152

Chinese white metal belt with alternating
turquoise enamel panels, decorated with flowers
and Chinese character marks £150-250

134

Two 18ct gold diamond set half eternity rings,
size M and O £100-150

153

135

Three 22ct gold wedding rings £200-300

9ct gold full hunter J.W. Benson pocket watch
with white enamel dial, Roman numeral markers
and subsidiary seconds dial £300-400

136

18ct gold signet ring, 18ct gold ring (stone
missing) and an 18ct gold wedding ring £250300

154

137

Group of 9ct gold jewellery to include pair
cufflinks, studs, rings, pendants, earrings and
two gold cased watches £400-600

1950s gentlemen's Longines stainless steel
wristwatch, the circular dial with applied silvered
Arabic and dart hour markers, centre seconds in
circular stainless steel case, 33mm diameter, on
expandable stainless steel strap £200-300

155

Two 9ct gold wedding rings, size J½ and P £100
-150

156

9ct white gold aquamarine and diamond ring
with a central oval mixed cut aquamarine
flanked by a brilliant cut diamond to each
shoulder, ring size K £40-60

157

9ct gold Tsavorite garnet five stone ring with a
single stone diamond set to each shoulder, ring
size N £40-60

158

9ct white gold tanzanite five stone ring and 9ct
gold mounted cameo brooch £40-60

159

Silver cased pocket watch, silver fob watch,
plated Albert chain with silver fob £40-60

160

Group of silver jewellery including pair German
silver cufflinks, tiger's eye bracelet, two pairs
earrings, St. Christopher pendant on chain,
heart locket pendant necklace and a silver
bangle £50-70

138

Carved shell cameo brooch in 9ct gold mount
and an Edwardian style 9ct gold turquoise and
seed pearl pendant on 9ct gold chain £80-120

139

Four 9ct gold gem set dress rings £80-120

140

Heavy silver curb link bracelet, silver bangle and
other silver jewellery £40-60

141

Good quality silver cigarette case with engine
turned decoration, Birmingham 1958 £50-70

142

Pair of 18ct gold green hardstone cabochon
earrings with post and clip fittings, 21mm £80120

143

18ct gold emerald and diamond ring with three
bands of princess cut emeralds and diamond set
shoulders, ring size O £80-120

144

14ct gold simulated opal ring with five polished
opal panels on curve band ring, size R £40-60

145

Group silver and white metal jewellery including
chains, identity bracelet, rings and pendants £40
-60

161

Christian Wolf silver bead necklace and on other
two strand necklace with turquoise beads £5070

146

Collection of Victorian and later jewellery boxes
and watch boxes including Tag Heuer and
Omega £40-60

162

Two Citizen Eco-Drive stainless steel
wristwatches, both boxed with extra links £40-60

163

147

1970s Longines gold cased wristwatch, with
presentation inscription to back of case, on gold
plated expandable strap £100-150

Four Seiko wristwatches to include three
stainless steel, all with date apertures, boxed
and a gilt cased black dial watch on black
leather strap £30-50

148

Ladies 9ct rose gold cased vintage wristwatch
on leather strap, together with ladies 9ct gold
cased Vertex wristwatch on plated expandable
bracelet £60-100

164

Group various wristwatches including ladies gilt
Raymond Weil, gentlemen’s stainless steel
Tissot, Philip Mercier, Sekonda and Avia
Olympic on black strap £30-50

149

Group various wristwatches and pocket watches
including Accurist, Smiths, Timex, Sekonda etc
£40-60

165

150

Silver pie crust salver £100-150

Georgian Masonic silver pair cased pocket
watch with painted dial decorated with Masonic
symbols , fusee movement signed William
Higdon St Albans, both cases hallmarked for
London 1805 £200-300
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166

Fine Georgian silver Masonic jewel by Thomas
Harper of oval form with bright cut border,
pierced Masonic symbols including dividers,
trowel, mallet, set square etc, with swivel loop to
top, hallmarked Thomas Harper London 1810,
9.4cm high £600-800

167

Scarce early 19th century Prisoner of War Work
Masonic jewel, of oval locket form with Masonic
symbol decoration under glass in gilt metal
pendant frame, 5.3cm high £500-700

168

Victorian Masonic silver jewel (Stewards collar
jewel) decorated in relief with cornucopia and
dividers, hallmarked London 1898, 8cm
diameter £50-70

169

Sterling silver articulated bracelet comprising
pierced oval panels £30-40

170

Four 9ct gold gem set dress rings £60-100

171

Ladies Rotary Maximus 21 jewels 9ct gold
wristwatch on 9ct gold bracelet £60-100

172

Three 9ct gold amethyst dress rings £60-100

173

Two 9ct gold opal and sapphire cluster rings and
9ct gold ruby ring £80-120

174

9ct gold four stone turquoise cluster ring, size P,
Chinese gold opal five stone ring, size K and 9ct
white gold carved lapis lazuli ring, size P £60100

183

Chinese green hardstone and carnelian
necklace with three carved panels in white metal
mounts interspaced by carnelian hoops,
together with another polished spherical bead
green hardstone necklace £50-70

184

Silver cigarette case with engine turned
decoration, Birmingham 1946 £50-70

185

Good quality Victorian silver three piece
christening set, two with carved mother of pearl
handles, in fitted case £40-60

186

19th century Swiss 14ct gold cased fob watch
with fob chain in fitted case and one other 19th
century yellow metal fob watch in case £100-150

187

Four 9ct gold rings to include two diamond set
rings, gem set eternity ring and textured abstract
design signet ring £100-150

188

18ct gold diamond two stone cross over ring
with two brilliant cut diamonds, estimated to
weigh 0.50cts in total, in cross over setting on
18ct gold shank, size Q £100-150

189

Group of five novelty teething rattles to include
silver Peter Rabbit, silver Punch, silver Tweedle
Dee, small silver girl and a silver plated girl,
together with a silver box with carved mother of
pearl lid £120-180

190

Group gold plated pocket watches, cases and
vintage wristwatches £50-70

175

Group silver and base metal dress rings and
costume jewellery including 9ct gold pendant
mount £40-60

191

Silver cased wristwatch with black dial, Arabic
numerals and subsidiary seconds dial, together
with two other vintage wristwatches £30-50

176

Victorian gold pearl and black enamel mourning
ring, size J½ and a yellow metal ruby gypsy ring,
size H½ £50-70

192

Turkish Ottoman Hebdomas pocket watch with
white enamel dial, Turkish numerals and applied
silver decoration in metal case, 50mm £40-60

177

Five silver photograph frames £50-70

193

178

Pair silver candlesticks, 9.5cm heigh, silver
topped cut glass powder jar and silver topped
cut glass atomiser, all with bird and scroll
decoration, by Broadway & Co. £50-70

Heuer Trackmaster stop watch, circa 1970, with
white dial, Arabic numerals, centre seconds
hand and subsidiary dial for 60 minute
recording, 53mm £40-60

194

Collection of silver pocket watches, fob watches
and other vintage wristwatches £60-100

195

Two Eastern white metal pin dishes, six silver
fobs, two Victorian silver brooches, micro
mosaic guitar brooch and two pairs vintage
spectacles £40-60

196

Good quality 9ct gold cigarette case with
engraved monogram and engine turned
decoration £800-1,200

197

Gentlemen's Longines La Grandes Classiques
calendar wristwatch watch, with champagne dial
and baton hour markers, on leather strap £100150

179

180

181

182

Silver three piece dressing table set in fitted
case, other silver dressing table items, silver
napkin ring and five thimbles £60-100
Victorian Cameo brooch with carved shell oval
panel depicting the three graces in gilt metal
brooch mount, together with a cameo ring on a
yellow metal mount, size M½ £60-100
Yellow metal lion’s head cross over ring set with
diamond set collars, emerald eyes and further
emeralds set to the shoulders, ring size M £100150
18ct gold diamond single stone ring with an old
cut diamond in platinum illusion setting, size R
£40-60
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198

19th century carved ivory seal in the form of a
clenched fist gripping a serpent with yellow
metal mounted carnelian intaglio depicting a
male side profile bust, length 50mm £40-60

199

15ct gold two row seed pearl and ruby ring, size
K½ £40-60

200

Agate bead necklace with polished spherical
banded agate and bullseye agate graduated
beads and a t-bar clasp, 64cm long £30-50

201

14ct gold diamond flower head cluster ring with
reeded shoulders, size P½ £40-60

202

Ladies Gucci wristwatch in gold plated case with
black dial and Roman numerals on black leather
strap, boxed, together with a Raymond Weil
wristwatch £40-60

203

Platinum diamond single stone ring with a
brilliant cut diamond, estimated to weigh
approximately 0.34cts, in six claw setting on
platinum shank, siz £150-200

204

9ct white gold synthetic white stone double row
ring, size L, together with a 9ct gold band, L½
and a 9ct gold eternity ring, size Q £60-80

205

206

Cultured pearl single strand necklace with a 14ct
gold clasp, together with a triple strand pearl
bracelet with flower head clasp £60-80
Pair Baroque pearl earrings with yellow metal
mounts £70-100

215

Three ladies vintage gold cased wristwatches on
plated bracelets to include two 9ct gold cased
watches and 18ct gold cased MuDu watch
Two 9ct watches weigh 30.5g. 18ct gold watch
weighs 12.3g £40-60

216

Ladies Garrard 9ct gold cased wristwatch on 9ct
gold textured bracelet £60-80

217

Gentlemen’s vintage Rotary 9ct gold cased
wristwatch on expandable plated strap £40-60

218

Group 9ct gold gem set jewellery including 9ct
gold oval cut ruby pendant necklace and
matching pair earrings, three other pairs gold
gem set earrings, two pendant necklaces and a
9ct white gold pink gem pendant necklace £150200

219

Group 9ct including two gold pendants, two
heart shaped lockets, two bar brooch, two
padlock bracelets and a gem set ring £250-350

220

Group yellow metal and other earrings, silver
parrot pin cushion, Sekonda wristwatch in box
and bijouterie £30-50

221

Group gold chains, bracelet links and other gold
items £200-300

222

9ct gold ruby and diamond cluster ring with a
central oval mixed cut ruby with diamonds set to
each side in claw setting, ring size N½ £40-60

223

Group vintage jewellery including paste set
brooches and bracelets, silver brooches, silver
and enamel buckle and 14ct gold cased
wristwatch on plated bracelet £40-60

207

Art Deco silver backed five piece dressing table
set together with a 800 standard silver backed
three piece dressing table set £50-70

208

Collection of late Victorian and early 20th
century silver topped glass scent bottles (various
dates and makers), together with a 1940s five
piece silver mounted vanity set in a fitted case,
Birmingham 1940 £200-300

224

Designer silvered bead necklace by Fiona
Paxton, Monet necklace and Gucci key wallet in
original box £30-50

225

Five 9ct gold gem-set dress rings by Gems TV,
with certificates of authenticity £150-200

209

9ct gold curb link chain, 51cm long £250-300

226

210

9ct gold belcher chain, 68.5cm long £180-220

Five 9ct gold gem-set dress rings by Gems TV,
with certificates of authenticity £150-200

211

Two 9ct gold belcher chains £180-220

227

Five 9ct gold gem-set dress rings by Gems TV,
with certificates of authenticity £150-200

212

9ct gold cross pendant with engraved scroll
decoration, on 9ct gold chain £150-200

228

Five 9ct gold gem-set dress rings by Gems TV,
with certificates of authenticity £150-200

213

Group six gold and yellow metal rings to include
9ct gold garnet cluster ring, 9ct three colour gold
puzzle ring, 9ct gold coin ring, two other 9ct gold
ring with stones missing and a yellow metal five
stone ring £150-200

229

Five 9ct gold gem-set dress rings by Gems TV,
with certificates of authenticity £150-200

230

Five 9ct gold gem-set dress rings by Gems TV,
two with certificates of authenticity £150-200

231

Five 9ct gold amethyst and gem-set dress rings
£150-200

232

Five 9ct gold and gem-set dress rings £150-200

233

Seven 9ct gold and gem-set dress rings £200250

214

Antique rose cut diamond cluster ring in silver
collet setting on later gold shank, ring size J½
£60-100
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234

16 silver and gem set dress rings, mostly by
Gemporia, some with certificates of authenticity
£40-60

252

Silver pocket watch on silver chain, silver rope
twist chain, various cufflinks, costume jewellery
and bijouterie £50-70

235

Set of six contemporary silver napkin rings £4060

253

Silver and white metal jewellery to include
Scottish hardstone brooches £30-50

236

Multi-gem set fringe necklace £80-120

254

237

19th century Italian carved shell cameo brooch
depicting a side profile bust and a Victorian gold
knot design hinged bangle £100-150

Early 20th century South African gold-diggers
brooch, other gold and yellow metal jewellery
£100-150

255

Weiss paste set pendant, Art Nouveau Charles
Horner silver pendant, enamelled Benzie Cowes
pennant brooch, other costume jewellery and
bijouterie £30-50

256

Swarovski crystal jewellery, other costume
jewellery and jewellery box £50-70

238

18ct gold diamond solitaire ring, with a single
stone brilliant cut diamond estimated to weigh
approximately 0.56cts, in white gold six claw
setting on yellow gold shank, ring size F £400600

239

Antique emerald and diamond bracelet set with
three round mixed cut emeralds and five old cut
diamonds, 19cm £150-200

257

Vintage Sir Winston Churchill centenary silver
dish, set with a Churchill Crown, in fitted
presentation box £40-60

240

18ct gold diamond eternity ring with a half hoop
of seven princess cut diamonds in 18ct yellow
gold channel setting, London 1988. Estimated
total diamond weight approximately 0.70cts, ring
size N. £150-200

258

Two Indian White metal boxes together with a
similar cigarette case a match box cover and a
napkin ring (5 pieces) £80-120

259

Quantity costume jewellery, wristwatches and
bijouterie £30-50

241

18ct gold emerald and diamond cross-over ring
with four step cut emeralds and graduated
brilliant cut diamonds in claw setting on gold
shank, size O £150-200

260

Six draw jewellery cabinet with lift up mirrored lid
containing large quantity of costume jewellery
and bijouterie £60-100

242

Pair Mexican 1945 two peso gold coins in 14ct
gold cufflinks mounts £100-150

261

Jewellery box containing silver and white metal
jewellery including gem set silver rings, silver
bangles and bracelets £50-70

243

18ct gold diamond solitaire ring with single stone
brilliant cut diamond, estimated to weigh
approximately 0.20cts, in six claw setting, size K
£100-150

262

Swarovski Crystal wristwatches and bangle,
other paste set jewellery including silver gem set
rings £40-60

244

9ct gold diamond cluster ring, size O, 18ct gold
gem set silver square plaque, size O½ and
yellow metal wedding ring set with a single
stone brilliant cut diamond, size M £100-150

263

Silver curb link charm bracelet with various seal
fob charms £40-60

264

Costume jewellery including two silver rings,
other silver jewellery, malachite bead necklace,
wristwatches and bijouterie £40-60

265

Two 9ct gold signet rings £100-150

266

18ct gold sapphire and diamond cross over ring
in platinum setting, size N and 9ct gold mounted
single cultured pearl pendant £40-60

267

Quantity vintage costume jewellery and
bijouterie £30-50

268

Two Winegartens Railway pocket watches, both
with white enamel faces, Roman numeral
markers and subsidiary seconds dials, on watch
chains £60-80

269

Diamond solitaire ring with a brilliant cut
diamond estimated to weigh approximately
0.58cts, and further diamond set shoulders, on
9ct gold shank. Ring size O £200-300

245

9ct gold cased wristwatch on plated expandable
bracelet and two silver cased fob watches £3050

246

Seven silver spirit labels £40-60

247

Two silver cigarette cases and silver powder
compact £40-60

248

9ct gold half hunter pocket watch with white
enamel dial, Arabic numerals and subsidiary
seconds dial, in fitted leather case £100-150

249

Two 9ct gold signet rings £80-120

250

9ct gold rope twist chain, 41cm and one other
9ct gold chain, 40cm £250-350

251

9ct gold gem set dress ring, size O and 9ct gold
gem set eternity ring, size M½ £40-60
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270

Victorian 18ct gold diamond and ruby ring, size
L, together with an Art Deco sapphire and
diamond ring, size L½ £60-100

311

G.B. mixed pre-1947 silver coinage (estimated
face value £50.00) (qty) £600-800

271

Group seven 9ct gold gem set dress rings £150200

312

G.B. mixed pre-1947 silver coinage (estimated
face value £50.00) (qty) £600-800

272

9ct gold bracelet with padlock clasp £150-200

313

G.B. mixed pre-1947 silver coinage (estimated
face value £50.00) (qty) £600-800

273

9ct gold charm bracelet with padlock clasp and
four 9ct gold novelty charms £100-150

314

G.B. mixed pre-1947 silver coinage (estimated
face value £50.00) (qty) £600-800

274

Group gold and yellow metal jewellery including
9ct gold bar brooch, 9ct gold cross pendant, 9ct
gold locket mount, pair yellow metal hoop
earrings and a three stone dress ring £60-80

315

G.B. mixed pre-1947 silver coinage (estimated
face value £50.00) (qty) £600-800

316

G.B. mixed pre-1947 silver coinage (estimated
face value £50.00) (qty) £600-800

275

Silver cigarette case with engine turned
decoration, Birmingham 1946 £60-80

317

G.B. mixed pre-1947 silver coinage (estimated
face value £50.00) (qty) £600-800

276

Silver cigarette case with engine turned
decoration, Birmingham 1945 £40-60

318

G.B. mixed pre-1947 silver coinage (estimated
face value £50.00) (qty) £600-800

277

Gentlemen’s 9ct gold Omega wristwatch with
round cream face, Arabic numeral and baton
hour markers and subsidiary seconds dial, in 9ct
gold case on 9ct gold strap £300-500

319

G.B. mixed pre-1947 silver coinage (estimated
face value £50.00) (qty) £600-800

320

G.B. mixed pre-1947 silver coinage (estimated
face value £50.00) (qty) £600-800

321

G.B. mixed pre-1947 silver coinage (estimated
face value £50.00) (qty) £600-800

322

G.B. mixed pre-1947 silver coinage (estimated
face value £50.00) (qty) £600-800

323

G.B. mixed pre-1947 silver coinage (estimated
face value £33.75) (qty) £400-500

324

G.B. mixed cupro-nickel and bronze coinage
(qty) £100-150

325

G.B. mixed cupro-nickel coinage (qty) £100-150

326

G.B. mixed cupro-nickel coinage (qty) £100-150

327

G.B. mixed pre-1947 silver coinage (N.B.
estimated face value £55.15) (qty) £700-900

328

G.B. mixed pre-1947 silver coinage (N.B.
scarcer dates noted) (Estimated face value
£4.50) (qty) £80-120

329

G.B. - mixed pre-1920 silver coinage (N.B.
Victoria and Edward VII noted) (Estimated face
value £7) (qty) £200-300

330

G.B. mixed pre-1920 silver coins (N.B. Victoria
and Edward VII noted) (estimated total weight
1.3 kilo) (qty) £300-400

331

G.B. mixed silver coins to include Halfcrowns,
George III 1817 G-VG, 1819 AVF, William IV
1834 VG, Florins Victoria 'Godless' 1849 AVF,
Jubilee Head 1887 GEF-AU & Shilling George
IV 1826 AVF (total 7 coins) £100-150

300

G.B. mixed pre-1920s silver coinage (N.B.
estimated face value £11.52½), small quantity of
Victoria & Edward VII (qty) £300-400

301

G.B. mixed pre-1947 silver George VI coinage in
much better than average grades (N.B.
estimated face value £11.17½) (qty) £200-300

302

303

G.B. mixed silver coinage to include scarcer
dates George V Half Crowns 1930 x 8, Florins
1932 x 7, George VI Half Crowns 1925 x 6 &
Florins 1925 x 10 (N.B. generally graded G-VG
(31 coins) £100-150
G.B. mixed cupro-nickel George VI coinage to
include Half Crowns x 37 and Florins x 47 (N.B.
all in GEF - UNC condition) (Total 84 coins) £5080

304

G.B. mixed pre-1947 silver coinage (estimated
face value £50.00) (qty) £600-800

305

G.B. mixed pre-1947 silver coinage (estimated
face value £50.00) (qty) £600-800

306

G.B. mixed pre-1947 silver coinage (estimated
face value £50.00) (qty) £600-800

307

G.B. mixed pre-1947 silver coinage (estimated
face value £50.00) (qty) £600-800

308

G.B. mixed pre-1947 silver coinage (estimated
face value £50.00) (qty) £600-800

309

G.B. mixed pre-1947 silver coinage (estimated
face value £50.00) (qty) £600-800

310

G.B. mixed pre-1947 silver coinage (estimated
face value £50.00) (qty) £600-800
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332

G.B. mixed silver Crowns to include George IV
1821 Secundo (N.B. edge bruised) otherwise
VG - AF, 1822 Tertio (N.B. edge bruised)
otherwise poor - good, Victoria Y.H. 1844 VG,
J.H. 1889 x 2 VG - AF and 1889 VG - AF (total 6
coins) £100-150

333

G.B. mixed Victoria silver Double-Florins to
include 1887 GF - AVF, 1888 (N.B. edge
bruised) otherwise GF - AVF, 1889 VG - AF and
1890 AVF (total 4 coins) £60-100

345

G.B. The Royal Mint mixed silver proof Piedfort
coins to include Two Pounds 'Tercentenary of
the Bank of England' 1994, '50th Anniversary of
the UN' 1995, 'Second World War' 1995,
'Celebration of Football' 1996, UK 1997, 1998,
One Pounds 1984, 1985, 1986, 1987, 1993,
1994-97 (N.B. set of four), 1998 and 1999 (N.B.
all cased with Certificates of Authenticity) (17
coins) £350-450

346

G.B. The Royal Mint silver Piedfort Two Pound
coin 'Rugby World Cup' with coloured hologram
1999 (cased with Certificate of Authenticity) (1
coin) £50-70

347

G.B. The Royal Mint mixed silver Piedfort
coinage to include Two Pounds 'Tercentenary of
the Bill of Rights' 1989 (N.B. Two coin set), Five
Pounds 'The Queen Mother' 2000, Fifty Pence
'25th Anniversary EEC' 1998, '50th Anniversary
of the NHS' 1998, UK 1997, 'D-Day
Commemoration' 1994, 'Single Market' 19921993, Ten Pence 1992 and Five Pence 1990
(N.B. all cased with Certificate of Authenticity) (9
items) £150-200

334

G.B. Anne silver Crown, roses and plumes in
angles 1707 (N.B. edge nicks) otherwise VG (1
coin) £120-160

335

G.B. Edward VII silver Half Crown 1905 VG
(N.B. rare) (1 coin) £100-150

336

World - mixed coinage to include USA silver
Dollar 1881S GVF, France Half Ecu 1662 M/M9
(N.B. file marked) otherwise AF, G.B. George III
Two Pence 1797 (N.B. edge bruised) otherwise
AVF, silver Three Pences, Whitman folders, pre1947 silver cupro-nickel and bronze coinage
(qty) £300-400

337

USA - gold One Dollar 1856 (N.B. mount
marked) otherwise VF and a One Dollar gold
metal 1853 copy (2 coins) £60-80

348

G.B. The Royal Mint silver proof Piedfort Three
Coin Collection 2003 (N.B. cased with
Certificate of Authenticity) (1 coin set) £50-80

338

G.B. - mixed pre-1947 silver coinage (estimated
face value £10.00) (qty) £120-180

349

339

G.B. - mixed pre-1947 silver coinage (estimated
face value £10.00) (qty) £120-180

G.B. The Royal Mint 'Millenium' silver proof
thirteen coin set (N.B. cased with Certificate of
Authenticity) (1 coin set) £100-150

350

340

G.B. - mixed pre-1947 silver coinage (estimated
face value £10.00) (qty) £120-180

341

G.B. - mixed George VI pre-1947 silver coinage
(estimated face value £7.10). Noted to be in
better than average condition (qty) £100-150

342

G.B. - mixed George V pre-1947 silver coinage
(estimated face value £3.67½p) with some
scarcer dates noted (qty) £50-70

343

G.B. - mixed coinage to include pre-1947 silver
(estimated face value £7.35), George VI brass
threepence 1949 x 4 A.F., a small quantity of
George III worn copper coins and others £120180

G.B. The Royal Mint mixed silver proof coinage
to include Crowns 1977, 1980, 1981, The Queen
Mother 1990, '40th Coronation Anniversary'
1993, Two Pounds 'Common Wealth Games'
1986, 'A celebration of Football' 1996, 'The
Family Silver Set' to include £2 x 2 and £1 1995,
One Pounds 1983, 1984, 1988, 1989, Fifty
Pence two coin set 'Single Market' 1992-1993,
Ten Pence two coin set 1992 x 2, Five Pence
two coin set 1990 and Fifty Pence two coin set
to include one Piedfort and one Standard silver
proof (N.B. all cased with Certificate of
Authenticity) (16 items) £150-200

351

G.B. The Royal Mint silver proof '25th
Anniversary of Decimal Currency' seven coin set
(N.B. cased with Certificate of Authenticity) (1
coin set) £50-70

352

G.B. Elizabeth II gold proof Sovereign 1979
(N.B. cased with Certificate of Authenticity) (1
coin) £200-250

353

G.B. Elizabeth II gold proof Sovereign 1980
(N.B. cased with Certificate of Authenticity) (1
coin) £200-250

344

G.B. The Royal Mint proof coin sets 1970, 1971,
1972, (x2) and 1973 to 2000 inclusive (N.B. with
Certificates of Authenticity) (total 32 sets) £240320
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354

G.B. Elizabeth II gold proof Sovereign 1981
(N.B. cased with Certificate of Authenticity) (1
coin) £200-250

355

G.B. Elizabeth II gold proof Half Sovereign 1980
(N.B. cased with Certificate of Authenticity) (1
coin) £100-120

356

G.B. Elizabeth II gold proof £2 coin 'A
celebration of Football' 1996 (N.B. cased with
Certificate of Authenticity) (1 coin) £450-500

357

Canada - Gold maple leaf One Dollar coin (N.B.
weight 1/20 oz) (cased with Certificate of
Authenticity) (1 coin) £50-70

358

Australia - The Royal Australian mint silver coin
and medallion set commemorating 'The Royal
Ladies' 1992 (N.B. includes four Crown sized
25$ coins and a larger medallion cased with
Certificate of Authenticity) (1 coin set) £50-70

359

World - mixed coinage and banknotes to include
U.S. Olympic coin collection 1983 (N.B. cased
with Certificate of Authenticity), Jersey silver
proof £1 coin 'Bicentenary of The Battle of
Jersey' 1981 (N.B. cased with Certificate of
Authenticity) Proof seven coin set 1981,
Guernsey proof six coin set 1981, G.B.
uncirculated flatpack x 7, bronze and cupronickel issues, a small quantity of English
uncirculated banknotes, bronze and cupro-nickel
issues and others (qty) £120-180

360

G.B . mixed coinage to include pre-1947 silver
(N.b. estimated face value £5.10), a George V
Crown 1935 (N.B. edge bruised) otherwise E.F.
and a small quantity of bronze and cupro-nickel
(qty) £80-120

361

World - mixed coinage and banknotes to include
a small quantity of mid to late 20th century U.S.
silver coinage and others £100-150

362

G.B. mixed coinage to include a George II
Sixpence 1741 'Rev. Roses in Angles' (N.B. file
marked on edge at 12 o'clock position)
otherwise A.F. A small quantity of pre-1947
silver andn others (qty) £40-60

363

G.B. Edward VII gold Sovereign 1908 (1 coin)
£200-250

364

G.B. mixed coin sets to include Royal Mint proof
sets 1996 (blue pack), 1997 (red pack) and
Westminster issued Diana 'Portraits of a
Princess' gold plated medallions with colour and
Swarovski x 3 (N.B. part of original set of 4
issued) (3 sets) £50-80
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365

G.B. mixed coins to include silver proof Crowns
1980 not cased (N.B. with Certificate of
Authenticity) 1981, a Franklin Mint 'Golden
Caribbean coin necklace; (N.B. gold plated) and
three other cupro-nickel Crowns (6 items) £3050

366

World - mixed silver proofs and other
Westminster issues to include - The Royal Mint
silver proof Crown 'Nelson' 2005 (cased with
Certificate of Authenticity), Westminster silver
coin collection 'Trafalgar' part set (N.B. 16
Crown sized coins with Certificates of
Authenticity), New Zealand Reserve Bank
issued Elizabeth II silver proof 1oz Crown '90th
Birthday' 2016 (N.B. in case of issue with
Certificate of Authenticity). Jersey silver proof £5
coin 'Coronation 65th Anniversary' 2018, silver
1oz medallion commemorating 'The Royal
Engagement of Prince Henry of Wales and Ms.
Megan Markle', Westminster issued coins,
copper with 24ct gold plating and enhanced
colour printing and others (qty) £200-300

367

World - mixed silver proof coinage issued by
Westminster Coins (N.B. all in plastic wallets
with Certificates of Authenticity) (8 coins) £50-70

368

G.B. The Royal Mint issued proof sets to include
1990, 1991, 1992, 1994, 1995, 1996, 1997,
1998, 1999, 2000 (N.B. with exception to years
1997 and 1999, which are red cased sets, the
others are blue) (total 10 sets) £100-150

369

G.B. The Royal Mint mixed uncirculated flatpack
coins and other issues with some silver noted
(qty) £150-200

370

G.B. mixed predominately modern coinage and
banknotes taken from circulation and others
(qty) £200-300

371

World - mixed silver proof coinage to include
G.B. Royal Mint Crowns 1977, 1990, 1993
'Millennium' 2000, Two Pounds '50th
Anniversary of the United Nations' 1995, two
coin set 1997-1998, 1998, One Pounds 1985,
1987, 1997, 1998, 1999, Piedforts 1997, 1998,
silver proof Fifty Pence 'Single European
Market' 1992-1993, Ten Pence two coin set
1992, Guernsey One Pound 'The Prince Edward
and Miss Sophie Rhys-Jones' 1999 and Royal
Australian Mint Five Dollars 'The Sydney
Olympic Coin Collection' 2000 (N.B. all cased
with Certificates of Authenticity) (total 18 items)
£180-250

372

G.B. Victoria Y.H. Gold Sovereign 1883M (N.B.
edge nicks) otherwise GVF (1 coin) £200-250

373

G.B. Victoria J.H. Gold Sovereign 1887M GVF
(1 coin) £200-250
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374

G.B. Victoria O.H. Gold Sovereign 1896M GEF
(1 coin) £200-250

388

World - mixed Westminster issued gold plated
Crowns with colour print and a set of 24 U.S.
commemorative gold plated One Dollar coins
(qty) £80-120

375

G.B. Victoria O.H. Gold Sovereign 1897M EF (1
coin) £200-250

376

G.B. Elizabeth II Gold Sovereign 1959 AU (1
coin) £200-250

389

G.B. Victoria O.H. Gold Half Sovereign 1900 AF
(1 coin) £100-125

G.B. George III Gold Guinea 1788 (N.B. Obv.
vertical scratch in field of coin) otherwise GVFAEF (1 coin) £350-400

377

390

378

G.B. Victoria O.H. Gold Sovereign 1898 (N.B.
edge nicks) other GVF £200-250

G.B. George V Gold Sovereign 1913 GVF (1
coin) £200-250

391

379

G.B. Edward VII Gold Sovereign 1909 (N.B.
Obv. scratches) otherwise GF £200-250

G.B. Edward VII Gold Half Sovereign 1909M
GF-AVF (1 coin) £100-120

392

380

Turkey - Gold 500 Kurush 1923 (75) (N.B. actual
gold weight 1.0637oz) £800-1,200

Judean - The Royal Mint issued Ancient Judean
fourteen coin collection (in case of issue with
Certificate of Authenticity) (1 coin set) £60-100

381

World - mixed coinage to include State of Kuwait
silver proof commemorating 'The 40th
Anniversary of the National Day of the State'
1961-2001 (N.B. large diameter 54mm) G.B.
Victoria J.H. Crown 1889 VF, Y.H. Shilling 1866
(die No.4) VF-GVF and others (qty) £70-100

393

World - The Royal Mint Queen Elizabeth II
'Golden Jubilee Collection' Twenty Four coin
silver proof set (in case of issue with Certificates
of Authenticity) and a G.B. 'Restoration of the
Monarchy' cupro-nickel £5 2010 (1 coin set)
(Qty: W) £200-300

382

G.B. Elizabeth II Gold Sovereign 2011 UNC (1
coin) £200-250

394

383

World - mixed coinage and banknotes to include
Victoria O.H. Crown 1895 LIX (N.B. rev. scratch
above date and E/K) otherwise AF, J.H Double
Florin 1887 (N.B. E/K's) U.S. silver Dollar 1889
(N.B. Obv. scratches) otherwise GEF, three
Scottish One Pound bank notes dated 1958 for
the British Linen Bank, The National Bank of
Scotland and Bank of Scotland, (N.B. taken from
circulation - generally F to VF), two silver
Medallions (N.B. small diameter 26mm),
commemorating Victoria 'Diamond Jubilee' 1897
UNC and others (qty) £80-120

World - mixed banknotes to include British
Armed Forces Sixpence special vouchers x 5
and other countries (total 110 banknotes) £4060

395

World - mixed coinage and banknotes to include
U.S. silver proof Dollar 'Eisenhower ' 1971,
British Virgin Islands proof set 1973, Gibraltar
'70th Anniversary Battle of Britain'
commemorative coin covers x 2, G.B. The Royal
Mint 'Millennium' Five Pound coins 2000 x 2,
Bank of England L.K O'Brien Ten Shilling Note
AVF, coin accessories and other issues (qty)
£60-100

396

World - mixed coinage, tokens and medallions to
include Canada '150th Anniversary of Toronto'
silver Dollar 1984 (cased with Certificate of
Authenticity) Guernsey 'The Battle of The
Somme' Five Pound coin (N.B. Rev. with World
War One soldier and red poppy) 2016, G.B.
Victoria silver enamelled Shilling x 2 and
Sixpence, tokens - Essex W.H. Sexton Boxted
Shillings and Five Shillings x 31,
commemorative A.E. Medallions to in include
Francios Guizet 1844. 'Ravitaillment' of Paris
1871, G.B. Victoria white metal issues (N.B.
some uncirculated) and many other issues £100
-150

397

G.B. A two drawer display cabinet housing a
collection of Victoria J.H. and O.H. silver coins
and medallions (N.B. all within silver pendants)
& others (qty) £200-300

398

World - Westminster issued mixed silver crowns
and other issues (qty) £120-180

384

G.B. William III silver Crown coin brooch dated
1695 with fully colour enamelled reverse (1 coin
brooch) £50-80

385

G.B. Gold Medallion commemorating the
Diamond Jubilee of Queen Victoria 1897 (N.B.
small diameter 26mm - housed in red case of
issue) GEF (1 medallion) £300-400

386

World - mixed coins and banknotes (N.B.
predominately modern) (qty) £40-60

387

World - mixed coinage to include G.B. Royal
Mint proof set 1970, Austrian Maria Theresa
silver Thaler 1780 (N.B. restrike), Tristan De
Cunha gold One Crown commemorating D Day
Landings 6th June 1944 and others (qty) £80120
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399

World - mixed coinage to include G.B. pre-1947
silver coins (estimated face value £5.37½p),
Georgian copper, Roman 3rd century Tetricus
Junior, billion Antoninianus A.V.F., Haiti A.E. six
centimes 1849 G.F.-A.V.F. and other issues
(qty) £150-200

400

World - mixed coinage to include some silver
issues (qty) £40-60

401

United States - silver coins to include Liberty cap
dime 1811 (over 09). (N.B. ex mount but very
scarce). Otherwise G.F. and seated Liberty half
dime 1837 G.V.F. (2 coins) £60-100

402

G.B. - mixed coinage to include silver crown
George III 1819 LIX F. and other more recent
issues (qty) £40-60

416

G.B. - mixed banknotes to include a run of four
consecutive numbered blue five pound notes,
cashier D. Somerset circa 1980 prefix DZ69 (all
E.F. to about UNC) and three other notes taken
from circulation (7 banknotes) £30-50

417

G.B. - mixed coinage to include pre-1947 silver
(estimated face value £2.47½p) and others (qty)
£40-60

418

World - mixed coins to include Roman c.260-268
postumus A.E. Sestertius (N.B. discernible but
in poor condition) silver G.B. William IV
halfcrown A.F., Italy 2 lire 1916 V.F., U.S.dime
1891 G.V.F. and others £40-60

419

World - mixed coinage to include G.B. silver pre1920 and 1947 (N.B. total weight estimated
303gms). 18th century copper tokens x 5, a
brass calendar for the year 1808 (N.B. diameter
39mm), silver Netherlands 2½ Gulden 1933 V.F.
and others (qty) £100-150

403

G.B. - Victoria Y.H. shield back gold sovereign
1852 (N.B. reverse edge knock) otherwise
A.E.F. (1 coins) £220-280

404

G.B. - Victorian Y.H. shield back gold sovereign
1863 G.V.F. (1 coin) £220-280

421

405

G.B. - Victorian Y.H. shield back gold sovereign
1866 Die No 6 G.V.F. (1 coin) £220-280

G.B. - Edward VII gold ½ sovereign 1906 A.F. (1
coin) £100-150

422

406

G.B. - George V gold sovereign 1911 G.V.F. (1
coin) £200-250

G.B. - brass sovereign balance scales x 2 (N.B.
not cased) and four U.S. coins to include
'Mercury Head' silver dimes x 3 and a base
metal 'Lincoln' cent (coin scales x 2) £50-70

407

G.B. - George V gold sovereign 1912 E.F. (1
coin) £200-250

423

World - mixed coinage to include U.S . silver
dollar 1922 A.F . and others £60-100

408

G.B. - Victorian J.H. gold ½ sovereign 1892 E.F.
(1 coin) £110-150

424

409

G.B. Victorian J.H. gold ½ sovereign 1892 E.F.
(1 coin) £110-150

410

G.B. George V gold ½ sovereign 1911 G.V.F. (1
coin) £100-125

G.B. - The Royal Mint mixed silver proofs to
include £5 coins 'The 70th birthday of HRH The
Prince of Wales' 2018, 'Four Generations of
Royalty' 2018 and £2 piedfort 'RAF centenary
Spitfire' 2018 (all cased with certificates of
authenticity) (3 coins) £60-100

411

G.B. George V gold ½ sovereign 1912 G.V.F. (1
coin) £100-125

425

412

G.B. - mixed coinage and banknotes to include
pre-1920 silver (estimated face value £4.82½p),
Peppiatt W.W.II blue £1 notes x 17, mauve ten
shilling notes x 4 (N.B. all taken from circulation
- generally poor to A.V.F) and other issues £120
-180

Guernsey - Westminster issued silver proof £10
coin (weight 5oz) commemorating 'The D-Day
Anniversary' 2019 (cased with certificate of
authenticity) (1 coin) £60-100

426

Isle of Man - Westminster issued proof £50 coin
(weight 10oz) commemorating 'The Centenary
of the First World War' 2019 (cased with
certificate of authenticity) (1 coin) £120-150

427

Guernsey - Westminster issued silver proof
£100 coin (weight 1 kilo) commemorating 'The
75th Anniversary of D-Day' 2019 (boxed with
Certificate of Authenticity) (1 coin) £300-400

428

G.B . - Edward VII gold half sovereign 1906 (1
coin) £100-125

429

G.B . - George V gold sovereign 1926 SA A.E.F.
(1 coin) £200-250

430

G.B. - Edward VII gold half sovereign 1910
A.E.F. (1 coin) £100-125

413

G.B. - mixed silver threepences (estimated 368
coins) £70-120

414

G.B. - mixed silver threepences (estimated 300
coins) £60-100

415

World - mixed coinage and banknotes to include
G.B. pre-1947 silver (estimated face value £4),
old banknotes (N.B. taken from circulation
estimated face value £9) and others (qty) £70120
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431

World - mixed coins and banknotes to include
U.S copper Cent 1856 GVF, G.B pre-1947 silver
(estimated face value £1.57½) A silver
Medallion commemorating 'The Safe Return of
the S.S Great Britain to Bristol' (cased), a 19th
century Penny Token - issued by H. Jenkins &
Sons, Bakers, Birmingham (N.B some damage
to flan) otherwise GF and others (qty) £80-120

432

G.B . The Royal Mint mixed silver proof £1 coins
to include 1983, 1985, 1987 x 2, 1988, 1990 x 2,
1994 x 2, 1994 Peidfort, 1995 x 2, 1996 x 2,
2002 & 2003 x 2 (all cased with Certificates of
Authenticity) (14 coins) £150-200

433

G.B. The Royal Mint mixed silver proof Crowns
'Her Majesty The Queen Mother 90th Birthday'
1990 x 2, '40th Anniversary of The Coronation'
1993 and 'Centenary of Entente Cordiale' 2004
(all cased with Certificates of Authenticity) (4
coins) £60-80

434

G.B. The Royal Mint mixed silver proof coinage
to include £2's X111 Common Wealth Games'
1986 x 2, 300th Anniversary of Claim of Right
(N.B. two coin set) 1989, 'Tercentenary of The
Bank of England' 1994, '50th Anniversary of The
End of World War II' 1995 x 2, '50th Anniversary
of The Establishment of The UN' Piedfort' 1995,
'Celebration of Football' 1996, 'Great Fire of
London' Piedfort 2016 and others (N.B. all cases
with Certificates of Authenticity) (qty) £200-250

435

G.B. The Royal Mint silver proof Britannia Four
Coin Collection 2001 (cased with Certficate of
Authenticity) (1 coin set) £50-80

436

G.B. The Royal Mint mixed silver proof sets to
include 'The Royal Celebration' two £5 coin set
2002-2003 and £1 four coin collection 19841987 (cased with Certificates of Authenticity) (2
coin set) £60-80

437

Falklands - The Royal Mint issued £25 silver
proof coin 'Prince Andrews Wedding' 1986
(weight 150gm) (cased with Certificate of
Authenticity) (1 coin) £50-80

438

439

Falklands - The Royal Mint issued silver proof
coins to include £25 '100 years of Self
Sufficiency' 1985 (weight 155.8gm) and fifty
pence 'Mount Pleasant Airport' 1985 (both cased
with Certificates of Authenticity) (2 coins) £60100
Alderney - The Royal Mint issued silver proof
£10 coin commemorating Concorde's Final
Flight 2003 (weight 155.5gm) (cased with
Certificate of Authenticity) (1 coin) £70-120
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440

G.B. The Royal Mint issued proof sets to include
1977 x 2, 1980 x 2, 1982 x 2, 1983, 1984, 1985
x 2, 1986, 1987, 1988 x 2, 1989 x 2, 1990 x 2,
1991, 1992 x 2, 1993 (blue), 1995 x 2 (blue),
1995 x 2, 1996 x 2, 2000 (executive), 2003 x 2,
2004 (blue) (N.B. cased with Certificates of
Authenticity - years 1983 to 1992, 1995, 1996
and 2003 are red cased deluxe issues) (32 coin
sets) £300-400

441

World - mixed coinage to include Westminster
silver and gold plated issues, Guernsey silver
proofs £1 coin 1997, 'The Crown Jewel's £5'
2011, Jersey silver 'Poppy Coin' 2012, G.B.
silver £2 Britannia 2011, The Royal Wedding
Commemorative Crown 2011 (N.B. within coin
cover), U.S. 'Apollo 11' commemorative
Medallion, a Princess Diana gold coin (N.B.
weight 0.5gm of 14ct) and other issues (qty)
£300-400

442

G.B. mixed mid 20th century tramway and
transport tokens to include various
denominations - Aberdeen x 14, Barron-inFurness x 21, Belfast x 12, Berkshire x 6,
Birmingham x 7, Blackburn x 8, Bury x 14,
Chesterfield x 8, Darlington x 4, Derby x 14,
Dundee x 3 and Edinburgh x 8 (119 tokens) £60
-80

443

G.B. mixed 20th century tramway and transport
tokens to include various denominations
Glasgow x 11, Grimsby x 8, Huddersfield x 2,
Hull x 14, Lancaster x 11, Leeds x 15,
Manchester x 5, Newcastle x 13, Nottingham x 2
(81 tokens) £40-60

444

G.B. mixed mid 20th century tramway and
transport tokens to include - Oldham x 2,
Plymouth x 3, Preston x 9, Rotherham x 2,
Sheffield x 13, South Shields x 1, Southport x 2,
Warrington x 3, Worksop x 2, Yorkshire x 10 and
four others (51 tokens) £30-50

445

World - mixed coinage and banknotes to include
some silver, British West Africa, Burma and
other issues (qty) £70-120

446

World - mixed coinage, predominately G.B.
cupro-nickel, but to include a small amount of
silver and other issues (qty) £100-150

447

G.B . Darlington Bank for Jonathan Backhouse
& Co Five Pound notes dated 1888 x 2. Both cut
cancelled and taped together on backs
otherwise F-G (2 banknotes) £20-30

448

South Africa - gold 1oz Krugerrand 1982 (1 coin)
£900-1,200

451

Selection of coins including Gold JFK The
Greatest American Presidents series, Silver
Proof Coins, Copper and Nickel sets. £100-150
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452

Coins and Banknotes to include commemorative
issues, together with stamps £20-40

453

Edwardian gold half sovereign, 1902 £100-150

454

George V gold full sovereign- 1911 £200-250

600

First World War 1914 'Mons' Star, with 5th Aug.
- 22nd Nov. 1914 clasp, together with a Victory
medal, both named to 5422 PTE. G. Kearney.
19/HRS. a First World War Princess Mary Gift
Tin containing various military cap badges and
other badges including a silver war badge
numbered 216194 £60-80

601

First World War Memorial (Death) plaque name
to William James Baker £50-70

602

First World War period open faced Military
Pocket Watch by Henry Williamson Ltd, white
enamel dial, numbered 313210 to centre, with
Roman numerals and subsidiary second dial, 7
jewel button wide movement in Dennison case
marked with broad arrow and numbered PW 750
£40-60

603

First World War 1914 - 15 Star Trio, comprising
1914 - 15 Star named to 9272 L.Cpl. A. Baldwin.
Suffolk. R., together with War and Victory
medals named to 9272 PTE. A. Baldwin. Suff.
R. £40-60

604

First World War 1914 - 15 Star Trio Comprising
1914 - 15 Star, War and Victory medals named
to 54566 DVR. B. Morters. R.E. (Mounted on
bar) £40-60

605

First World War 1914 'Mons' Star trio comprising
1914 Star with 5th Aug. - 22nd Nov. Clasp, War
and Victory medals named to L-7886 PTE. A.V.
Clements. 1/The Queen's R. (Mounted on bar)
£80-120

606

First World War and later Medal trio comprising
War and Victory medals named to K.49957 S.S.
Thomas. STO. 2. R.N. and a George V India
General Service with one clasp- Waziristan 1921
- 24 named to 3950003 PTE. S.S. Thomas.
Welch. R. £60-80

607

Second World War medal group comprising
1939 - 1945 Star, France and Germany Star,
Defence and War Medals together with Second
World War Economy issue Reconnaissance
Corps Cap badge, another badge,
Reconnaissance Corps Comrades Association
membership booklet and various other medal
ribbons. £30-50
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608

First World War and later Military Medal (M.M.)
Gallantry Group, comprising M.M. named to
131074 PTE. G. Went. 46 / R.Fus. 1914 - 15
Star, War and Victory medals named to 8901
PTE. G. Went. R. Lanc. R., George V India
General Service Medal with one clasp Waziristan 1921 - 24 named to 3949779 CPL.
G. Went. Welch. R., Second World War Defence
and War Medals and a 1911 Delhi Durbar Medal
(naming possibly erased) mounted on bar. £300
-500

609

First World War 1914 - 15 Star Trio, comprising
1914 - 15 Star named to 1148. GNR. W.J.
Cooke. R.F.A., together with War and Victory
named to 1148. GNR. W. Cooke. R.A. (Mounted
on bar) together with a Nazi Kreigsmarine
service book, together with cloth badges £60-80

610

Scarce Second World War Silver Army Air
Corps cap badge (Birmingham 1942), Maker
J.R. Gaunt & Sons together with a silver badge
(2) £30-50

611

First World War Officers' Verner's Pattern VIII
Prismatic Compass, rear of case marked S.
Mordan & Co, 1917, 62615, in brown leather
field case stamped French & Sons, London
1917 N.B. Both compass and case bearing
naming for 'D. Jones' £40-60

612

First World War Memorial (Death) plaque
named to William Henry Feeney, together with
War and Victory medals named to 40970 PTE.
J. Feeney K.O.Y.L.I a brass trench art match
box cover marked 'J. Feeney 143 P.O.W.C.', a
trench art dog tag, photographs and a moving
collection of letters between Private Feeney and
his wife and daughter. £100-150

613

First World War Memorial Scroll named to
Trimmer Cook Charles Gowshall H.M. Trawler
Corientes, together with an interesting collection
of First and Second World War postcards and
photographs £40-60

614

First World War Pair comprising War and Victory
medals named to G-13355. PTE. F. Morris. The.
Queen's. R. Together with Second World War
Defence and War Medals and cap badges
including Machine Gun Corps £50-70

615

First World War recruitment poster - Forward!
Forward to Victory, enlist now. By Lucy KempWelch (1869 - 1958) depicting a Calvary charge,
published by the Parliamentary Recruiting
Committee, London, poster no. 133, printed by
David Allen & Sons Ltd, Harrow, Middlesex. 75 x
47cm £100-150
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616

617

First World War recruitment poster- Everyone
should do his bit, enlist now. By Baron Low,
1915 depicting a Boy Scout in contemplation
published by the Parliamentary Recruiting
Committee, London, poster no. 121, printed by
Roberts & Leete Ltd, London. 73 x 49cm £80120

623

Second World War Savings poster- Forward
together keep in step by saving, Post Office
savings bank. 76 x 50.5cm £50-70

624

Second World War Savings poster- Post Office
savings bank, let us go forward together,
depicting soldiers waiting with fixed bayonets,
76.5 x 51cm £60-100

First World War recruitment poster- Lord
Kitchener Says- Men, materials and money are
the immediate necessities, does the call of duty
find no response in you until reinforced let us
rather say superseded by the call of compulsion,
enlist to-day. Published by the Parliamentary
Recruiting Committee, London, poster no. 113,
printed by David Allen & Sons Ld, Harrow,
Middlesex. 74.5 x 51cm £80-120

625

Second World War Savings poster- Post Office
savings bank, Action Stations! Saving is
Everybody's War Job! 76.5 x 51cm £60-80

626

Second World War Savings poster- Join the
crusade, buy national savings certificates.
Issued by National Savings Committee, London,
the Scottish Savings Committee Edinburgh,
printed for H.M. Stationary Office by Waterlow &
Sons Ltd, London 76 x 51cm £60-80

627

Pair of Second World War Savings postersWings for Victory, the sky's the limit for war
savings. One poster depicting bomber aircraft
including Lancaster and Halifax, the other
depicting fighters including Spitfire and
Hurricane. Issued by National Savings
Committee, London, the Scottish Savings
Committee Edinburgh and the Ulster Savings
Committee, Belfast, printed for H.M. Stationary
Office by Stafford & Co Ltd, Each poster 51 x
37.5cm (2 posters) £100-150

628

Group of First and Second World War Savings
and Recruitment related ephemera to include an
enlistment poster with cartoon from Punch and
three Second World War Savings posters of
small size (9 items total) £60-100

629

Victorian Jersey cabbage stick, walking stick
with brass mounts, top engraved "Presented to
Corpl. W. Hare. 2nd Suffolk Regt. by the wives
of 15 of his comrades, Jersey 1881, 84cm in
overall length £60-80

630

Good Quality silver mounted malacca walking
cane by Brigg, engraved "Presented to SERGT.
Major G.R. Moody Xmas 1914" (London 1913)
93cm in overall length £30-50

631

Essex Regiment Interest- Silver mounted
walking cane with Essex Regiment badge,
together with wooden walking cane, the top inset
with R.A.F. button, a leather swagger stick and
one other (4) £60-80

632

Second World War Royal Engineers Lieutenants
Uniform, comprising service dress jacket with
regimental buttons and mounted medal ribbons,
with label to interior 13/10/41 P. P. Nicholls Esq.
together with Sam Browne belt and trousers £40
-60

618

First World War recruitment poster- Single men,
hundreds of thousands of married men have left
their homes to fight for King & Country, show
your appreciation by following their noble
example, published by the Parliamentary
Recruiting Committee, London, poster no. 120,
printed by The Abbey Press, 32 & 34 Gt. Peter
St. Westminster S.W. 75 x 50.5cm £100-150

619

First World War recruitment poster- Join the
brave throng that goes marching along,
published by the Parliamentary Recruiting
Committee, London, poster no. 118, printed by
Beck & Inchbold Ltd, Leeds and London. 73 x
16cm, together with another- Why not join the
army, published by the Parliamentary Recruiting
Committee, London, poster no. 64, printed by
Chorley & Pickersgill Ltd, Leeds and London. 78
x 14cm (2 posters) £60-100

620

621

622

First World War information poster- Soldiers'
Separation Allowances increased rates from
March 1915, published by the Parliamentary
Recruiting Committee, London, poster no. 114.
81 x 55cm £50-70
First World War Savings poster- War loan, the
man, be he rich or poor, is little to be envied who
at his supreme moment fails to bring forward his
savings for the security of his country, published
by the Parliamentary War Savings Committee,
London, poster no. 17, printed by Spottiswoode
& Co Ltd, London. 74 x 51cm £40-60
First World War Savings poster- War loan, back
the empire with your savings, invest now, apply
for details at nearest post office, published by
the Parliamentary War Savings Committee,
London, poster no. 21, printers. Sir Joseph
Causton & Sons, limited, London. 76.6 x 50.5cm
£80-120
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633

Second World War Royal Engineers Lieutenants
Battle blouse with mounted medal ribbons and
regimental insignia, together with battle dress
trousers stamped Jan. 1945 (2) £40-60

634

Victorian Royal Artillery Colonel's dress jacket
with bullion epaulettes and trim, together with a
pair of later trousers and a tin trunk (3) £60-100

635

1950s Royal Ordnance Corps Sergents No. 1
dress jacket and trousers by M & N Horne Ltd,
together with mess dress jacket, waistcoat and
trousers (5) £40-60

636

Good Quality Reproduction Second World style
American B-3 leather and sheepskin flying
jacket by Aviator Italy (size 3XL) with label to
interior - SWP no. 36448092 , UR contract
822051, LC27049 £60-80

637

Collection of 30 military cap badges, to include
Scottish Regiments - Cameron Highlanders,
Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders and others
£60-100

638

Hitler Youth (Jugend) enamel High Command
Badge for distinguished foreigners £200-300

639

Nazi German Mother's Cross Gold Type £80120

640

First World War Princess Mary Gift Tin together
with a hold shield and needle in packets bearing
S.A.S. Regimental stamp (2) £40-60

641

First World War Victory medal named to 7402.
PTE. E. C. Becker. S. Staff. R. together with a
Second World War, war medal and a George VI
Army Long Service and Good Conduct medal
named to T-17736 S. SJT. F.A.W. Bilbey.
R.A.S.C. (3 medals) £60-80

642

643

Boer War Distinguished Conduct Medal
(D.C.M.) Gallantry trio comprising D.C.M.
named to 2055 Serjt. H. Snaith. RL. Sussex
Regt. together with Queen's South Africa medal
with four clasps- Wittebergen, Diamond Hill,
Johannesburg and Cape Colony named to 2055
SGT. H. Snaith. 1st RL. Sussex Regt. and Kings
South Africa Medal with two claps- South Africa
1901 and South Africa 1902, named to 2055
CLR. Serjt. H. Snaith. RL. Sussex Regt. and
original service record which also mentions a
Mentioned in Despatches dated 1900. £600-800
First World War propeller tip photograph frame
together with other First and Second World War
period photographs £40-60
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644

Silver plated Nazi calling card dish with
engraved 'A H' and Eagle and Swastika to rim,
underside stamped Wellner. Approx 27cm in
diameter. Provenance Lockdales 17th - 18th
March 2018, lot 468, believed to have been a
war trophy from a Capt. Raginski of the US
Army, who was stationed in Berlin 1945. £600800

645

Metal Relief plaque of Adolf Hitler, measuring
approx 33 x 24cm £60-80

646

Second World War British Army Bush / Slouch
Hat, with leather head band and Royal Artillery
badge £60-80

647

Second World War Army Bush / Slouch Hat,
with leather head band, stamped Denham &
Hargrave Ltd, Atherstone dated 1943 and
marked with broad arrow. Interior inscribed Jack,
East London, with Australian Commonwealth
Military Forces badge £60-80

648

1950s British Army Bush / Slouch Hat, with
leather head band stamped F.J.E. Ltd,
Atherstone, 1959 and Tartan badge £50-70

649

First World War British Army Wolseley pattern
pith helmet, with leather headband and marked
'BDSM Horner E, 1/Leic, 1915' £50-70

650

First World War British Army Wolseley pattern
pith helmet, with leather headband marked E.Z.
Bloomfield Ltd, London £50-70

651

Second World War British Army Foreign Service
pith helmet, with leather headband and flash for
the West Yorkshire Regiment £40-60

652

Second World War British Army pith helmet,
with leather headband and flash of Anti - Aircraft
Command £40-60

653

Second World War Nazi Luftwaffe Navigators BUhr Type A Wrist Watch, black Arabic numerical
dial with centre seconds and blued luminous
hands, inside of case marked 'Chronometer
Werke Gerhard D. Wempe Hamburg', outside of
case marked 'RLM Nav B - Uhr 0589' £8001,200

654

Two Navigation instruments comprisingUSAAF/US Navy Rude Star Identifier AN Type
1, and a Buttensburg Course Indicator MkIII £40
-60

655

Nazi German Cross (Gold type), with four rivet
construction and broad pin backing £100-150

656

Scarce Second World War Nazi N.S.K.O.V. Car
mascot / flag pole top, marked 'Ortsgruppe
Lauenburg / Elbe' approximately 29cm in length
Provenance: Vendor believes her father (whilst
serving with the Essex Regiment) broken the
badge off a fire engine during the War. £80-120
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657

Second World War British Military torch, marked
P&H Ltd, B'ham, 1941 together with a horn by
Martin Signal (2) £30-50

658

Soviet - Russian Order of Lenin in gold and
platinum, 1957 - 1991 type, numbered 377626
on reverse £800-1,000

659

Elizabeth II General Service Medal (post 1962
type) with Northern Ireland clasp named to
24338200 GNR. J.D. Dodge RA. £40-60

660

661

First World War 1914-15 Star medal trio
comprising 1914 - 15 Star named to Capt.
J.G.C. Leech R.Fus, together with War and
Victory medals named to Major. J.G.C. Leech
(mounted on bar) supplied with letter of
provenance and a photograph of Major Leech in
his Irish Guards Uniform £100-150
Second World War Distinguished Service Cross
(D.S.C.) Gallantry medal group, comprising
D.S.C. (Hallmarked London 1943) engraved
1942 on reverse, 1939 - 1945 Star, Atlantic Star,
Africa Star, Burma Star, Italy Star and War
medal (court mounted) together with copy
paperwork relating to the recipient Lieutenant
Commander Claude Edward Hertslet Line, who
won the D.S.C. Whilst serving aboard H.M.S.
Matchless during Operation Harpoon £1,5002,000

669

Victorian Cheshire Constabulary Belt Buckle
£30-40

670

First World War British Military Officers' Private
purchase Trench Periscope, the 'Prismascope'
by The London Stereoscopic Co. in brown
leather travelling case, named on scope and on
case to Major Vignoles, 10th Lincolns £100-200

671

First World War Period 'Davon Patent' microtelescope by F. Davidson & Co. London.,
possibly an officer's private purchase, in brown
leather case £100-150

672

First World War Regimental Copper and Brass
Bugle, named to 1st Lincs V.A. together with a
1970s British Military silver plated bugle (2) £3050

673

Second World War Nazi Wehrmacht M40
Pattern steel helmet, in camouflage painted
finish with bullet holes numbered under brim
1425 and SEC £100-150

674

WITHDRAWN Second World War Nazi
Wehrmacht M42 Pattern steel helmet in battle
damage condition with wire netting covering,
traces of leather lining and named to a Julius
Wimmer

675

Two rolls of British Army helmet nets, numbering
approx 100, together with a tin trunk £40-60

662

1930s German shooting award, decorated with
Guns and shooting accessories, named on
reverse 'Ub Aug und hand pur's vaterland' £4060

676

Large 1970s free standing shell case with
dummy shell, together with a similar smaller
shell, large shell approx 116cm in height (2) £60
-80

663

Second World War brass cigarette box engraved
with Royal Artillery regimental badge, together
with military papers and an embroidered silk
panel £40-50

677

Vintage charcoal grey leather RAF aircrew
jacket by Aviation Leathercraft, size 46 R £50-70

678

Cold War Era grey leather German military
jacket by Beckumer Lederwerk with orange
interior £30-40

679

Pair of Second World War British military
binoculars by Barr & Stroud, marked 7x CF41,
serial no. 74185, in brown leather case £40-60

680

Pair of Second World War American binoculars
by Bausch & Lomb, dated 1941, together with
another pair of binoculars by Taylor - Hobson,
dated 1941 (2 pairs) £40-60

681

Pair of ITT military night vision goggles, model
no. 4907, serial no. B84, in fitted case, together
with various manuals £60-100

682

Collection of various military camouflage uniform
pouches and various accessories (1 box) £3050

683

Two Naval Ships binoculars, together with a
spotting scope (3) £60-80

684

Two Dragon military search lights (2) £40-60

664

Second World War Luftwaffe cockpit clock by
Junghans with black dial, luminous Arabic
numerals and hands, subsidiary seconds, in a
hinged case, marked Heereseigentum, 1939,
9971, mounted in a later oak stand £100-150

665

First World War Military medal, renamed to
141283 Gnr S.E. Gadd R.A. £80-100

666

First World War British Military Verner's Pattern
Officers' compass dated 1915, together with a
Second World War MK1 Magnetic Marching
Compass by T.G. Co Ltd £40-60

667

Second World War British Military Officers'
Compass MKIII dated 1944 by T.G. Co. Ltd,
together with another post war compass by
Stanley London (2) £40-60

668

British Military Type E2.B military compass,
together with an aircraft compass and various
other compasses £40-60
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685

Group of Trimble and Magellan portable GPS
Receivers and handsets, with manuals including
a Map 7000 £40-60

686

Sibir Optics Scope, together with a Pysis
spotting scope (2) £30-50

698

Group of interesting German First World War
glass photographic slides captioned 'Kriegs
Diorama 1914/15' various scenes including
Zeppelins £30-50

699

Group of Second World War Official information
booklets and pamphlets relating to various
campaigns and operations including The Battle
of Britain and the Conquest of North Africa (1
box) £30-40

700

Second World War Nazi War Merit Cross,
together with a Nazi enamel cap badge
numbered RZM M1 128 on reverse, a Nazi
Stickpin and one other Nazi badge together with
other military badges £30-50

687

Group of Militaria to include various shell cases,
together with a binoculars case and a pair of
binoculars (1 box) £30-50

688

Large collection of communication equipment to
include CB radio Ariels, walkie talkies and
various receivers (military and civilian) £60-80

689

Two USAF overalls / flying suits, with some
badges circa 1960s £30-50

690

Group of Second World War Airforce ephemera
to include an RAF mentioned in despatches
citation named to Squadron Leader J. Healey
M.B.E., together with an American Airforce
facsimile citation and medals named to T/SGT
Theodore Maruschak and a signed stamp cover.
by Ian E. Faser V.C. £60-80

701

Two First World War French Yellow metal
sweetheart brooches, together with other
military badges and buttons £30-50

702

First World War Officers' Brass compass
engraved 'J.M. Gow R.F.A.' in brown leather
pouch stamped J.M.G. £30-50

Fine book - Standard uniforms and patterns of
the Army, Navy, Militia, Volunteers, Civil
Service, Court Dress- published by William
Jones and Company, circa 1886, extensively
illustrated with lithographic prints. £400-600

703

Books- The Last of the Few by James Eckersley
together with two other military related books (3)
£20-40

704

Lead model of a Napoleonic era solider with
plaque 'R.H.A. Rocket Troop, private 1815',
approx 19cm in height £30-40

705

First World War Princess Mary Gift Tin, together
with Battlefield finds, Trench Art Vase, First
World War crested china and other Militaria £4060

706

Group of First World War postcards, together
with Second World War ephemera to include
booklets about campaigns £30-50

707

Second World War RAF Bombsight MK XIV A
computer , serial no. 1009/44 together with a
pair of car blackout headlight covers (3) £40-60

691

692

693

First World War period military, possibly Royal
Flying Corps, plotting board with inset compass
and brown leather retaining strap to reverse £40
-60
Unusual Second World War Period Diecast
Desk model of a French tank, with revolving gun
turret and candle holder, approx 19cm in length
£30-50

694

Group of Second World War Nazi Wehrmacht
Panzer Division pass, together with a
Ostpreuken Werwolf pass and Other documents
and badges £100-150

708

695

Colchester interest- Scarce Second World War
Postcard of the Colchester & District Spitfire No.
P8677 £20-40

Two post Second World War German military
jackets, together with other uniform £30-50

709

First World War Aluminium Cross, made from
the wreckage of Zeppelin L33, which crashed in
Essex, 24/9/16 together with a button depicting
Count Zeppelin (2) £30-40

19th century Scottish leather fire helmet, with
painted badge and numbered Reg. No. 793681,
by Jas. Hendry Ltd, Glasgow £50-70

710

Two Robert Taylor Second World War RAF
prints of a Mosquito and a Lancaster signed by
Leonard Cheshire V.C. Together with other
unframed military prints and RAF ephemera
(qty) £40-60

696

697

Three Second World War period photographs
depicting the Mohne Dam following the
Dambusters Raid, another of the Dam and one
depicting General Douglas MacArthur and
General Tomoyuki Yamashita £20-40
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750

751

752

753

George V 1897 pattern Infantry Officers' sword
with silver plated guard and wire bound
shagreen grip, straight fullered blade by
Sanderson Bros & Newbould Ld, Sheffield,
etched with Royal Arms, cipher and scrolls, in
brown pigskin covered service scabbard, 99cm
overall £100-150
George V Royal Navy Midshipman's Dirk, with
Lions head pommel, wire bound shagreen grip,
curved cross guard with acorn terminals and
etched blade with Fouled anchor, scroll and
cipher decoration by Fenton Brothers Ltd, Sword
Cutlers to the War Office, in black leather
scabbard with gilt brass mounts, 59cm overall
£200-300
Early 20th Century Royal Navy Officers' Dress
Sword with Lion's head pommel, wire bound
shagreen grip, Gothic guard with Queen's
Crown and fouled anchor and original bullion
dress knot, etched fullered blade by E. Thurkle,
Soho, London, retaining most original polish and
etched with King's Crown, rope and scrolls, in
brass mounted leather scabbard, together with
leather sword bag, 96cm overall £200-300
Nazi naval officers' dirk with Ivorine grip, etched
fullered blade decorated with fouled anchors and
dolphins by Eickhorn , Solingen retaining much
original polish, dimpled scabbard, the whole
retaining most original gilded finish. 41.5cm
overall £400-500

754

Nazi officers' sword with silver plated stirrup hilt,
lion's head pommel with green glass eyes, oak
leaf and scroll decoration, eagle and swastika to
langets, plain plated fullered and curved blade in
black enamelled scabbard £200-300

755

Scarce Georgian 1801 Pattern Baker rifle
bayonet by Osborn and Gumby with ribbed
brass stirrup hilt, straight blade with clipped
spear point, ordanance marked, in brass
mounted leather scabbard, mounted in glazed
display case. £200-300

756

Nazi fireman's sidearm by Puma, Solingen with
birds beak pommel, fluted plated blade in black
enamelled scabbard in glazed case £30-50

757

1930s German hunting Association sidearm with
stag horn grip and brass acorn and hoof
terminals, shell guard, saw back blade by Carl
Eickhorn, Solingen in brass mounted leather
scabbard. £100-150

758

Nazi naval officers' dirk with ivorine grip, etched
fullered blade by Eickhorn, Solingen retaining
most original polish in gilt brass scabbard with
lightning flash decoration. £200-300
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759

George V General officers' 1831 Pattern
Mameluke sword with ivorine grips, etched
blade with crowned GRV cipher and Generals'
badge in nickel plated scabbard. £150-250

760

Scottish Regimental Bandman's dirk, Mark II
with etched plated blade by Mole decorated with
thistles and scrolls, plated mounts with crown
pommel and scabbard £100-150

761

Scottish Regimental Bandman's dirk, Mark III,
with plain plated blade by a Wilkinson with
plated mounts, crown pommel and scabbard.
£100-150

762

Second World War Japanese officers' Katana
sword with regulation military mounts, curved
blade in painted and gilt metal mounted
scabbard. £150-250

763

Masonic sword with cruciform hilt, etched blade
in scabbard and two early 20th century
Japanese carved ivory mounted ornamental
swords (3) £80-120

764

Victorian Court Sword with ormolu hilt and
crown pommel, bullion dress knot and etched
blade together with gilt metal mounted leather
scabbard (broken) £80-120

765

1930/40s Nazi Hitler youth dagger with unusual
clipped Bowie- type blade with black enamelled
sheath with integral frog, the blade 14.5cm £100
-150

766

Second World War Fairbairn Sykes F.S. Second
pattern Fighting knife with checkered brass hilt,
straight crossguard marked with broad arrow
and 'B2', blued tapered blade (tip broken) in
original leather sheath with integral frog and
brass chape. £100-150

767

Second World War Italian M.38 bayonet with
scabbard. £30-40

768

Good quality 19th century sword stick with ivory
handle, etched fullered taper blade in malacca
sheath £100-150

769

Good quality 19th century Japanese sword stick
with straight double fullered blade in red
lacquered walking stick casing with white metal
pommel, the blade 59cm £100-200

770

Good quality Georgian sword stick with
colichemarde hollow ground blade with malacca
handle and shaft with silver mounts £150-200

771

19th century bamboo dagger stick with hollow
ground blade and another dagger stick (2) £80120

772

Unusual bamboo blow dart walking stick for
firing air gun darts with sterling silver collar and
removable furrel £60-80
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773

19th century bamboo sword stick with hollow
ground blade, brass collar engraved '
Col.St.George Caulfield' £100-150

786

First World War British Military issue Kukri with
broad arrow mark, dated 1916 In leather sheath
£50-70

774

19th century French brass dagger stick with
converted Gras bayonet blade £50-70

787

First World War French 1866 Chassepot
bayonet in scabbard £30-50

775

Early 19th century swordstick with hollow ground
blade engraved with figures and scrolls, leather
covered shaft with white metal terminal. £80-120

788

First World War British Military 1908 Pattern
Calvary Troopers sword in scabbard £60-80

789

776

19th Century Anglo Indian Sword Stick with
plain straight blade, carved wood tigers head
terminal to handle and carved shaft. £80-120

Japanese Meji period tsuba with prunus flower
decoration £80-120

790

Good quality reproduction Nazi diplomats' /
career officials' dress dagger in scabbard £6080

791

Late 19th Century sword stick, by Mole,
Birmingham, blade approx. 75cm in length
together with two walking sticks (3) £100-150

792

Unusual Victorian Scottish Police Truncheon
with inlaid steel decoration, ribbed grip with
concealed dagger, approx. 20cm in length £150200

793

Victorian Kent Constabulary police truncheon
with painted decoration and ribbed grip, approx
45cm in length £120-140

794

First World War French Label Bayonet together
with an 1866 Chassepot Bayonet (2) £40-60

795

Georgian 1805 Pattern Naval Officers' Sword,
together with a Victorian Sword, a First World
War French Bayonet together and a water bottle
(4) £50-70

796

Fine Wilkinson Sword commemorative
Commando dagger with gilded hilt, blue and gilt
blade 'The Special Air Service Regiment Golden
Jubilee 1941 - 1991', in fitted case with plaque
£150-200

797

Borneo Dayak Head hunters sword with carved
bone hilt with rope bound grip, in carved wood
scabbard £200-300

798

Reproduction Scottish Regimental officers'
Claymore sword with basket hilt, wire bound
leather grip, polished steel blade in scabbard
£40-60

799

19th Century European Side arm with ribbed
brass hilt and curved blade in leather scabbard
£100-150

800

Webley & Scott, Webley MK III .22 Air Rifle in
slip case £40-60

801

BSA Supersport .177 Air Rifle together with an
Apollo 4 x 40 scope and a box of pellets, in
canvas case £40-60

802

Diana Mod. 20 .177 Calibre break action air rifle
£30-40

777

Group of five turned wood and other truncheons
(5) £60-80

778

Victorian 1822 Pattern Royal Artillery Officer's
sword by Henry Wilkinson, with plated etched
blade ( no. 21152 ) decorated with officer's
monogram, Royal Arms etc, in leather field
service scabbard. £100-150

779

Second World War Japanese Officers' Katana
sword with earlier signed blade, regulation
military mounts and unusual rattan covered
scabbard. The blade 63cm (excluding tang)
£200-250

780

Two Antique African Tribal spears, together with
two African carved wood staffs (4) £40-60

781

Victorian 1831 Pattern Generals Mameluke
Sword with regulation ivory hilt, plain curved
clipped blade retaining most of its original polish
in brass scabbard . £200-300

782

Nazi Naval Officers' Dirk with ivorine grip,
original dress knot, etched fullered blade by
Alcaso, Solingen decorated with fouled anchor
and ships, retaining most of its original polish, in
brass scabbard with lightning flash decoration
and pair of original hangers with lion's head
buckles and velvet backing. £300-400

783

1930s Scottish Skean dhu dagger with silver
mounts and orange glass set pommel, carved
ebony hilt, tapered serrated blade, in sheath hallmarked Edinburgh 1933,17.2cm overall £60100

784

Second World War Third Pattern Fairbairn
Sykes F-S fighting knife with ribbed hilt, straight
crossguard marked with broad arrow and 'B2',
blued tapered blade in original leather sheath
with tabs and elasticated retaining strap. £100150

785

Second World War Nazi 1937 Pattern Luftwaffe
Officers' Dress Dagger with polished steel blade
by SMF Solingen, Luftwaffe Eagle crossguard,
wire bound celluloid hilt and pommel with gilt
Swastika, in scabbard with hangers stamped
'D.R.G.M.' £200-400
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803

Relum Tornado 2.22 air rifle with Bisley 4x20
telescopic sight, in vinyl slip case £40-60

804

BSA Meteor .177 Calibre air rifle, together with
an A.S.I. 4x 15 scope £40-60

805

Webley Hurricane .22 Calibre air pistol in
original box with accessories £80-120

806

Early 19th century air gun stick of crooked metal
form with painted grained wood finish ,95cm
overall £200-300

807

19th century Day's Patent 1823 percussion
underhammer stick gun with walnut pistol
handle, gilt brass Royal arms patent plaque and
black enamelled steel barrel shaft with
concealed trigger and button hammer 92cm high
£200-300

808

19th century percussion box lock pocket pistol
with turn-off barrel, engraved frame with military
trophies, concealed trigger and top safety,
walnut bag grip, Birmingham proofs, the whole
in excellent original condition with much original
blued and bright steel finish 14.5cm £150-250

809

19th century percussion box lock pocket pistol
by Nock London with turn-off barrel, concealed
trigger and top safety, slab sided walnut grip
34.5cm overall £100-150

810

Two 19th century percussion box lock pocket
pistols with floral scrollwork and walnut bag
grips (2) £100-150

811

812

19th century percussion box lock 38 bore
overcoat pistol, retailed by Bentley London with
turn-off octagonal barrel signed on top flat, scroll
engraving to lock, finely chequered walnut grip
with white metal mounts 20cm overall £150-200
18th century Spanish 20 bore miquelet lock
pistol with fluted two-stage barrel, ornate side
lock and carved walnut stock with ornate steel
pommel and wooden ramrod, 28cm overall £150
-250

813

19th century percussion 22 bore officers' pistol
(converted from flintlock), the lock signed
Reddell, finely chequered walnut stock with
engraved steel furniture 24cm overall £60-100

814

Scarce early production London Colt 1849
pocket percussion revolver, matching numbers
(No.149 ), London address to top of barrel,
London proofs to cylinder, brass trigger guard
and frame, walnut grips,12 cm barrel. London
Colt pocket revolvers were produced from 1853
to 1857. The total production was 11,000 and
this example numbered 149 must date from the
first year of production. £200-300
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815

Large 19th century East India Company
percussion carbine bore military pistol with
London proofs, sidelock with engraved EIC lion
crest, walnut stock with regulation brass mounts,
swivel ramrod and lanyard ring, the barrel 23cm,
the pistol 40cm overall £200-300

816

Unusual 19th century Indian trade percussion
blunderbuss pistol with flared two-stage barrel,
sidelock converted from flint, walnut stock and
brass furniture, the stock stamped '83 RGT.
Lahore 45' 36 cm overall £100-150

817

Napoleonic French 1805 Pattern flintlock cavalry
pistol dated 1814 with brass mounts, steel
ramrod, various markings including stamps to
stock, the barrel 20cm, the pistol 35cm £300400

818

19th century Indian trade percussion military
pistol with swivel ramrod and brass mounts, the
barrel 24.5cm, the pistol 38cm £100-150

819

Fine 18th/19th century Turkish market flintlock
holster pistol with ornate white metal mounts
including trophies of arms to skull-cracker
pommel, rococo cartouche, engraved lock plate,
22 bore barrel with proof marks and white metal
sight, full length walnut stock with false ramrod.
The barrel 31.2 cm, the pistol 50cm overall.
£450-500

820

Chinese Model 55 air rifle in cardboard case £30
-50

821

B.S.A. Cadet Major .177 air rifle, together with a
tin of pellets (2) £30-50

822

Second World War Battlefield Relic recovered
from Sword beach, a heavily corroded rifle
barrel, mounted with plaque on oak shield £80120

823

Antique Pin Fire Revolver with wood grip £30-50

824

Webley Sports Starting Pistol in box with blanks
£20-30

850

Selection of Whitefriars glass including pair of
tangerine coffin vases, pair of tangerine
nailhead vases, meadow green coffin vase, pair
of kingfisher blue candle holders, ruby finger
vase and ruby teardrop vase (Qty: 9) £100-150

851

Three Swarovski crystal Masquerade figures Pierrot 1999, Columbine 2000 and Harlequin
2001, all boxed with certificates £80-120

852

Three Swarovski crystal Magic Of Dance figures
- Isadora 2002, Antonio 2003 and Anna 2004, all
boxed with certificates £60-100

853

Selection of Swarovski crystal items including
Annual Edition 1993 Inspiration Africa - The
Elephant, galleon, and flowers, all boxed £40-60
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854

Kosta Boda Art Glass Bowl with orange
decoration £30-50

872

Collection of Halcyon days enamelled boxes,
boxed (17) £120-180

855

Blue Art glass bowl (indistinctly signed) together
with an Art glass ornament (2) £40-60

873

856

Schneider glass vase and an Art Nouveau style
iridescent glass vase £40-60

Moorcroft pottery bowl decorated in the Hibiscus
pattern on blue ground and one other on green
ground, both with impressed marks and painted
signatures (2) £100-150

857

A Crown Ducal Charlotte Rhead vase, signed
£50-70

874

858

Lalique 'coquilles' pattern opaline glass dish,
signed and numbered 3011 £250-350

Two pairs of Royal Doulton Stoneware vases,
one decorated with fruit on a purple ground, and
the other with geometric patterns on a green
ground, 22cm and 29.5cm height (4) £60-100

859

Waterford Crystal part table service comprising
of ten wine glasses and four port glasses £50-70

875

Pair of Royal Doulton stoneware vases with
tubed lined decoration of roses, 32cm height
£60-80

860

Early Moorcroft Flaminium glazed inkwell,
signed £60-100

876

861

Three Royal Doulton figures - Good King
Wenceslas HN2118, Biddy Pennyfarthing
HN1843 and Southern Belle £40-60

Troika lamp, of rectangular slab form, stylised
figural and geometric ornament to opposing
faces, marks to base, 31cm high £100-150

877

Royal Dux figure and one other similar £40-60

878

Caverswall China limited edition two-handled
urn with lid, to commemorate The Wedding of
HRH Prince Charles and Lady Diana Spencer,
1981, numbered 233 of 250, 36.5cm high £3050

879

Art Deco Schneider vase, acid-etched and
polished design, signed, 24cm high £60-100

862

Five Bilston and Battersea limited edition
enamel trinket boxes - Ludwig van Beethoven
no. 698, Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart no. 584,
Joseph Haydn no. 600, George Frederick
Handel no. 248 and Johann Sebastian Bach no.
130 £50-80

863

Six Bilston and Battersea enamel trinket boxes
including A Token of Love, Happy Birthday and
Happy Anniversary £40-60

880

864

Eight boxed Bilston and Battersea enamel
Easter eggs 1973-1980 and one other unboxed
1973 (Qty: 9) £80-120

Waterford Crystal to include scallop edge fruit
bowl, two graduated square bowls and a
decanter (4) £60-80

881

865

Six boxed Bilston and Battersea enamel boxes
including antique golfing scene, Happy Birthday
and A Token of Love £60-80

866

Four boxed Bilston and Battersea enamel boxes
including To My Love, Shooting scene and
thimble, plus two boxed Halcyon Days enamel
boxes (Qty: 6) £60-80

Six Caithness glass paperweights – Bridal Waltz
by Helen Macdonald 2003, Swizzle by Gordon
Henry 2007, Floral Gems Topaz by Design
Studios 2005, Miniature Orchid by Allan Scott
1991, Miniature Christmas Tree by A. Scott
1987 and Streamers by Margot Thompson 1990
£50-70

882

Five antique enamel trinket boxes including May
you be Happy and Forget-me-not, Limoges
trinket box, silver napkin ring and other items
£60-80

Seven various glass paperweights – including
Caithness ring stand, three Teign Valley, one
Royal Brierley, one Isle of Man and one crystal
with inset porcelain plaque £30-50

883

Five Chinese millefiori glass paperweights, circa
1930 (copy of Clichy 1845) £40-60

884

Three Caithness limited edition glass
paperweights – Apparition, designed by Alastair
MacIntosh, signed by Colin Terris 1997, no. 22
of 500, MacBeth, designed by Sarah Peterson
no. 17 of 100 and Smoke Signals, designed by
Sarah Peterson no. 60 of 100, all boxed with
certificates £50-70

885

Service of Bing and Grondahl porcelain
tablewares, seagull pattern, including platter,
tureens, plates of various sizes, gravy boats,
cups, saucers, dishes, etc (77 pieces) £200-300

867

868

Four Halcyon Days enamel trinket boxes all with
verse plus two Crummles enamel boxes (Qty: 6)
£50-70

869

Four Poole Delphis bowls with abstract
decoration £40-60

870

Large Poole circular bowl with banded
decoration, another Poole bowl and three Poole
Aegean shaped dishes (Qty: 5) £40-60

871

Late Victorian Foley China tea set decorated
with a floral pattern (34 pieces) £40-60
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886

Art Deco etched glass vase by Daum Nancy,
France, 13cm diameter £100-150

904

Four Caithness miniature paperweights by Allan
Scott (4) £50-70

887

Carol McNicoll crumpled technique ceramic
vase, together with a Furstenberg white glazed
vase, 18cm and 37cm height £50-70

905

Four Strathearn Art glass paperweights, pre1980 (4) £40-60

906

888

Three large Beswick fireside animals - Labrador
2314, Old English Sheepdog 2232 and Cat 1867
(3) £60-80

Group of five Paul Vasart circa. 1946
paperweights £70-100

907

John Ditchfield Art glass vase, signed and dated
84', approx 11.5cm in height £30-50

908

Four Vasart glass vases in orange colour ways
(4) £50-70

909

Murano Art glass vase with green and yellow
decoration, 17.5cm in height £50-70

910

Collection of Country Artists and Teviotdale
groups of pheasants, otters, owls and bluetits,
including CA Woodland Glory (7) £40-60

911

René Lalique Sauterelles pattern vase, the
frosted and clear glass decorated with a
grasshopper design, with green and blue
patination, signed on the base, 27cm height
£1,500-2,000

912

Two Royal Crown Derby Royal cats
paperweights (Absysinnian and Burmese),
together with a Lladro figure of a girl with a lamb
(3) £80-120

913

Large early 19th century Crown Derby tureen
and cover with painted apple green border, rose
and anemone sprays with butterflies, together
with two smaller dishes and covers £40-60

914

WITHDRAWN Limited edition commemorative
Brexit mug by Bentham Pottery, complete with
certificate of authenticity - see the Victoria and
Albert museum for a further example £100-150

915

Whitefriars tangerine drunken bricklayer vase
designed by Geoffrey Baxter, 20cm height £150200

889

Two large Border Fine Arts figures of cheetahs,
on original wooden bases, the larger figure
measuring 37cm across £50-70

890

Lladro Charlie Chaplin together with two other
Lladro figures, including a boy fishing and a
graduate (3) £60-80

891

Herend porcelain dinner wares, hand painted
with birds and flowers, including six crescent
shaped dishes, plates of various size, soup
bowls and saucers, and a tureen lid (22 pieces)
£60-100

892

Minton 'Ancestral' pattern tea and dinner service
(42 pieces) £40-60

893

Royal Copenhagen porcelain teaset, decorated
with a floral pattern, consisting of teapot, sugar
bowl, cream jug, 4 cups, saucers and sideplates
£30-50

894

Wedgwood Royal Silver Jubilee commemorative
Diced Goblet (three colours) - boxed £60-80

895

Lalique limited edition 2004 Flacon - Deux
Coeurs, with contents, boxed with certificate
£100-150

896

Wedgwood limited edition collection of figures of
Henry VIII and his six wives £200-300

897

Royal Doulton limited edition figure of Lady Jane
Grey, HN 3680 £50-70

898

Four Lladro figures, between 20cm and 26cm
height £60-100

916

Royal Albert Old Country Roses tea and
dinnerwares, including teapot, cake stand,
tureens, etc (56 pieces) £60-100

Two Royal Doulton Dogs together with a Royal
Doulton figure "The Old Balloon Seller" HN1315
(3) £40-60

917

11 Royal Doulton figurines: Darling HN 1319,
Sweet Anne HN 1330, Miss Demure HN 1402,
Anne of the Five Towns HN 3865, Mary
Countess Howe HN 3007, Christening Day HN
3211, The Gossips HN 1429, Bride HN 2873,
Betsy HN 2111, Fair Maiden HN 2211 x 2 £100150

918

Whitefriars smoky grey vase with tangerine
circles, together with a Caithness scent bottle
and a Caithness decanter (3) £40-60

899

900

Collection of seven pieces of Mdina glassware,
to include vase, paperweights (7) £50-70

901

Collection of seven pieces of Mdina glassware,
to include vase, paperweights and obelisk (7)
£50-70

902

Collection of six Victorian green glass
paperweights to include Stourbridge and
Castleford (6) £100-150

903

Five Murano Art glass paperweights, two
bearing original paper labels (5) £50-70
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919

Late 19th / early 20th century Hungarian shell
shaped ceramic table centrepiece, marked
'Fischer J Budapest 932', 35.5cm length x
24.5cm height £50-100

940

Moorcroft Pottery vase, designed by Shirley
Hayes, ltd. ed. 47/50, 33.5cm height £100-150

941

Moorcroft Pottery vase, decorated with a holly
pattern, 36cm heigh £100-150

920

Okra iridescent glass scent bottle, together with
an Okra vase (2) £50-70

942

1950s Ridgway Homemaker pattern dinner and
teaware (45 pieces) £100-150

921

Pair of Doulton Lambeth vases with painted bird
decoration on brown ground, impressed factory
mark, 21.5cm high £50-70

943

923

Okra iridescent art glass vase decorated with
fish £80-120

Royal Crown Derby pattern 3615 dinner service,
comprising dinner plates, soup plates, dessert
dishes, side plates, casserole dishes, serving
plate and sauce bowl (32 pieces) £100-150

944

924

Okra iridescent art glass vase in white colour
ways £60-80

Whitefriars Tangerine TV vase designed by
Geoffrey Baxter £150-200

945

925

Collection of Crummles and other enamelled
trinket boxes £60-100

Whitefriars Tangerine bark vase designed by
Geoffrey Baxter £30-50

946

926

Group of five modern Moorcroft vases, 3 of them
boxed £100-150

Whitefriars Kingfisher blue bark vase designed
by Geoffrey Baxter £30-50

947

927

Collection of paperweights, including five
Langham, one Selkirk, one Caithness, and two
others (9) £40-60

Whitefriars Ruby bark vase designed by
Geoffrey Baxter £30-50

948

Whitefriars Cinnamon hooped vase designed by
Geoffrey Baxter £150-200

928

Contemporary Moorcroft pottery plaque in box,
the plaque measuring 30cm across £80-120

949

Whitefriars Pewter Cucumber vase designed by
Geoffrey Baxter £100-150

929

Contemporary Moorcroft pottery Ewer dated
2005 with box, 18.5cm height £40-60

950

Large mottled art glass globular vase £30-50

930

Contemporary Moorcroft Pottery vase with box
dated 2006, 23cm height £60-100

951

Large Isle of Wight globular vase with pink,
white and turquoise decoration and original
sticker £150-200

931

Contemporary Moorcroft potter ginger jar and
cover dated 2006 with box, 11cm height £40-60

952

Isle of Wight Michael Harris purple swirl art
glass globular vase £50-70

932

Contemporary Moorcroft pottery ginger jar and
cover dated 2003 with box, 15.5cm height £6080

953

Large Mdina axe head vase £150-200

954

933

Contemporary Moorcroft pottery two handled
vase dated 2007 with box, 19cm height £80-120

Mdina facet cut cube vase, signed Eric Dobson
£80-120

955

Mdina facet cut cube vase £40-60

934

Contemporary Moorcroft pottery vase dated
2006 with box, 19.5cm height £80-120

956

Caithness Freestyle art glass dish, with blue and
green swirls, signed J Lewis £60-100

935

Contemporary Moorcroft pottery vase dated
2006 with box, 24cm height £100-150

957

936

Moorcroft Pottery Spirit of Liberty pattern vase,
designed by Emma Bossons, ltd. ed. 103/200,
37cm height £100-150

Caithness Freestyle limited edition art glass
bowl, with blue and purple swirls, numbered 213
of 250, signed James Mason £60-80

958

Graystan purple art glass vase, signed £50-80

959

Mdina tall blue, green and amethyst cylindrical
art glass vase £80-120

960

Whitefriars Aubergine bark vase designed by
Geoffrey Baxter £30-50

961

Whitefriars Aubergine coffin vase designed by
Geoffrey Baxter £50-70

962

Whitefriars Meadow green bark vase designed
by Geoffrey Baxter £30-50

963

Whitefriars Meadow green coffin vase designed
by Geoffrey Baxter £50-70

937

Moorcroft Pottery River of Dreams pattern vase,
designed by Sarah Cowan, ltd. ed. 196/350,
37cm height £100-150

938

Moorcroft Pottery Profusion pattern vase,
designed by Philip Gibson, ltd. ed. 77/100,
42.5cm height £300-400

939

Moorcroft Pottery Wolfsbane pattern vase,
designed by Angie Davenport, dated 22nd
March 2002, 53.5cm height £300-400
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964

Whitefriars Tangerine TV vase designed by
Geoffrey Baxter £100-150

984

Two Royal Doulton jardinères with applied floral
decoration on green ground £50-70

965

Good quality 1970s cut glass cube decanter with
silver collar (dated 1973), by Garrard & Co £5070

985

Portmeirion The Botanic Garden table service,
including plates, vases, clocks, storage jars,
cups and saucers etc (Qty: 64 pieces) £100-150

966

Stylish heavy cut glass vase £60-100

986

967

Good quality cut glass vase with star and circle
decoration £60-100

Large collection of porcelain thimbles and two
display cabinets £50-70

987

Late 18th century creamware Masonic Jug with
printed Masonic symbols and verse and loop
handle. 23.5cm £150-200

988

19th century Sunderland lustre Masonic Jug with
printed Masonic scene, verse and 'young
cottagers' 18.5cm £50-70

989

Austrian Porcelain figure of a dog, with
impressed marks '1631' and blue printed mark
'Wien' together with a Spanish porcelain model
of a Deer (2) £20-40

990

Scarce Doulton Lambeth Stoneware green
glazed 'Isobath Patent Reservoir Gum Pot' with
impressed factory marks to base, manufactured
for Thos. De La Rue & Co, London, approx
14cm in height £60-80

991

Selection of crested ware items including
military vehicles £30-50

992

Adrian Sankey iridescent art glass vase, similar
mushroom and two Caithness etched and
coloured glass vases (Qty: 4) £30-50

993

Selection of crested china including eight pieces
of W.H Goss, plus four porcelain half dolls and
two miniature toby jugs £20-40

994

Vaseart Scottish Art glass vase with adventurine
gold fleck decoration, approx 26cm in height £30
-50

995

Susie Cooper Azalea pattern tea set (Qty: 18
pieces ) £40-60

996

Large Lladro porcelain clown bust, Lladro figure
of lady with geese, four other Lladro geese and
a similar Nao (Qty: 7) £60-100

997

Gypsy related transfer printed tea set by Baron
China Staffs plus a reproduction Staffordshire
figure of circus performers (Qty: 22 ) £40-60

998

Plichta Wemyss ceramic models of a pig and an
elephant, both with printed marks, the pig
measuring 16cm length £40-60

999

Wemyss pottery jug or ewer, decorated with the
cabbage rose pattern, impressed mark to base,
24cm height £40-60

968

Whitefriars cylindrical streaky vase with green,
black and blue colours £30-50

969

Mdina amethyst art glass vase with trailed blue
decoration £30-50

970

Two purple art glass vases £30-50

971

Large Mdina axe head vase £60-100

972

Isle of Wight Azurene art glass lollipop vase,
possibly Night Scape by Michael Harris £100150

973

Waterford Crystal Alana pattern table service
(Qty: 41 pieces) £200-300

974

Royal Worcester dessert service with floral
decoration and gilt rim on cobalt blue ground
(Qty: 8 pieces) £60-100

975

Copeland blue and white ceramic tray decorated
with Eastern scene £30-50

976

Group of Waterford Crystal wine glasses,
photograph frame, clock and vases (Qty: 13
pieces) £50-80

977

Collection of enamel and porcelain pill boxes
including Limoges (Qty: 21) £50-70

978

Four Halcyon Days enamel trinket boxes and
three Crummles enamel boxes (Qty: 7) £40-60

979

Two Peter Layton art glass scent bottles with
stoppers and a Peter Layton glass vase (Qty: 3)
£40-60

980

Royal Copenhagen Vase with abstract
decoration £30-50

981

Eleven Royal Doulton figures - Sharon HN3603,
Country Rose HN3221, Adele HN2480,
Kathleen HN3609, Diana Princess of Wales
HN5061, Sweet Lilac HN3972, Stephanie
HN4461, Diana HN3266, Fragrance HN2334,
Happy Birthday HN3829 and Fair Lady HN3216
£100-150

982

Set of four Roy Kirkham pottery Toby jugs and
one other (Qty: 5) £30-50

983

Selection of porcelain thimbles housed in
display cabinets and a glass dome, plus two
silver thimbles £30-50
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1000

Wemyss style pottery, including 2 basins, 2 spill
vases and a covered bowl, the basins with
printed marks for Ye Olde English S.F. & co, and
the rest marked Ye Olde English T.Goode & co
£30-40

1001

Five Royal Crown Derby porcelain paperweights
to include a Ram, and four birds £30-50

1002

Three Nao porcelain cats and a collection of 13
glass paperweights including Isle of Wight and
Alum Bay £30-40

1003

Quantity of 19th and early 20th century
commemorative railway ceramics, including a
mug, a jug, a pearl ware dish, 2 rectangular
dishes and 2 pin dishes (7) £40-60

1016

Six Royal Crown Derby paperweights including
Red Legged Partridge, Chaffinch, Robin and
Chelford Chaffinch plus a Royal Crown Derby
paperweight Collectors Guide £40-60

1024

Collection of stamps and First Day Covers (est.
£80 face) £80-120

1025

Album of cigarette cards, assorted stamps and
ephemera £30-50

1026

Two albums and other loose mixed stamps £3050

1027

Large collection of Indentures, wills and other
historic documents £50-70

1028

Collection of 1930s Flying Magazines including
number one issue £30-50

1029

GB and World selection in album and loose
including old Lincoln album with early USA salon
and others £40-60

1004

Three 20th century Chinese famille rose
porcelain plaques, painted with immortals, other
figures and calligraphy, in ebonised frames,
between 37cm and 39cm length £300-500

1005

Collection of six items of Luagharne blue glass
with silver overlaid floral decoration plus a few
items silver plated cutlery £60-80

1030

Group of early 20th Opera singers signed
photographs including Margherita Carosa and
others £20-40

1006

Lalique glass 'Floréal' figure of a kneeling
female nude, etched signature, signed ' Lalique,
France', paper label numbered 1191500, height
85mm. £50-70

1031

Terminator 2 card cinema lobby stand £30-50

1032

Press Packs- Johnny Mnemonic, The Rescuers,
Papillon, Terminator 2, Return of the Living
Dead part 2, Flipper, Short Circuit, 007 License
to Kill, Robin Hood Men in Tights, 007 The
Living Daylights, Lethal Weapon 2, Champions,
Lochness, Ace Venturer Pet Detective, James
and the Giant Peach, The Bear, Blind Date,
Beverly Hills Cop 2, Halloween Chain Reaction,
The Aristocats, Peter Pan, Ghostbusters 2,
Disney Robin Hood, Surviving Picasso, Tin Cup,
The Crucible, Father of the Bride 2, Prince of
Darkness, 2010, Demolition Man, Mary Poppins
and film magazines including Indiana Jones,
Good Morning Vietnam, Film News,
Ghostbusters, Lord of the Rings, Nightmare on
Elm Street 3, Cinifex, Cinemagic magazines and
Iron Maiden Killer World Tour 81 programme.
Freddy's Dead 3D glasses £40-60

1033

George Bernard-Shaw autograph letter to the
Editor of the Evening Standard offices, dated
12th Nov 1930. Responding to a published
article by Dr Ingres discussing the Russian
revolution, titled 'How to avert the Russian Peril'
Provenance: Family descent from Stanley
Tiquet - deputy Editor of London Evening
Standard £200-300

1007

Troika vase with abstract decoration on blue
ground £50-80

1008

Pair of 19th Century Staffordshire figures of
Greyhounds (2) £30-50

1009

Group of four Staffordshire / Pearlware figures
including a watch stand and Shylock (4) £30-50

1010

Two pairs of Staffordshire type Spaniels,
together with a large Staffordshire figure of Tam
O Shanter (5) £30-50

1011

Royal Doulton Slaters Patent four piece teaset
£30-50

1012

Royal Doulton Flambé Cat, together with a
Royal Crown Derby Cat Paperweight, a Royal
Doulton figure, an Art glass paperweight in the
form of an Apple, and two enamel trinket boxes
(6) £40-60

1013

Two Royal Crown Derby paperweights Oceanic Whale and Dolphin £60-100

1014

Three Royal Crown Derby paperweights - Otter,
Snowy Owl and Tawny Owl £40-60

1015

Five Royal Crown Derby paperweights Cavalier King Charles Spaniel, Misty, Puppy,
Bank Vole and Bunny £40-60
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1034

George Bernard-Shaw (1856-1950) autograph
letter, dated 27/6/32 comprising handwritten
scathing response to foot of page below a
quandary...'the author must himself have been
an imbecile child, and yet has a page of a
leading newspaper...' Provenance: Family
descent from Stanley Tiquet - Deputy Editor of
London Evening Standard. Tiquet set a regular
series of quandaries, to which he would illicit the
response of celebrities and notable figures of the
day. £200-300

1039

Randolph Churchill - autograph letter to Stanley
Tiquet, sent from 10 Downing Street, dated 26th
September 1940, a handwritten undated letter
from 10 Downing Street referring to the the
Prime Minister's food habits '...the P.M. so far as
I know never eats tripe and onions on kippers,
rosy beef is the only food he is particularly fond
of, especially cold, he is also very partial to
oysters...', two further letters, together with a
letter from the Winifred Churchill and a letter
from the Private Secretary to the P.M. £200-300

1035

John Betjemen - two hand-signed typed letters,
addressed to Mrs Jonas, dated 1959, 1965,
referring to Mrs Jonas' late father S. Tiquet,
Deputy Editor of The Evening Standard when
Betjemen worked there....'In those stormy days
of the Evening Standard, when the sack hung I
over me each week, he was a tower of strength
and kindness....' Provenance: Family descent
from Mrs Jonas £100-150

1040

Writers autograph letters - including Sinclair
Lewis, Edmund Blunden, Robert Graves, Rosita
Forbes, John Galsworthy, Aldous Huxley
Provenance: Family descent from Stanley
Tiquet - Deputy Editor of London Evening
Standard £200-300

1041

England cricket related letters - including
handwritten Harold Larwood handwritten letter,
others by C. B. Fry, Herbert Sutcliffe, Patsy
Hendren, Sir Aubrey Smith, Leveson-Gower, Sir
Pelham Warner, Percey Fender, G. L. Gessop
and others. Provenance: Family descent from
Stanley Tiquet - Deputy Editor of London
Evening Standard £100-150

1042

Sir Donald Bradman (1908-2001) handwritten
autograph letter, together with another from M A
Noble, Australian cricket captain and another
from South African international cricketer Sir
Abe Bailey. (3)
Provenance: Family descent from Stanley
Tiquet - Deputy Editor of London Evening
Standard £60-100

Good collection of autograph letters relating to
Film and Stage - including letters from John
Gielgud, Ivor Novello, Irene Vanbrugh, Sir
Seymour Hicks, Stanley Lupino, George Robey,
Madge Kendall, Sir Hugh Lytton, Leslie Henson,
Cedric Hardwicke, Sybil Thorndyke, Sir Harry
Lander and others, Ronald Squire, Nigel Playfair
and others. £150-250

1043

Artists autograph letters - including two page
letter from C. R. W. Nevinson (answering the
Editors posed 'quandary'), double sided letter by
Jacob Epstein, Eric Gill note, Bernard Patridge,
cartoonist William Strube, Bruce Bairnsfather.
Provenance: Family descent from Stanley
Tiquet - Deputy Editor of London Evening
Standard £150-250

Sir Malcolm Campbell autograph letter, dated
1932, together with two letters from tennis ace
W.T. Tilden, Tennis star Betty Nuthall. Rugby
International Barry Cumbelege,
OlympicChampion D G A Lowe, racing driver
Love Howe. Provenance: Family descent from
Stanley Tiquet - Deputy Editor of London
Evening Standard £50-70

1044

Politicians and Statesmen autograph letters Including Chancellor of the Exchequer Sir
Kingsley Wood, Anthony Asquith, James Allan
Mollison, Field Marshall Lord Allenby, Field
Marshall Bridwood, Ellen Wilkinson and others
Provenance: Family descent from Stanley
Tiquet - Deputy Editor of London Evening
Standard £70-100

1036

1037

1038

Billl Burgess (1872-1950) famous channel
swimmer, handwritten letter to the Editor of the
Evening Standard answering a question about
the swimmer's food during his channel swim '...I think its only fair to state publicly that my
only food consisted of Swiss milk chocolate & a
few grapes & the leg of a chicken...'
Provenance: Family descent from Stanley
Tiquet - Deputy Editor of London Evening
Standard £50-70
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1045

Autograph letters from writers - large diverse
collection including Arnold Bennett, Compton
McKenzie, Michael Arlen, Henry Newbolt, Rose
Macauley, Hubert Wolfe, W. R. Inge, Sir Hugh
Walpole, Rebecca West and others.
Provenance: Family descent from Stanley
Tiquet - Deputy Editor of London Evening
Standard £200-400

1046

Autograph letters - musicians and composers,
including Roger Quilter, Malcolm Sargeant,
Montague Phillips, Sir Landon Ronald, others
Provenance: Family descent from Stanley
Tiquet - Deputy Editor of London Evening
Standard £50-70

1047

Autograph letters - famous golfers and athletes,
including Harold Abrahams, J H Taylor, George
Duncan, Alex Herd, Harry Vardon, Diana
Fishwick, Lord Bughley, and others
Provenance: Family descent from Stanley
Tiquet - Deputy Editor of London Evening
Standard £40-60

1048

Autograph letters - Politicians and Statesmen,
including Nancy Astor, Lord Cannock, Lord
Berners, Lord Darling, Lord Nathan, Viscountess
Cecil, Admiral Edwin Evans, Lord Lonsdale,
Lord Horne, Lord Desborough and others
Provenance: Family descent from Stanley
Tiquet - Deputy Editor of London Evening
Standard £50-70

1049

1050

1051

Autograph letters - Notables and Statesmen
including Lord Halifax. Robert Hale, F. E. Baily,
Lord Buckmaster, Sir Ian Hamilton, Countess of
Oxford, Mrs Lloyd-George, Baden Powell, A. G.
W Mason, Harold Nicolson, various others.
Provenance: Family descent from Stanley
Tiquet - Deputy Editor of London Evening
Standard £50-100
Railway 1920s ephemera in box including
Glasgow and South Western Railway Co.
Report & Statement of Accounts with map,
London Midland & Scottish Railway Co. reports,
statistical returns and financial reports. Similar
for GNR and LNER. Engineer's handwritten
notes with diagrams relating to railway signals.
Periodicals and photographs including East
Gates Colchester 1924 etc. £40-60
Mixed ephemera in two boxes including War
Office maps, carte de visite, engravings,
Victorian social history photographs including
Ferry house and Ferry man Southwold, 1920s
illustrated magazines, Royal Naval Review
1889, books etc. £60-100
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1052

Railway Disaster ephemera including Witham
1st September 1905, accident newspapers and
cuttings, handwritten manuscript of the report of
the accident. Also photographs and handwritten
report of the train accident on 8th November
1865 GER near Darsham station, etc. £30-50

1053

Victorian Greetings cards collection including
paper-lace, angel pull-out, novelty, stand-up,
Valentines etc. Also a small quantity of
postcards, small Victorian photograph album
containing photographs from World Exhibition.
Three mounted Victorian photographs of the
River at Horning with boats and people. £60-100

1054

Military World War One ephemera including
typed and handwritten orders 55th Infantry
Brigade, Secret Draft defence Scheme
Henencourt Château 1918, Secret order no.218
Montbrehain September 1918. Handwritten
report of Court Martial 21st May 1916 In the
Field. This extract details the service man, the
charges against him and the sentence of the
court, 'To suffer death by being shot' This was
carried out at 4.25 am on the 12th May 1916.
Plus other items from Eastern Command School
of Signalling, 10th Essex The Old Comrades
Association etc. Official Use Only Trench
Warfare 1915 booklet. £60-100

1055

Autograph Daphne du Maurier (1907-1989)
English author and playwright. Typed letter
signed Daphne du Maurier on headed notepaper
Kilmarth, Par, Cornwall, du Maurier's home.
'Dear Miss Room How nice of you to write and
tell me that you enjoyed The House on the
Strand.........etc. du Maurier also talks about the
book's plot . £40-60

1056

Autograph Noel Coward (1899-1973) British
playwright, composer and actor. Handwritten
letter to Mr Ian Pepper dated 1966 signed Noel
Coward and on Queens Theatre London
notepaper . Mr Coward offers advice on joining
the Navy and life in general. ' My dear boy..........
I once said I would go through life in the First or
Third Class but never the Second...... He also
mentions his dear director Vivian ( Matalon) £60
-100

1057

Film Poster Very Large James Bond Moonraker.
Artwork by Dan Goozee, Litho in USA 180 x135
cms approximately. £60-100

1058

Film Posters Two long James Bond Moonraker
US 1979 United Artists. Cinema lobby size 50 x
150 cms. approximately. £60-100
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1059

Film Memorabilia 1980s Star Wars Empire
Strikes Back promotional pack containing typewritten pages and four black and white film still
photographs. £50-70

1060

Postcards loose in box including GB topography,
Military, Social History, Comic, Real
Photographic hauling Lifeboat through the
streets of Port Isaac, selection of early undivided
backs etc. £40-60

1061

Railway- A collection of Victorian hand drawn
structural plans in graphite and ink with
calculations and annotations. Including GER
Liverpool Street London Foundations to Hotel,
Ipswich platforms elevations, Stratford Market
Station proposed waiting room on up platform,
Chelmsford Station - proposed raising of
platform, GR 7 GER Joint Lines Station
Buildings, Spalding to Lincolnshire - proposed
single and double cottage, Thetford footbridge.
Victoria Docks South Lane goods sheds and
offices. (Qty: 30+) £100-200

1062

Railway A collection of Victorian printed plans
many with printed signature Alf (Alfred) Langley,
inventor of Hydraulic Buffer, some dated and
stamped Engineer's Office, Liverpool Street,
London. Printer Waterlow & Sons Ltd, London.
Elevation and cross-section of Buffer Stop 1881,
Plan of Liverpool St Station 1897, Plan of the
County of Essex West Ham showing the division
of Abby Road GER 1881, Designs of signal
boxes 23 Jan 79 (1879) GER Bow, Retaining
Wall cross-section, etc 50+. Also some blue
prints. £100-200

1063

Film posters British quad size posters- The
Entity/Alien, Xtro,Top Gun, Star Trek the
Voyage Home, Terms of Endearment. Saint
Jack, Crocodile Dundee. Ghoulies, The Fourth
Portocol, Return to Oz, Baby Secret of the Lost
Legend, Batchelor Party, Starman, Silkwood,
Tough Guys, Who Will Love My Children?,
Champions, Basil (2), Teacher, The Emerald
Forest, The Witch, The Journey of Natty Gan,
Xtro, Top Gun, Highroad to China, The
Entertity/Alien £100-150
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1064

Lobby cards mainly 1980s, for The Sting (two
sets of four), Shadow of the Werewolf, Tombs of
the Blind Dead, The Blood-spattered Bride,
Shock, Spider-Man the dragons challenge, Dirty
Dancing, The London Connection, Infernal Trio,
Fidelio, Eskimo Nell. Sex for Free, Lady and the
Tramp, The Doctor in the Nude, Phantom of the
Paradise, Great Balls of Fire, Mash, And Justice
for All, Hellraiser, Vigilante Force, Fierce
Creatures, Who's That Girl, Flesh Gordon,
Gorillas in the Mist, The Wildcats of St. Trinians,
Fantasia, The Running Man, Flipper, Full Metal
Jacket, Indiana Jones and the Last Crusade,
Around the World with Fanny Hill, Poltergeist 3,
The Witches of Eastwick, License to Kill, Saint
Jack, The Case of the Smiling Stiffs, Three Men
and a Little Baby, Threesome, All That Jazz,
The Killer Elite, The Night Porter, Macbeth,
Working Girl, Hawks, Vice Versa, Grand Theft
Auto, Avalanche, Throw Momma from the Train,
Lynda Carter and selection of others, includes
black and white and coloured photographs.
£100-150

1065

Photographs in album- A collection of closed
pubs in Wales and Herefordshire. Mounted and
annotated with name, location and dates. Mainly
early Edwardian. £40-60

1066

Victorian Advertising cards, Van Houten's Cocoa
and Chocolate. Set of Six featuring Old Master
Paintings. £30-50

1067

Coffin and Mortuary Hand Biers. An usual 1930s
manufacturers catalogue by Robert Parker &
Son, Hastings. Catalogue contains photographs
of the various carriages with descriptions and
prices. Also one photographic postcard of a bier.
£30-50

1068

Advertising ephemera collection in album
including bookmarks, calendars, novelty, Pears
Soap, sport, machinery catalogues, posters etc.
£60-100

1069

Military ephemera in album including interesting
1803 letter regarding subscription to volunteers,
places mentioned include Penrith, Appleby,
Carlisle and Benhale. Also a discussion of 'a
very few more pounds ....as it is customary to
give each man a little ale after long and severe
drilling. ....everyone here is eager to learn how
to fight....possible relating to the British
Volunteer Corps. Photographs polo in Burma
and other photographs, Boer war handwritten
notes, 1917 silk menu, a selection of World War
One fund raising flags and badges etc. £50-70
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1070

Postcards- Collection Early Footballers and
Cricketers including Tuck's Football undivided
backs, real photographic cards, Yorkshire
County Cricket The Dainty Series, individuals
and teams. Loose in box. (Qty: 40+) £60-100

1080

Photographs in album. 1940s Japanese military,
officers, soldiers, training, parades, school
children etc. £40-60

1081

Cigarette cards in stuck in Deutschland Ermacht
1933 book. £30-50

1071

Postcards Collection of loose cards including
good social history, real photographic shop
fronts, 1918 Sanger's Sport's Ladies Race, Civil
Constabulary reserve 1926 West Ham, street
scenes and others. ALSO SHIPPING,
Topography etc. £60-100

1082

1072

Military World War One Photograph Collection
of identified soldiers and officers, also Little
Clacton camp and activities, Argyll &
Sunderland Highlanders etc. £50-70

Edwardian Photographs in album. World War
One soldiers and nurses in various hospital
wards and grounds including Rushmere. Also
sports teams, children and families, motorcycles
and sidecars including Harley Davidson, Stoke
Newington Specials, and other photographs £50
-70

1083

Autograph -Arthur Wellesley Duke of Wellington
( 1769-1852), autographed Warrant to John
Paramor Boys Esq. Deputy Paymaster General,
signed (Wellington) in brown ink, dated 10th
June 1814. By His Excellency Field Marshal the
Marquis of Wellington.....hereby authorised and
directed to receive from Sir Robert Hugh
Kennedy Commissary General the sum of
Seventy Thousand Pound. £200-300

1084

A selection of Victorian and later greetings cards
including paper lace, angels, teddy bears,
children, comic, novelty. Also some silk
commemorative bookmakers etc. £40-60

1085

Victorian photograph 1884 Ongar Railway
Station exterior with Ongar Cycling Club
members and their penny farthing bicycles with
onlookers. £25-35

1086

Photographs large and medium size, mixed
periods. Including shops fronts, street scenes,
horse and brewery wagon, fireman, social
history, dancing bears, leopards etc. Plus a few
cabinet cards. £60-100

1087

Photographs - Victorian and later selection of
Armed Forces, many large/medium size.
Portraits, regiments including 20th Middlesex
Artist R.V., 3rd Lanark R.V. Officers of H.M.S.
Resolution 1897, Officers of H.M.S Howe 1895,
serving out soap and tobacco H.M.S.Howe and
others. £60-100

1088

Photographs in album or mounted on loose
pages. Mainly Victorian including 'Nurses Sailing
for S. African War', Girls cricket team, Steam
Engine and men working on beach, Ipswich
Corn hill, busy street secen, Wynton Hall, family
ground and staff, and other items. £60-100

1089

Box of Military ephemera including photographs,
postcards, Field Almanac 1916, Bayonet
Training 1916, German Army in Picture 1943.
The Regiment 1906, Nurses, Red Cross,
Bloemfontein items etc. £50-70

1073

Military Postcards and Photographs collection of
11th Hussars in album. Individual portraits,
mounted officers and group photographs. £60100

1074

Royal Flying Corps Military Wing collection of
ephemera relating to the RFC and 2nd
Lieutenant L Hewer including his pilot's log
book, Record of Flights France 1916 May to
October which include details of bombs dropped
and sightings. 1916 Secret. Instruction for Pilots
of Bombing Machines. Also photographs of
pilot's, aircraft, Sealand team 1928 and other
items. £60-100

1075

Military Boer War Transvaal 1900 photographs
including Prince Victor's funeral, Pretoria, the
British taking possession of President Kruger's
residence, Medical Officers and Nurses
quarters, Kaffir War Dance, Kaffir Wedding,
Nursing Sister cricket match, picnics and other
leisure activities. An interesting social history
record. £60-100

1076

Edwardian Mixed ephemera relating to transport
including shipping White Star line, menus,
passenger lists, photographs. Cycling,
brochures, catalogues photographs, posters,
aviation and car etc. £60-100

1077

Photographs carte de visite. Queen Victoria and
Prince Consort. Six different cards in folding
leather case. £40-60

1078

Military World War One regimental greetings
cards and other items £30-50

1079

A good selection of Victorian and later
advertising ephemera including Pears Soap,
Sunlight Soap, Nestles, Chivers, Coat's
Threads, Colman's Mustard, Huntley and
Palmers and others. Calendars, novelty,
postcards etc. £60-100
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1090

Victorian Large Scrap Tucks stand up Pipers of
the 42nd Highlanders - Black Watch (intact).
Also a quantity of Edwardian scraps loose in
envelopes £30-50

1091

Autograph - HRH Queen Victoria Diamond
Jubilee photograph by W & D Downey, London,
Signed Victoria RI 1837-97. Reverse inscribed
Messrs. W & D Downey, London. This is the
particular photograph selected by The Queen in
accordance with my letter to you of the 9th April
1897. Signed Arthur Bigge ( Private Secretary to
Queen Victoria) April 17 1897. Plus two cabinet
cards of Queen Victoria and one of Princess
Victoria of Teck £100-150

1092

1093

Box of mixed ephemera including Circus Knie
programme circa 1920s, postcards, advertising
items, mourning stationary, Ching-Ching, Price
One Penny, Tuck's The Royal Circle at Windsor,
Jubilee Souvenir in original envelope,
catalogues etc.' £40-60
Antiquarian Book - The Pence Table Playfully
Paraphrased by Peter Pennyless. Publisher J.
Harris, Corner of St Paul's Church-Yard June 1
1818, with coloured illustrations. £40-60

1094

Early Daguerreotype photographs, two in cases,
one in half case plus three others adapted for
hanging. Also a quantity of carte de visite
including Gladstone, Wilberforce, Richard
Wagner, Tennyson and others. £30-50

1095

Hunting ephemera including Book - 'The M.F.H.
Who Ran Riot' by H M Bateman 1934.
humorously illustrated price list for Moss B ros.
with a ccompanying letter equally humorous
regard the expense of this book and the possible
departure of the Advertising Manager .
Sproughton Foot Beagles Report for the 193637 Season and a photograph of riders with
hounds. £30-50

1096

Book The Hun Hunters, Cautionary Tales from
the Trenches with cartoon illustrations, hard
cover 1916 Fourth Edition. Publisher Grant
Richards Ltd, London £30-50

1097

Military Boer War items including photographs,
telegrams etc Colonel Johnson, letters to Sir
Benjamin Hawes KCB regarding an award of the
Victoria Cross etc £30-50

1098

A Collection of Suffolk related Victorian and later
ephemera including photographs, postcards,
sports teams, show prize lists and booklets. A
collection relating to the Cracknell family who
ran the shop and post office in Thorndon
including shop front postcards. £60-100
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1099

A selection of Victorian greeting cards, scraps,
French fashion plates and printed pictures of
actresses and their signatures etc. £30-50

1100

A quantity of Victorian and later medium size
photographs including street parade, views,
tradesman with horse drawn wagon, gatherings,
firemen etc other photographs include vintage
vehicles, shop fronts, various sports, 1935
Coronation festivities, soldiers with crocodile,
elephants etc £40-60

1101

A quantity of military ephemera including 1904
and 1905 Suffolk Gazette A Journal of
Regimental News, photographs, sketches, War
Office items etc. £50-70

1102

Titanic- The Daily Graphic In Memoriam
Newspaper Saturday April 20 1912. £30-50

1103

A selection of mixed ephemera including
Royalty Souvenirs and photographs, political,
Baden Powell, sport, catalogues, small quantity
of The Gem Library and some circus
programmes etc £40-60

1104

Postcards selection of real Photographic
including shop front, wood yard, Red Cross
nurses and lorry, N.B.W.T.A. ( National British
Women's Temperance Association) group,
Roller Hockey player, excavations of railway
sidings at Paddock Wood, Kent etc. Plus some
postal stationary. £30-50

1105

A box of mixed ephemera including advertising,
photographs, Golf Whist cards with pencils,
indentures, letterheads, maps, children's books,
Prehistoric Proverbs by Lawson Woods etc. £30
-50

1106

Victorian/Edwardian autograph album containing
signatures of known artists and actors of the
period including Phipps Jackson signature and
small drawing, George Henry, Edward Stott, Sir
Lindsay Coutts, William Hughes etc. Also Royal
Academy Student Club illustrated invitations and
similar art exhibition invitations. Many of the
signatures are listed. Interesting lot. £40-60

1107

Two Victorian Scrap Books containing scraps
large and small including Royalty and other
known people, military, stage coach, firemen,
animals, insects, flowers etc. Also greeting
cards. £30-50
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1110

1111

1112

1113

1114

Railway- A collection of Victorian hand drawn
engineering and structural plans in graphite, ink
and some colour with calculations and
annotations. Including G.E.R. Brundall and
Yarmouth Line Contract no. 2- Sample Drawing
of Public Road Bridge underline. Also same line
Section showing Quantities for Single Line,
Embankments, Cutting etc, very long drawing on
Vellum Tracing Cloth 1861. Engineers Office
Liverpool Street Station, George Street
footbridge, G.N. & G.E. Railway Joint Lines Plan
of Station at Helpringham, G.E.R.Bishopsgate
Improvement Section Thro. Arch 15, Engineers
Office July 1877, London. Plus others. £100-200
Railway- A collection of Victorian hand drawn
engineering and structural plans in graphite, ink
and some colour with calculations and
annotations. Including Eastern Counties
Extension Occupation Bridge, Tunnel, Timber
Bridge various elevations showing plan of
pilings, girders, arches etc all on Lord
Braybrooke's Land. Bridge Over City Mills River
Improvement of the Line Between Bow and
Stratford Ironwork, signed Charles P Skerrett
Jan 1877. £100-200
Railway- A collection of Victorian hand drawn
engineering and structural plans in graphite, ink
and some colour with calculations and
annotations. Including G.E.R.Rail Sections,
Rails, Couplings, Plates etc. Other engineering
drawing include Beam Engine From Actual
Measurement. Ten Wheels Coupled Tank
Engine G.E.R. Stratford Works E. Plus others
including Hodgson and Stead Weight Bridge
and The Reconstruction and Widening of the
Ohio River Bridge U.S.A., Jacking Devise for
New Spans. £40-60
Railway - Victorian structural and engineering
drawings on tracing cloth by Alf A Langley.
G.E.R. East Norfolk Railway Cromer Station
proposed pair of cottages, three plans showing
various elevations and floor plans. Hand signed
in black ink. Alf A Langley, dated 11th May '77
submitted to Board stamp 15.5.77, 3 June '78,
27 July '80. £50-70
Railway 1917- 1920 ephemera including folder
containing G.E.R. proposals and reports
regarding Renewal of Signals, Signal Staff ReOrganisation, Rates of pay, Report 1905 Various
complaints as to the running of Trains, a
selection of reports with plans to Board of Trade
relating to accidents 1908, Memorandum The
Permanent Way of the Great Eastern Railway
1917. Plus some maps etc. £30-50
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1115

Railway ephemera in a box, Every Traveller's
Guide to the Railways Henry Tuck 1843,
softcover. Many items relating to Great Eastern
Railways including Victorian stationery, reports,
Director's report on train indicators at Liverpool
Street and Stratford station 1915 with plans and
diagrams. Report on Automatic Train Stop
Devices 1915 etc. Superannuation and Building
Society documents. Quantity of Edwardian
Board of Trade accident reports. Victorian items
relating to The Institution of Civil Engineers, and
other items. £100-150

1116

Railway Books Railroadiana A New History of
England 1838, published by Simpkin, Marshall
and Co London, Every Traveller's Guide to the
Railway, Henry Tuck, 1843 publisher Railway
Times Office, Remarks on the Birmingham &
London Rail Road Proving by Facts and
Arguments that that work would cost Seven
Millions and a Half 1830, printer R Clay,
Cheapside. £40-60

1117

A selection of Ordinance Survey Maps including
Rochford 1874, Thames from Thurrock to
Rotherhithe 1844, England, Wales and Part of
Scotland, Stanford 1881 London & Its Environs,
London Post Office Directory 1884. Stanford
Europe 1864. Plus a quantity of Radio Times
War Maps and others. £100-150

1118

A quantity of Victorian periodicals including Fish
Culture & The Aquarium with coloured plates,
Christmas issues The Graphic, Truth and The
Illustrated London News. Manufacturers
catalogues, Punch etc. Also two Angling books
by Upcott Gill. £40-60

1119

A box of travel and touring books, maps, guides
etc. £30-50

1120

A selection of mixed ephemera including diaries
and journals, 19th century Indentures, motoring,
manufacturers catalogues etc. Plus. box of
books including mathematical and geometry.
£30-50

1121

Residential Estate catalogues, The Chantry
Estate Ipswich 1904, Hutton Mount Estate 1929
and The Stutton Hall Estate, Suffolk 1887. With
various maps, engravings and photographs.
Also Tattingstone Park Estate with coloured
plate and coloured maps. (Qty: 60) £30-50
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1122

1123

Cycling ephemera including Cyclists' Touring
Club journal containing copies of letters between
members and the chief Consul Mr Bird,
recommendations of hotels and cycling routes
early 1900s, plus membership card, 1908
Handbook and Guide etc. Scarce Professor
Gorilla's Report being the Xmas No. for 1889,
Ififfe & Son Fleet Street London, cycling maps,
booklet Notes on the Bantam, Holding & Son
Cycling clothing catalogue. £40-60
Railway - Selection of Victorian photographs
including flooding at Thalston bridge near
Forncett with two postcards of the same, plus a
set of photographs of the temporary bridge,
signal depot shops, Stratford, Southend on Sea
relocating signal box, interior of signal box with
signal men and other plus carte de visite of
Henry Wheeler Davies Chief Engineer Eastern
Railways. £40-60

1129

Postcards loose in two boxes including Military
World War One Silks, comic, good selection of
Mabel Lucie Attwell, Bonzo (x8) Father
Christmas, Teddy Bears, Film Stars including
Chalie Chaplin, Fred Astair, Elvis, Actresses,
novelty etc. Some greeting cards. £60-100

1130

Collection of various items of ephemera to
include comics and posters 1930-50s period.
Including Mickey Mouse Weekly, some of the
earlier issues etc. The Passing Show, The
Picture Goer. British Superman etc. £30-50

1131

Collection of vintage postcards in album and
loose, together with other ephemera. Postcards
incuding real photographic Bradford Street,
Bocking, Windmill Shirley nr. Croydon and
others, social history, military, children's cards,
comic, Raphael Kirchner glamour (x8) etc. Plus
some film memorabilia and greeting cards. £80120

1124

Victorian Albumen loose photographs Ransomes & Rapier works showing various
cranes, boiler in railway truck with gentlemen in
Top Hats and Bowler Hats, steam engine,
'Viceroy' locomotive etc. £30-50

1132

A quantity of Picturegoer Magazines 1950s
period, many front covers are pin up
photographs of actresses. Rover comic, late
1940s-1950s period plus a selection of John
Bichan Footballers. £30-50

1125

A collection of 19th century loose engravings,
large and small, views and paintings, publishers
include Geo. Virtue, Robert Jennings, Longman
& co, Ventnor. Larger engraving after Turner
Approach to Venice engraved by Robert Wallis.
£40-60

1133

Two early 20th century Scrap Albums containing
large and small scraps, Royalty, military, sport,
stage coaches, horses, animals, birds etc. Some
greeting cards and cigarette cards. £40-60

1134

1920s photographs in album including Quetta,
India views, people, elephant rides, ox and
timber carts, rivers, military sport and camps. 4th
Light Battery v 88th Field Battery football, Major
General R C Wilson DSO, G.E.A.G. and many
more, annotations and descriptions. Includes
some postcards. £60-80

1135

Laurie and Whittle's New Traveller's Companion
- England, Wales and Scotland, sixth edition,
published London 1811, illustrated with fold-out
hand coloured maps £20-30

1136

Ephemera to include three WWII maps with cutout flags, 1940s theatre programmes including
signed programmes, and ephemera £20-30

1137

Book - Histoire Du Monde, Francoise Paris,
painted illustrations on linen pages. £40-60

1138

Book- Flaxman Anatomical Studies 1833 £60-80

1139

Postcards in album including many Mabel Lucie
Attwell, Fairies and other children's cards, World
War One Silks, comic, greetings etc. £40-60

1126

1127

1128

Silhouette full length portrait by Baron Scrutford,
London 1923, Caricature Dickie by Poli 1956,
plus some Victorian lithograph posters including
Tiss Me by Kate Greenaway 1883, Miss by
Edwin Long 1883, Cherry Ripe. Large engraving
The Gamekeeper 1898, signed James Clark
print of semi clad Woman etc. £30-50
Tower of London commemorative items
including an original ticket to witness 'The
Ceremony' of laying the first stone of the New
London Bridge on June 1825 with red wax seal
and a typed extracts from the journal of the
London Bridge Committee detailing the order of
the day. 1994 Centenary celebration book,
brochures, guide book and souvenir. Plus a
signed print of London Tower by J W Jackson.
£30-50
Miniature Books including The London
Almanack for the Year of Christ 1783 in tooled
cream leather binding and slip case with
marbled end papers, Similar Almanack 1852 in
brown leather and the Victorian Miniature
Almanack and Fashionable Remembrancer
1860. Plus Ball Room Manual and Etiquette of
Dancing by J Seaton 1851. £100-150
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1140

Postcards in two albums including GB
topography, World War One silks, greetings,
Louis Wain real photographic cards, social
history. Early American including 1905 Fire
damage St Francis Hotel San Francisco etc. £40
-60

1153

Two folders of female nudes by Peter Collins
(1923-2001) which could be branded as 'In the
Pink'- with Balcombe Galleries/Stanley Studios,
embossed stampers together with a folder of
drawings from the 1960s. £50-70

1141

Postcards in box including British and European
Royalty also Czar Nicholas II of Russia, Czarina
Alexandra, H.I.M. Dowager Empress and
Daughters of Czar and Czarina of Russia.
Album of real photographic World War One
Military, quantity of mixed themes cards. £40-60

1154

Stamps GB and World selection in albums and
loose. First day covers. Year Packs and
Presentation packs etc. £50-70

1155

Large collection of stamps including GB First
Day Covers, mostly illustrated in albums and
loose. £40-60

1156

Cigarette Cards. A collection in four albums
including Wills Vanity Fair part set, BAT Indian
Chiefs, good range of sporting etc. £50-70

1157

Group of 19th century Chemist's documents
including Cure for Consumption, recipe for
indelible ink etc. £40-60

1158

Miniature antique handmade book with wooden
covers written in Hebrew with coloured
illustrations in part leather slip case. £50-70

1159

Collection of cigarette card loose and albums
including Topical Times Footballers, large and
small. Lawson Wood Gran Pop, Typhoo Tea etc.
£40-60

1160

Boxing interest: Collection of memorabilia
relating to boxers Randolph and Dick Turpin,
including ticket for the bout between Randolph
and Ray Robinson, programme signed by
Randolph Turpin other items £50-70

1161

Stamps GB selection in albums and loose,
including good range of presentation and year
packs. World Cup winners sheet of stamps.
Early PHQ cards plus world. £60-100

1162

Group of late 1960s and early 1970s French
Railway poster Dali series S.N.C.F.1970 No. 7
(69) R.C. Seine 55 B. 4944 £80-120

1163

Twelve Victorian maps from Cassell's Weekly
Dispatch Atlas Drawn and engraved by Edward
Waller £100-150

1164

Signed film photographs and postcards
including a signed letter from Bing Crosby. £4060

Stamps, GB and World selection including
FDC's presentation packs, albums, stock books
etc (qty) £40-60

1165

1151

Group vintage postcards in albums and loose
including comic. £60-100

Group of Five Chipperfields circus posters (5)
£30-50

1166

Three Hoffman Circus posters (3) £30-50

1152

Two early sketchbooks by Glyn Morgan (19262015) featuring hints of Welsh mythology,
landscapes and folklore together with some of
the earliest sketches by Peter Collins (19232001) £40-60

1167

Two 1960s circus Reco posters (2) £30-50

1168

Group of twelve Blackpool Tower circus posters
(12' £30-50

1169

Group of six weights circus posters (6) £60-100

1142

1920s and later photographs in albums and
loose, holidays, families, naval etc. £30-50

1143

Postcards loose in box including GB topography,
real photographic cards, early undivided backs,
greetings, social history and foreign cards. £3050

1144

Postcards loose in box including GB topography.
Real photographic cards, World War One silks,
early continental cards, school teams, greetings,
artist drawn, film stars, shipping etc. £40-60

1145

Photograph accumulation early to mid 20th
century, in albums, mounted and loose, family
holidays, events, social history etc. £30-50

1146

Postcards, album of real photographic early 20th
century military including portraits, groups,
parades, band, camps etc. Also album of loose
mainly modern cards. £40-60

1147

Photographs in albums and loose, construction
sites, local buildings exteriors and interiors
showing the modern design £30-40

1148

Photographs accumulation including small
Victorian album of carte de visites, touring
holiday album including Zululand, Zimbabwe,
Africa etc. Plus other albums and loose
photographs. £30-50

1149

1150

Stamps - selection including GB 1d Reds,
Australia and Commonwealth in stock books
plus first day covers and miniature sheets. £4060
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1170

Group of ten James Brothers circus posters £3050

1171

Group of Nine Roberts Brothers circus posters
(9) £80-100

1172

Group of ten Sir Robert Fossets circus posters
£150-200

1173

One lot of approx 70 circus posters £150-200

1174

One lot of approx 70 Circus posters £150-200

1175

Bertram Mills circus pamphlets and other
ephemera including posters £50-70

1176

Three boxes of circus programmes and
magazines £40-60

1177

Stamps selection of Chinese & Japanese in
stockbooks and album pages. Chinese includes
(25 stockbooks) 1898-1949 (Coiling Dragons)
Shanghai, Chin Kiang, Kew Kiang mint and
used, Japan includes early issues mint & used
(4 books & 5 presentation albums) £50-70

1178

Stamps World selection in albums including
C.O.G.H. Triangles, Rhodesia double heads,
G.B. mint & used, FDC's etc, world airmails and
albums (qty) £60-100

1179

Autographs cricket selection mostly 1920s1930s period, including New Zealand 1931,
India 1932, Australia 1934, South Africa.
Counties include Leicestershire 1931, Kent 1928
plus others. £200-300

1185

Cigarette cards selection in albums (some stuck
in), Players, Wills etc including larger cards £2030

1186

Postcards selection in album plus loose
including good range of fairy cards, local real
photographs of Manningtree, comic,
topographical etc £30-50

1187

Cigarette cards selection in albums & loose
including Players & Wills large cards, sporting,
cinema stars, Kensitas Silks etc £40-60

1188

1940s Football programmes - Arsenal v
Colchester 1948, Colchester United V Bradford
1948 and Colchester United Official Programme
Season 1947-1948, Colchester United Team
photograph 1937-38 and a LP record Colchester United Verus Leeds F.A. Cup Fifth
Round, 13th February 1971 (5) £20-30

1189

Stamps - Q.E II 1960 phosphor-graphites set in
original G.P.O. Un-opened packet, sixteen
experimental stamps, 3s & 8d. £40-60

1190

Collection of stamps, Jersey & GB, mint and
used, FDCs, housed in loose leaf albums plus
sheet of wartime clothing coupons £50-70

1191

Eight boxes of Colchester United, Ipswich Town
and other football programmes from 1950s
onwards including F.A Cup finals and
internationals £40-60

1192

Large collection of Tottenham Hotspur football
programmes from 1946/47 season onwards plus
other clubs 1960s and 1970s period £100-200

1180

Cigarette and trade card selection including A &
BC Gum, 'Man from Uncle', 'Monkees' and
others. £30-50

1193

1181

Stamps GB postal history selection including
1840 1d Black on cover (x9), various 1d Red
imperfects & 2d Blue imperfects and other
correspondence (qty) £400-600

Stamps G.B and world selection in albums and
stockbooks including G.B 1 penny red imperfs,
postcards and envelopes including Paquebot
cancels, plus cigarette cards £60-100

1194

Stamps, GB selection including FDC's (341),
presentation packs (320) commemorative
issues, miniature sheets etc plus some modern
postcards (3 boxes) (Qty: 341) £400-500

1195

Postcards cards loose in crate including Foreign
Royalty, Korea, Japan, Montenegro etc,
actresses and actors, film stars, World War One
silks, greetings etc. £60-80

1196

A quantity of mixed ephemera including
postcards, photographs, greetings cards, letters,
etc. £40-60

1182

Stamps GB collection housed in green Windsor
album including 1840 GB 1d Black (x3) 2d Blue
(x2) Red & Black Maltese Crosses, 1841 1d &
2d shades, good range of 1d plates including
224 & 225 used, embossed issues, surface
printed, Victoria 1883 to 10/- used. Lilac &
Green set used, Edward VII £1.00 mint,
Seahorses to 10/- used, PUC £1.00 used, 1934
re-engraved set used, plus albums of GB &
Commonwealth. £1,000-1,500

1183

Postcards loose in box including GB and
Foreign Topography, early cards, royalty etc.
£30-50

1197

Box of family photographs in albums 1920s-40s
period plus some loose. Including album of boys
camp 1938. £20-30

1184

A collection of military postcards in album
including Gale and Polden, Histories and
Traditions, Harry Payne and other artists, real
photographic etc. £100-200

1198

Two boxes of photographs in albums and loose,
families, military, views etc. £30-50
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1199

A quantity of mixed ephemera including a
journal 'Further Excavations at Verulamium'
photographs, cuttings and annotations, prints,
magazines, scrap album of greeting cards, £3050

1214

Postcards selection in shoebox, most subjects
represented (approx 300) £30-50

1215

Postcards selection in shoebox, topographical
coastal towns, greetings and Rp's (approx 300)
£30-50

1200

Photograph accumulation including sports,
schools, construction sites, railway etc plus
some postcards. £30-50

1216

Postcards selection including topographical,
greetings etc (approx 300) £30-50

1201

Box of ephemera including military postcards,
autograph albums, 1930s holiday photographs
etc. £40-60

1217

Postcards selection housed in two albums
including comic, greeting etc (approx 160) £2030

1202

A box of mixed ephemera including military
scraps, family photographs, autograph album,
cigarette cards etc. £30-50

1218

Cigarette cards and trade cards selection in two
boxes including Players, Wills, Carrera etc. (2
boxes) £50-70

1203

Old suitcase containing old photographs,
postcards, theatre programmes, Mexican North
Western Railway Certificate 1912 and others.
£30-50

1219

Stamps to include Royal Family five albums of
commemorative coin covers from the
Commonwealth 70th Birthday of Queen
Elizabeth II, 95th Birthday of The Queen Mother
etc. plus other coin covers (qty) £60-100

1204

Two Victorian photograph albums containing
carte de visites and cabinet cards. Plus some
18th and 19th century indentures and an old
ledger. £30-50

1220

1205

Photo of Apollo crew with auto-pen signatures,
some framed photographs and four 1960s
Space medallions. £250-300

Stamps to include large accumulation of G.B.
first day covers, unmounted stamp presentation
packs all housed in albums and loose, covers
are all illustrated, some with special hand
stamps £300-500

1221

The Derby Drag Season 1933-34 (Londonderry)
scrapbook containing photographs, cuttings with
annotations. £30-50

Live and Let Die exhibitors campaign book and
promotional brochure, James Bond Newspaper,
Official 1980s 007 promotional tie £40-60

1222

Postcards and photographs in ten albums,
including early shipping, Louis Wain , real
photographic, social history, comic, foreign etc.
£100-150

1223

Stamps selection of Benham Silk first day
covers housed in four albums and loose (qty)
£80-120

1224

Stamps to include large accumulation G.B. and
Channel Islands, World and Commonwealth,
G.B. includes PHQ cards, special hand stamp
issues, Poppy Appeal collection, WWF and
others (qty) £100-150

1225

Pinkertons map of Asia dated 1804 £50-70

1226

Stamps - The History of World War II issue by
Westminster, housed in four albums £30-50

1227

Postcard SS Titanic black and white card by
W&F Gaines, Leeds, postally used Chiswick 294-12 £30-50

1228

Autograph Siegfried Sassoon (1886-1967)- 3
signed books, Siegfried's Journey, The Weald of
Youth and The Old Century. Also two
handwritten letters signed, plus a handwritten
envelope, and a photographic portrait. £200-300

1206

1207

1208

Autographs Walter Crane 1845-1915 British
Author and Illustrator. Six hand written letters
signed Walter Crane 1901-10 period. Plus a
Cecil Aldin letter signed. £60-100
Television A Monthly Magazine The World's
First Television Journal 1928 First Edition, with
the loose supplement. £50-70

1209

Two folders containing early cycling related
photographs together with later reproductions (2
folders) £50-70

1210

Victorian Poster Trees Sale by Auction at Vale
Farm Stutton ( Suffolk) 1853. Printer S Piper old
Butter Market Ipswich. £50-70

1211

Autographs Selection of 1930s Speedway
Riders including Jack Milne, Norman Evans,
Eric Collins and others, £30-50

1212

Stamps GB and Commonwealth selection in
albums i.e. Stockbook Commonwealth housed
in six New Age albums. George VI and Queen
Elizabeth II commemorative and definite issues,
GB includes larger blocks, mint and used etc.
(qty) £100-200

1213

Postcards selection including real photographic
comic and greetings (approx 300) £30-50
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1229

Postcards in eight albums and a Colchester
Oyster Fishery book. Postcards include
actresses, topography artist drawn and real
photographic, greetings etc. £40-60

1244

Stamps- World selection in two ideal album's
including 1840 2d Blue, Red MX, other imperfs,
plate no., circus printed, world including New
Zealand, Victorian, Cinderella items, China etc.
Together with stock books, other albums, loose,
in packets £250-350

1230

Large collection of mid 20th century maps, some
on cloth, including Antactica etc £40-60

1231

D.C. comics, including Supergirl, Superman
Adventures, various others, together with Dark
Horse comics- Buffy and others, the 1990s and
later (approximately 143) £30-50

1245

Large collection of D.C. Superman comics,
predominantly 1990s (approximately 180) £3050

Selection of 1920's / 30's Cigarette cards
including Wills Military Motors, Polar
Exploration, Lambert & Butler Aviation,
Regimental Colours and others (listing available)
£60-100

1232

1246

1233

Autographed photographs framed and glazed.
Including The Darkness with CD, Dita, Lil St Cys
etc. £50-70

Selection of Batman DC Comics, together with
Star Wars, Empire magazines and others (4
boxes) £60-100

1247

Selection of DC Comics, including X Men,
Sovereign Seven and others (3 boxes) £40-60

1234

The Shootist, original film poster in glazed
frame. John Wayne 1976 British Quad size £4060

1248

Selection of Marvel and DC Comics including
Spider-Man Generation X, Cat Woman (10
boxes) £60-100

1235

Large collection of Marvel; X-Men comics.
Predominantly 1990s editions, including The
Uncanny X-men, Flashback X-Men, Essential XMen. Others (138) £30-50

1249

Selection of Batman, X Men and other comics
and hardback books together with Spider-Man
and others (3 boxes) £50-70

1250

Cassell's popular Natural History, four volumes,
fine gilt tooled green cloth bindings, together
with William Holloway - The British Museum or
Elegant Repository of Natural History, Vol 1,
1806 £50-70

1251

Gentleman's Magazine, 1793, bound in two
volumes, together with 1744 volume, four early
19th century volumes of the Gentleman's
magazine and similar 19th century bound
magazines (1 box) £80-120

1252

Local History - Including Excursions Through
Suffolk, two volumes bound in one, 1818,
Excursions through Norfolk, 1878, Joseph
Pennell - Highways and Byways in East Anglia,
Jarrolds Illustrated Guide to Southwold, Rev
Francis Haslewood - Memorial inscriptions in the
Parish off St Matthew Ipswich 1884, Rev
Cobbold - Freston Tower, Views of Lowestoft,
published by A Stebbings (2 volumes), Guide to
Colchester - published Benham & Co. £60-100

1253

Antiquarian books - including Ogilby's and
Morgan's Pocket book of the Roads, 11th
edition, 1752, History and adventures of Don
Quixote, 1809, Domestic scenes of New
Zealand, 1845, Curiosities and The Ingenious,
1821, various others £50-70

1254

Leo Grindon - The Manchester Flora, 1859,
together with collection of natural history books
£50-70

1236

Marvel and D.C. comics, various have titles
including Chase, Robin, Lobo, others,
predominantly 1990s (approximately 150) £3050

1237

Stamps GB and World Selection in albums and
loose, Covers and PP Packs. £40-60

1238

Stamps- two albums, GB and World including
1840 1d Black three margin copy, German
States, early Canada etc. £50-70

1239

Album of local and other postcards, real
photographic cards including Lifeboat
Progression Ipswich 1907, Shoeing Forge
Thorpe le Soken, early undivided backs etc. £40
-60

1240

1960's Observer Magazines including Paul
McCartney and other psychedelic covers by
Alan Aldridge, other covers Marilyn Munro,
Space, photographs by Duffy £30-40

1241

Stamps GB Selection of First Day Covers and
Presentation Packs, Royal Family Events, Coin
Covers in two boxes. £60-100

1242

Stamp collection GB and Channel Islands
FDC's, Presentation Packs GB mint and used in
Exeter album including Phosphor issues. Plus a
collection of First Day Lithographs. £200-300

1243

Autographs in seven albums with listing, stars
include The Three Degrees, Stratford Johns,
Bruce Forsyth etc plus a quantity of cigarette
and trade cards. £30-50
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1255

Charles Dickens - All the Year Round, volumes
1-5, 17-20, together with other 19th century
Dickens publications. £70-100

1270

Parcel of 18th/19th century indentures relating
to Halstead/Gt Cornard on vellum and paper £70
-100

1256

Collection of Antiquarian books with decorative
leather bindings (1 box) £50-70

1271

1257

Illustrations to Walter Scott,3 volumes 1833,
together with Milton's Paradise Lost illustrated
Dore, various other illustrated £50-70

John Cullum - HAWSTEAD AND HARDWICK
second edition, 1813, one of 200 copies of
Royal paper, Ex Libris S. F. Watson, sporadic
foxing, half calf and marbled boards, modern
slip case £100-150

1258

Travel and topography (1 box) £80-120

1272

Masonic Works (within Suffolk), Lodge Histories,
etc. £30-50

1259

Circus Parade and other circus related books (1
box) £30-50

1273

1260

Five boxes of magic books and magazines £5070

THE POETICAL WORKS OF JAMES
CHAMBERS, published Ipswich 1820, engraved
portrait of the Poet, original marbled boards £2040

1261

One box of Folio Society books £60-100

1274

1262

Audubon - Birds of America, 1981 Baby
Elephant Folio, published Heinemann, with dust
jacket £40-60

1263

Periodicals - The Graphic, fifteen bound runs,
spanning 1870-1884 (not a complete run), each
with marbled board ends £100-150

1264

Periodicals - The Illustrated London News, 11
bound runs, spanning 1865-1919 - not as
complete run but WWI years present. £80-120

THE LOWESTOFT GUIDE (by a Lady) 6 plates,
1812, scarce, together with Druery - NOTICES
OF GREAT YARMOUTH...INCLUDING THE
HALF HUNDRED OF LOTHINGLAND IN
SUFFOLK,1826, THE HUNDRED ROLLS
translated by Lord John Hervey, Lothingland,
pub. in Ipswich 1902, and Samuel Hebden TWO SERMONS AT WRENTHAM AND
SOUTHWOLD, pub. 1739, bound with A
SERMON ON THE DEATH OF SARAH
HARPER, AGED 23, 1740. (4 books) £80-120

1265

Lewis's Topographical Dictionary of England,
fifth edition 1845, in four volumes, Dictionary of
Ireland, two volumes, second edition 1846,
Scotland, in town volumes, first edition 1846,
Wales, in two volumes, third edition 1844,
together with three supplementary map
volumes, original cloth binding. (13) £100-150

1275

Percy C. Rushden - TRANSCRIPTS OF THE
PARISH REGISTER AND MONUMENTAL
INSCRIPTIONS OF LETHERINGHAM IN THE
COUNTY OF SUFFOLK, 1901, privately printed
and limited to an edition of 50, signed and with a
note from the author, original card binding £3050

1266

Children's illustrated books - including Arthur
Rackham - Grimm's Fairy Tales, published
Selfridge 1911, Gleanings from the Graphic by
Randolph Caldecott, La Fontaine's Fables,
illustrated by Carton Moore Park and Rene Bull,
Laughable Lyrics by Edward Lear, The Two
Jungle Books, 1926 publication, others. £60-100

1276

Charles Golding - THE COINAGE OF
SUFFOLK, privately printed 1868 first edition,
original gilt tooled cloth binding £40-60

1277

M. R. James - THE ABBEY OF S. EDMUND AT
BURY, Cambridge 1895, folding plan present,
modern protective file £20-40

1278

A. L. Haggar & L. F. Miller - SUFFOLK CLOCKS
AND CLOCKMAKERS, 1974, 1st edn, original
dust jacket, together with separate supplement
1979. (2) £40-60

1279

J Clarke - SUFFOLK ANTIQUARY, 1849,
modern marble binding, together with John
Webb - HAVERHILL THE MARKET TOWN AND
OTHER POEMS, London 1859, original cloth,
also VIEWS IN SUFFOLK, NORFOLK AND
NORTHAMPTONSHIRE, ILLUSTRATIVE OF
THE WORKS OF ROBERT BLOOMFIELD,
London 1806 £30-50

1267

Henry Tyrell - The History of the War with
Russia, six volumes, original red cloth binding,
together with The Engineer Periodical, two
volumes spanning 1865-1874, also Robert
Brown - Our Earth, three volumes, also bound
Punch and others (1 Box) £80-120

1268

A New System of Natural History - volume 3
only - Fishes and Insects, Edinburgh 1792,
numerous illustrations to end papers, together
with collection of Natural History related books.
(1 Box) £70-100

1269

Decorative bindings and collectible books,
various titles. (3 Boxes) £80-120
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1280

John Bransby - IPSWICH MAGAZINE, ten (of
twelve monthly editions of this short lasting
periodical) bound in one volume spanning FebNov 1799, polished calf binding £60-100

1281

1282

1283

1287

Ipswich Polls and Elections - most of these have
been skilfully rebound - Ipswich Election Report
1835, Trial of the Ipswich Petition 1886, Ipswich
Poll 1859, The Poll for the Election of Member
1869, Ipswich Election Petition 1835, Ipswich
Poll 1750, Suffolk Poll, Eastern Division 1859,
with various historical records, notes and
comments, plus Suffolk Feet of Finds 1900 and
Suffolk Notes 1729-1864 and Dowsing’s Journal
1643-44, Bad for Suffolk (20 books in total) £80120

Excursions in the County of Essex, 2 Volumes,
London 1818, decorative leather bindings,
together with Excursions in the County of
Suffolk, two volumes 1818-1819, also repeat of
Volume II, Excursions in the County of Sussex,
one volumes, Excursions in the County of Kent,
one volume, other decorative bindings including
Familar Wild Birds, by W Swaysland, two
volumes 1883, Palgraves Arabia, 1869 £70-100

1288

Allan Jobson - VIA YPRES, 1934, with slightly
worn DW of this scarce book, author’s wife’s
copy, signed by her £80-120

1289

John Corder - YE OLDE CORNER POSTS OF
IPSWICH, pub. S. H. Cowell Ipswich, folio,
modern binding £15-20

Books - Charles Walker Kinloch Zieke Reiziger –
Rambles in Java and The Straits, published
Simpkin, Marshall & Co. Teignmouth, first
edition, 1853, cloth binding. £400-600

1290

Raven - THE CHURCH BELLS OF SUFFOLK,
1890, in half calf, unnumbered copy of 500
super royal octavo, all edges gilt, superlative
binding £150-200

1291

Frost - DRAWINGS OF IPSWICH signed by
author Frank Brown, no. 5 of 105 copies, 1895
£80-120

1292

Miniature two shelf bookcase containing
volumes by Sir Walter Scott £40-60

KING EDWARD VII PROCLAMATION IPSWICH
1901, private circulation copy arranged and
printed by Joseph Causton and Sons Ltd.
London for William F. Paul, Mayor of the
Borough of Ipswich, 41 of 97 copies,
presentation inscription to Henry M Jackaman J.
P, with Mr Paul’s compliments, folio, tooled
white calf binding £50-70

1284

John Glyde - THE SUFFOLK GARLAND - or a
Collection of poems, songs, tales, ballads,
sonnets and elegies, 1st edition Ipswich 1818,
board ends, replaced spine, together with THE
NEW SUFFOLK GARLAND, 1866. (2) £20-40

1293

The Works of William Shakespeare, edited by
Henry Irving and Frank A. Marshall, published
Blackie & Son, London, vols. 1-8, together with
works of Joseph Conrad, 20 volumes, also The
Jungle Book, The Second Jungle Book £70-100

1285

John Glyde - SOCIAL AND RELIGIOUS
CONDITION OF IPSWICH IN THE MID-19TH
CENTURY, pub. Ipswich 1850, bound together
with AN ACCOUNT OF THE GIFTS AND
LEGACIES THAT HAVE BEEN GIVEN AND
BEQUEATHED TO CHARITABLE USE IN THE
TOWN OF IPSWICH, 1819 edition of the 1747
publication, half calf with marbled boards, also
another copy of the 1819 publication, also
together with AN ACCOUNT OF THE GIFTS
AND LEGACIES THAT HAVE BEEN GIVEN
AND BEQUEATHED TO CHARTITABLE USE
IN THE TOWN OF IPSWICH, 1747, calf binding,
re-spined, also copy of THE KING JAMES
BIBLE, the leather binding worked with
inscription - A gift to S Smith at Christmas 1803
for good conduct in the Red Sleeve Charity
School, Ipswich. (4) £30-50

1294

Folio Society - History of England, twelve cased
volumes £20-40

1295

Books - Peter Benchley - Jaws, 1974 first
edition, published Andre Deutsch, London, with
dust jacket, together with Ian Fleming - The Man
with the Golden Gun, 1965 first edition, and
various other fiction including first editions. £5070

1296

Charles Lacretelle - Histoire De France 18121815, fourteen volumes and three duplicates
£60-100

1297

Isabella Beeton - Book of Household
Management, 1st Edition, London 1861,
marbled boards, gilt tooled spine, some tape
repairs and general deterioration £150-250

1298

William Henry Pyne - Etchings of Rustic Figures
for the Embellishment of Landscape, undated,
good example, rebound £40-60

1299

Christopher Kelly - A new and complete system
of Universal Geography, Vol 1, 1814 first edition,
fine calf binding with replaced spine £100-150

1286

Rev. C. H. Evelyn White - THE GREAT
DOMESDAY BOOK, IPSWICH, pub. Pawsey &
Hayes, Ancient House, Ipswich 1885, limited top
250 copies, original cloth binding £20-40
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1300

George Anson - Voyage around the Globe, with
42 plates, folding charts etc, 9th edition, London
1756, rebound £200-300

1301

Deo Benedicente Instructio - hand written Latin
manuscript, 17th / 18th century, ex Libris - Nyary
Pal, board ends £100-150

1302

Frank S. Marryat – Borneo and the Indian
Archipelago, published London, Longman,
Brown, Green & Longmans, first edition,
1848,marbled board ends £100-150

1303

Oliver Goldsmith - Animated nature, 2 Vols. .
published Fullarton & Co. contemporary binding,
board ends £60-100

1304

Daniel Defoe. - ‘Writings of the author of the
True Born Englishman’ 1705, second edition,
patching to title page, full calf £100-150

1305

William Yarrell - History of British Fishes, 2 Vols,
London 1836, quarter-calf with marbled boards
£70-100

1306

Henry Moore - Martyrology, leather binding £4060

1307

Dickens - early editions including Nicholas
Nickleby 1848, 19th century. Compendium,
Great Expectations - appears to be a first
American edition published Peterson,
Philadelphia 1861, lacks binding,David
Copperfield £40-60

1308

Mixed antiquarian books, including Temple
Stanton - Grecian History, 1774, Female
Instruction 1816, Richardson - Local Historians
Table Book, 3 vols (II, III, IV) 1843-1846, various
others £60-100

1316

Two volumes - Royal Yachts by Paymaster
Commander C. M. Gavin, RN. Limited edition,
published 1932, together with International
Sport, 1929-1930 (2) £80-120

1317

Three boxes of Folio Society books £80-120

1318

Samuel Pepys - Dairy, Editor Henry B Wheatley,
London 1897-99, ten volumes including
supplementary volume "Pepysiana", marbled
boards £80-120

1319

Four volumes Burns Works, 1800, Nicholas
Culpepper - The English Physician, 1775,
Nicholas Culpepper - The Complete Herbal,
1846, Pitcairn's Criminal Trials - 3 volumes,
Hudibras, with Hogarth engravings 1741,
another copy ( A new edition) 1784 £50-70

1320

Fine collection of modern photography books,
including Titles by David Bailey, Dam Haskins,
Lewis Morley, Lord Snowdon and many others,
photography tutorials and related (6 Boxes)
£150-250

1321

Large collection of sailing and other nautical
related books to include reference, history and
fiction £50-70

1322

Large collection of sailing and other nautical
related books to include reference, history and
fiction £50-70

1323

Large collection of sailing and other nautical
related books to include reference, history and
fiction £50-70

1324

Bible 1731,bound together with book of common
prayer, illustrated, leather binding, together with
Lexicon Graecolatinum, London 1644, also
religious book by Henry Wilkinson, introductory
Epistle dated Cornard near Sudbury 1680 (3)
£50-70

1309

Collection of various antiquarian books £50-70

1310

Three boxes of Folio Society books £50-100

1311

One box of Military History and other books £6080

1325

1312

Late 19th and early 20th Century The Egypt
Exploration Fund bound reference books by
Flinders Petrie and others, six volumes, 18911954 £30-50

The New Evangelical Family Bible By the Rev T
Priestley, extensively illustrated, leather binding
£50-80

1326

Boulger and Perrin - British Flowering, 4. Vols,
limited edition number 142 of 1000, dedicated to
her Royal Highness the Princess Louise
Duchess of Argyll, 300 full page colour plates by
Mrs Henry Perrin, London, Bernard Quaritch
1914, white cloth boards £200-300

1313

Margaret Mee - Flores Do Amazonas / Flowers
of the Amazon in slip case,1980, limited to 1000
copies numbered 357 and signed by the author,
very large folio in slip case £150-200

1327

1314

H G Wells, Anticipations 1902 first edition
signed by the author and worth dedication to
Edwin Pugh, red cloth binding £150-200

Defoe - Robinson Crusoe, 2 Vols, 17th edition,
frontis to Vol1 and 10 plates not including the
map, spines numbered but no labels £120-180

1328

1315

B. Theodoreti - Operum , 2 Vols ., ( II/III )) 1771,
together with other antiquarian (1 box) £50-100

Thomas Browne - Pseudodoxia Epidemica,
published London 1646, 1st edition early leaves
have reinforced edges, full calf - new spine, new
label £200-300
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1329

Macrobius - Insomnium scriptoria ex Ciceronis,
published 1528, gilt tooled calf binding £300-500

1352

Good Quality contemporary style Tudor dolls
house £40-60

1330

Sir Walter Raleigh - History of the World, printed
for Walter Burne 1614, folio, Early calf binding
with repairs first five leaves, The Minds of the
Front and engraved title, engraved portrait on
second title, six double page maps and two
double page plans, a few small losses and
patches throughout £700-1,000

1353

Mamod steam tractor TE1A, steam engine SE
2A plus open wagon OW1, all boxed. £40-60

1354

Articulated pull along model of a Dachshund
dog, hand painted with wooden wheels. £30-50

1355

Railway tinplate clockwork set in original box
plus German tinplate clockwork model of a
rotating engine and carriage. (2) £40-60

1356

Dinky toys selection of early unboxed saloon
cars and Austin Devon, Ford Sedan, Lincoln
Zephyr, Morris Oxford and others (8) £50-70

1357

Dinky toys selection of early unboxed saloon
and touring cars and Rover 75, Vanguard
Packard, Riley and others (8) £50-70

1358

Dinky toys selection of early unboxed cars,
buses, racing cars including Frazer-Wash,
Jaguar, Cooper Bristol, Observation coach,
Luxury coach and others (8) £50-70

1359

Dinky selection of unboxed early commercial
vehicles including Oxo Trojan van, Chivers Jelly,
Dunlop Tyres, Guy Lorry, Lyons Swiss Rolls,
Slumberland and others (14) £80-120

1360

Dinky selection of unboxed early lorries
including Fordson, Austin, Guy and others (18)
£80-120

1361

Dinky selection of unboxed Fire & Rescue
vehicles, road making and road signs plus
others (qty) £40-60

1331

Erasmus Darwin - Botanic Garden in two parts,
1795, third edition, some engravings lacking, full
calf binding with tooled gilt spine £80-120

1332

Captain Mayne Reid - The Plant Hunters, 1858
1st edition, 482pp and 6 publishers catalogue
plates at rear, 12 illustrations, skilfully re-backed
in original cloth £70-100

1333

John Barbour - The Life and Facts of the Most
Victorious Conqueror Robert Bruce, King of
Scotland, published Edinburgh: 1758, complete,
rebound, marbled board end with quarter-calf
£100-150

1334

Louis Raemaekers - One hundred cartoons,
"The Great War: A Neutral's Indictment", Fine
Art Society 1916, limited to 1050 copies,
together with Sixty cartoons, also limited to 1050
copies and signed, both in fine original bindings
large folio. (2) £400-600

1335

Lamb's Royal Cookery, Patrick Lamb, printed for
Abel Roper, 1710, a fine example., mostly
complete with numerous folding illustrations,
early full calf £1,000-1,500

1362

1336

Sir John Leslie and Hugh Murray - Discovery
and Adventure in the Polar Seas and Regions,
1860, good order, tooled leather binding £40-60

Boxed Dinky Guy flat truck 513, boxed Guy van
'Weetabix' 514, and a Dinky trailer in a Leyland
Comet Lorry 531 box (3) £60-80

1363

1337

John Gay - Fables, 'one volume complete' 1796,
at least one leaf missing, highly unusual tooled
copper binding with inset engrave mother of
pearl cartouche £100-150

Dinky heavy tractor 563, Breakdown lorry 25X,
Blaw Knox Bulldozer 561, Coventry Forklift
Truck 14C, Pullmore Car Transporter 582, all
boxed (5) £60-80

1364

1338

Sir George Staunton - An Historical Account of
the Embassy to the Emperor of China, first 8vo
edition, 1797, engraved frontispiece, and
vignette title, 2 folding maps, But no engravings
present, titled calf spine and marbled bounds
£100-150

Good quality scratch built model of a Second
World War Mitsubishi Zero Fighter £60-80

1365

Good quality scratch built model of a Second
World War Supermarine Spitfire £60-80

1366

Good quality scratch built model of a Second
World War Catalinia flying boat £80-120

1367

Railway Hornby 00 gauge selection, mostly
boxed items including Eurostar set R1013, B R
High Speed train set R789 plus other
locomotives and tenders, carriage, railway stock
etc plus other manufacturers (qty) £60-100

1368

Corgi aviation archive boxed selection including
larger models (17) plus 2 Motormax models (qty)
£80-120

1339

William Lilly - England's Propheticall Merline,
scarce books, 1st and only edition, London
1644, marbled board ends £400-600

1350

Good Quality large contemporary Tudor style
scratch built dolls house £60-100

1351

Good Quality contemporary Tudor style dolls
house £60-80
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1369

Corgi aviation archive boxed selection (6)
various other boxed diesel including Vanguard,
Eddie Stobart etc (qty) £50-70

1384

Railway selection of boxed and unboxed, 00
gauge models plus a Burago Ferrari (qty) £3050

Railway 4 unboxed locomotives, boxed Hornby
and Bachmann carriages and rolling stock,
Triang diesel locomotive R55 plus B unit, R58
and dummy end, station set and other
accessories all boxed plus unboxed rolling
stock, buildings etc (qty) £50-70

1370

Lego City shop display showcase No.
60122/60123 (qty) £40-60

1371

1385

1372

Diecast unboxed selection, various
manufacturers including Corgi, Matchbox etc (2
boxes) £30-50

Shipping an Ahoy series boardgame, card
games, Whist marker and other party games
(qty) £40-60

1386

1373

Diecast unboxed selection of various
manufacturers including Matchbox, Corgi and
others (2 boxes) £30-50

Diecast unboxed selection including early Dinky
models, tinplate Mettoy Firebird Minibus etc £40
-60

1387

Matchbox The Londoner double decker bus
No17 duplicated selection (24) £40-60

1374

Selection of children's games, puzzles including
French games compendium, Chess, Dominoes,
Helma, Snakes & Ladders etc (qty) £40-60

1388

1375

Collection of various toys and games to include
The amazing dancing Charlie Illusion, Midget
Golf, Zig-Zag puzzle, children's tea set, building
blocks etc (qty) £30-50

Scalextric set 80 model G.P.3, Playcraft
Champion Motor Racing, Airfix Motor Ace, sall
boxed plus selection of unboxed cars,
controllers and accessories (qty) £40-60

1389

Kiddies Mellow Tone Gramophone by Chad
Valley in original box £20-30

1390

Mamod Minor No1 steam engine in original box
plus others and a magic lantern £30-50

1391

John Bull printing outfit, Bayko Building sets
boxed and loose, Totopoly, diecast toys,
railways etc £30-40

1392

Britains Wild West blister pack, Tank Force
Special Unit boxed plus unboxed £25-35

1393

Railway 0 gauge selection including Hornby tank
locomotives, carriages and rolling stock, large
tinplate bridge and trucks housed in wooden
trunk. £80-120

1394

Railway 00 gauge selection of locomotives,
carriages and railway stock, buildings,
accessories etc £40-60

1395

Selection of boxed automatons including
Bartender, Smokin Grandpa, Crap Shooting
Monkey, Gino Neopolitan Balloon Blower,
Fighting Bull (5) £50-60

1396

Selection of boxed automatons including Barney
Bear the Drummer Boy, Mamb the Jolly
Drumming Elephant, Teddy the Artist, Pinky the
Juggling Clown, Hooty the Happy Owl, Popcorn
Vendor (6) £50-60

1397

Selection of boxed automatons including Jumbo
the Bubble Blowing Elephant, Wee Little Baby
Bear, Piggy Cook, Teddy Balloon Blowing Bear,
Blacksmith Bear, 'Blushing Willy' (6) £50-60

1398

Frog Interceptors Fighter Mark IV in original box
£30-50

1376
1377

Mamod Steam Wagon in original box SW1 plus
open wagon OW1 also boxed (2) £60-80
Dinky NSU Ro 80 No.176 boxed, diecast model
bus and a plush monkey plus French
Automobile magazines and three issues of The
Triumph of Speed £30-40

1378

Selection of Britain's lead farm & zoo animals
plus a boxed set of building blocks £30-50

1379

Railway narrow gauge (1&3/8th) Burlington
Zephyr, Streamline train set in original box £4060

1380

1381

Railway Hornby Dublo electric train set in
original box, unboxed carriages, rolling stock
and accessories housed in large wooden trunk
(qty) £40-60
Two German Bisque head dolls together with
clothing including Heubach Koppelsdoft 320 .7
with wobbly tongue. Both dolls 55 cm
approximately, have composite limbs and body,
plus a selection of various period clothing. Plus
a small quantity of crochet and bobbin lace
edgings. £30-50

1382

Railway Hornby Dublo electric train set EDP12
boxed plus other boxed accessories, power unit
etc £60-100

1383

Railway selection of 00 gauge including Wrenn 0
-6-0 Tank Loco W2205, Linia King Charles II
5104M, Airfix & mainline tank locomotives, all
boxed plus unboxed accessories and diecast
models £60-100
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1399

Railway Hornby 0 gauge Tank goods set No.40
boxed, 00 gauge Princess Elizabeth unboxed
locomotive plus boxed operating Mail coach set
R23, turntable R45 and others (qty) £40-60

1400

Doll Large Heubach Koppelsdoft 300. A bisque
head and composite body, brown sleeping eyes,
open mouth top four teeth showing. 60cms
approximately. £30-50

1401

Four bisque head dolls including 'Viola' 8 Made
in Germany. 55cm approximately, small
Gebruder Heubach impressed mark 4 (head
detached), small head and shoulder half doll and
one other. Plus clothing. £40-60

1416

Four boxes of porcelain collectors dolls £30-50

1417

Three Brooklin models die cast vehicles to
include Chrysler, Cadillac and Studebaker (3)
£40-60

1418

Scratchbuilt scale model of a Dornier 17Z F1-HT
constructed from solid mahogany and painted to
a very high standard in camouflage colours,
superb model £60-100

1419

Frog Buccaneer 318 FM boxed and Vosper
Triple Screw Express Turbine Yacht £40-60

1420

Five Pelham Puppets, Farmer, Cowgirl, Old
Lady, Boy and Girl. £30-50

1402

A collection of vintage fabric dolls and 1950s
hard plastic dolls. Also some small Roddy dolls
and a large modern Crystal Fairy doll. £30-50

1421

Two early games of Risk, Escalado, Student's
Microscope all boxed plus some unboxed
double OO gauge railway. £40-60

1403

Doll Armand Marseille Bisque head and
shoulder 'Floradora' AM5 DRP 60 cm, plus a
19th century Peg Doll. Also some clothing. £5070

1422

Star Wars Darth Varder carry case with
selection of figures, AT-AT Walker and others.
£40-60

1423

Basil Brush talking toy £20-30

1404

Group of Antique Grodnertal peg dolls, four
large and six smaller ones, together with a
Balinese stick puppet £60-100

1424

Collection of vintage diecast vehicles to include
Dinky, Hornby, £20-30

1405

1830 white china doll with moulded hair in
original clothing. £60-80

1425

Collection of Matchbox Superfast cars - approx
28 £150-200

1406

Mamod Steam Wagon in box £40-60

1426

Early 20th Century Bat and trap cricket game in
original pine box £30-40

1407

Diecast two large boxes of various police
vehicles, manufacturers including Corgi,
Matchbox, Vanguards etc (qty) £40-60

1427

Victorian red and white Barleycorn bone chess
pieces. £60-100

1408

Diecast selection of police vehicles in four
boxes, manufacturers including Corgi, Dinky,
Lledo, Vanguards etc (qty) £40-60

1428

Five new born baby dolls to include four Ashton
Drake (marked A.D.G) and one other doll by Elly
Knoops £80-120

1409

Two Dam trolls - a sailor and an elephant £2030

1429

Victorian mahogany and brass playing card box
with four compartments containing part sets,
whist and bezique markers. £40-60

1410

Group of Disney Dalmatian toys, boxed £30-50

1430

1411

The Game of Magnetic Fish Pond by Spears, in
original box £30-50

German mechanical crawling baby and key.
Wooden head and papier mâché body. £30-50

1431

1412

JNF Neuhierl (Germany) Mercedes Benz
W196R Racing Car, beige tinplate body, with
friction drive motor, stamped made in West
Germany £30-50

Madonna and Child wax doll under glass dome.
£50-60

1432

Dinky and tri-ang railway toys, lead Gordon
Banks, mostly boxed £50-70

1433

Corgi yellow submarine together with diamonds
are forever lunar buggy plus a selection of die
cast models, Dinky, Corgi, Matchbox, all
unboxed. £40-60

Scratch built wooden model circus paratrooper
ride model 1/12 scale £30-50

1434

Group of model aircraft engines together with
balsa wood parts and a complete aircraft £50-70

1435

Diecast unboxed selection of model cars to
include Corgi and Dinky £30-50

1436

Britains Models Wild West Building Series,
together with other buildings and models £20-40

1437

Hornby Book of Trains 1934-5, 1937-8, 1938-9
and 1939-40 plus two other toy books. £30-50

1413

1414

1415

Scalextric Formula 1 GP8 Motor Racing boxed
set plus boxed Elf Tyrrell Ford C121 and 129
March Ford 240 etc . £30-50
1970's Barbie and Sindy Dolls and outfits,
accessories, horse and other items. £40-60
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1438

Tri-ang tin plate Crane, together with two
another tin plate models and three Dinky Ford
Capri models (6) £30-50

1439

Diecast boxed and unboxed selection including
Corgi, Golden Oldies, Coca Cola and others (4
boxes) £50-70

1440

Two Matchbox carry cases containing 1:75 scale
models (2 cases) £20-40

1441

Victorian Children's double ended Dolls Pram of
iron construction with ceramic handle £30-50

1442

Railway- Hornby West Country Class 34041
Wilton R2218, GWR Diesel Rail Car R2524A,
LNER 4-6-2 Mallard R304, BR Class A3 Loco
Pretty Polly R059, Coronation Class Loco
Duchess of Gloucester R2179, LNS Loco class
OF R300, selection of carriages, wagons and
rolling stock (mostly boxed) selections of
buildings and accessories, boxed and unboxed,
Malcolm Root signed print (qty) £100-150

1599

1978 Royale Drophead, Registration No. IXI 354
powered by a Jaguar 4.2 Straight Six, finished in
cream and Burgundy two tone, with cream
leather interior, believed to be one of 60
examples. Recently recommissioned, tax and
MOT exempt. (N.B. Buyers premium is 12%
inclusive of VAT) £12,000-14,000

1600

2000 BMW Z3 Roadster, Registration W993
PJH. 1991cc engine, manual gearbox. Approx
138,000 miles with large history file and
stamped service book. Dark blue paintwork with
cream leather upholstery with heated seats and
air conditioning. (N.B. Buyers premium is 12%
inclusive of VAT) £1,200-1,500

1601

1993 BMW K75 750cc Flat - Twin Touring
Motorcycle, Registration No. K973 ATM,
finished in metallic blue, approx 71,000 miles,
MOT until 22nd May 2020, a nice bike, in ready
to ride condition (N.B. Buyers premium is 12%
inclusive of VAT) £1,000-1,500

1443

Collection of various toys to include die cast and
early Donald Duck, marbles and others (2
boxes) £20-40

1602

1960s Hand operated petrol pump by Godwin
Ltd, type P.2, Serial no. 11926, date 1960 £5070

1444

Railway 00 Gauge selection of boxed and
unboxed models, locomotives, tenders, rolling
stock and accessories £30-50

1603

1445

Scalextric selection of unboxed items including
cars, controllers, track and accessories £25-35

1446

Railway- Hornby Dublo OO Gauage 'Golden
Fleece' No. 2211 in original box, plus unboxed
City of Glasgow Denbigh Castle and Oliver
Cromwell plus replica railways Springbok loco
and tender £40-60

Early 20th Century AA Sentry style road side
phone box- 'The Birchanger box no. 229'
originally situated between Bishop's Stortford
and Stansted. Requiring complete restoration,
complete with original map and three aluminium
AA signs for the box. £100-150

1604

1920s/30s P100 Chrome Car Headlamp £400600

1605

Rolls-Royce Phantom II Spirit of Ecstasy car
mascot, signed,14.5 cm high - (possibly a later
copy), mounted on marble plinth. £300-400

1606

Early Motoring interest- black and white
photograph of chauffeur in a Napier, mounted in
glazed frame £20-30

1607

Scarce 1970s Ford Fiesta dealership/press
release pack complete with photos, handbook,
pen etc, other Ford dealers sales and service
literature, and Rover sales literature etc £30-40

1608

1920s bronze car mascot in the form of a stag
15.5cm high £20-40

1609

Collection of Land Rover related items to include
brochures, mud flaps, watch and sundries £2040

1610

Collection of 1990s Bugatti EB110 related
marketing literature £30-50

1611

Vintage BP Motor Spirit Union Jack enamel
advertising sign 40.5cm high, 61cm wide £80120

1598

1997 Bentley Turbo R LWB VCH59591 full
service history 19 stamps Bentley Cambridge
2016 service plus Bentley Health check and
everything attended to £5600. Half respray 2014
£6800 with little use since. Full HPI check. Red
Pearl Mica with Magnolia leather and Burgundy
carpets all unmarked. Immense spec including
electric rear seats, rear TV screens, games,
headphones, twin phones (chauffeur driven
when new) picnic tables, footrests, capping rails
with embossed winged B’s, rear quarter badges,
badge bar, Bentley battery conditioner, fire
extinguisher. Nearly new Avon Turbospeed tyres
on unmarked wheels. MOT July, handbook and
service books, large history file (N.B. Buyers
premium is 12% inclusive of VAT) £14,00015,000
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1612

Scarce late 19th century novelty vesta box in the
form of a veteran car with rising top enclosing
compartment and striker on vulcanised rubber
tyres 12cm £50-70

1613

Simpson racing helmet visor with Shionogi
sticker, signed by Johnny Herbert and Alex
Zanardi and dated 1993. £50-70

1614

Pair of Veteran Car Opera Lamps with black
painted and nickel finish, blue tinted and clear
glass panels, methylated spirt wicks with bulb
reservoirs below, with original brackets 19.5cm
high £200-300

1615

Collection of pre-war Austin car manuals
including handbooks, spare parts manuals and
price lists (33) £30-50

1616

Scarce De Dion Bouton Cycles, 1913 Bicycle
sales and information brochure. £30-50

1617

Scarce Raleigh Cycles 'The book of the Raleigh'
circa. 1912, together with another Raleigh sales
brochure for the all - steel bicycle, dated 1929
(2) £40-60

1618

Scarce Swift Cycle Brochure dated 1914,
together with another Swift brochure dated
1933, a French Bicycle brochure dated 1925
and one other Pre War cycle brochure (4) £3050

1619

Group of six Phillips Bicycle and accessory
brochures together with a Russ and a Dayton
cycle brochure (8) £30-50

1620

Raleigh 'Cycles for Juniors' brochure together
with other bicycle brochure to include New
Hudson, Hercules, Excel Cycle Co Ltd, Carlton,
and Holdsworth Cycles (6) £30-50

1621

Progressive Cycles brochures, together with
other bicycle brochures to include Armstrong,
Holdsworth and Rollfast (qty) £30-50

1622

Royal Enfield Bicycles brochure, together with
others to include Humber Cycles, BSA and
Claude Butler (qty) £40-60

1623

Group of four Scarce BSA Cycles shop display /
price boards £40-60

1624

Scarce Raleigh Cycles shop cardboard display /
price sign together with another Raleigh
dealership sign £30-50

1625

Two Scarce Pre-War Humber Cycles shop
display price boards £30-50

1626

Group of scarce cycle shop advertising
cardboard advertising signs to include Eadie
Coaster, Lucas and Brampton (qty) £30-50
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1627

Group of pre and post War cycle accessories
and spare parts catalogues and brochures to
include Cyclo, Perry and Dunlop £50-70

1628

Group of pre and post War cycle accessories
and spare parts catalogues and brochures to
include Humber, Chater - Lea and Strata £50-70

1629

Album containing various editions of 'Aids to
Happy Cycling' from 1950s - 1970s £30-50

1630

Collection of 11 albums of cycling and bicycle
related ephemera to include some post war
sales brochures, parts brochures and other
items, together with other related ephemera £50
-70

1631

Two folders of ephemera to include parts
catalogues and brochures relating to
Campagnolo cycles (2 folders) £40-60

1632

Collection of Pre War and later French cycling
magazines and other English examples £30-50

1633

George V Royal Automobile Club (RAC)
chromium plated members badge, numbered
MCB18967, mounted on plinth £30-50

1634

Group of Three Armstrong Siddley Sphinx Car
mascots together with a Rover 12 badge and a
Rover Mascot (5) £50-70

1635

Edwardian G.W. Scott & Son wicker two person
'En Route' tea basket 'The Continental',
comprising copper and brass kettle and burner,
together with enamel plates, cutlery, sandwich
box and other items £100-150

1636

Group of four Pre War Sankey type wheels and
tyres, believed to have been removed from a
Pre War Morris £50-70

1637

1920s/30s P100 Chrome Car Headlamp £400600

1638

1920s/30s Lucas P100 Chrome Car Headlamp
with dipping solonide inside £100-150

1639

Two Pre War car trumpet horns, one in working
order the other for spares or repairs (2) £80-120

1640

Chinese embroidered and mirrored large red silk
panel c.1900s with couch and satin stitch
figures, symbols, blossom and calligraphy.
Embroidered silk borders with knotted fringing
and tassels. Possibly wedding banner. Cotton
lined with hand painted warriors and horses
scene. £100-150

1641

Chinese large embroidered and mirror-work red
silk panel c19th century couch and satin stitch
figures, vases of flowers, symbols etc. Lined
with Chinese floral print cotton with fringing and
tassels. Possibly a wedding banner. £100-150
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1642

1643

Chinese large embroidered and mirror-work red
silk panel c19th century couch and satin stitch
figures, flowers, birds and butterflies also
appliquéd symbols etc. Lined with red linen with
fringing and tassels. Possibly a wedding banner.
£100-150
Chinese large embroidered red silk alter panel
c19th century couch and satin stitch figures in
garden scene, peacocks, butterflies etc. Silk
embroidered border and black silk border. Lined
in blue cotton. £100-150

1652

Chinese embroidered red silk alter panel c19th
century couch and satin stitch, figures with
painted faces, exotic birds and flowers. Lined in
blue cotton. £60-100

1653

Chinese embroidered red silk vertical banner
c1900s. Couch and satin stitches. Girl playing a
wind instrument under a pine tree, scrolling
foliage and flower border. Lined in blue cotton.
£100-150

1654

Chinese embroidered and mirrored red silk
panel c.19th century with couch and satin
stitches, lion, pheasant. Embroidered and
woven silk borders with knotted and beaded
fringing with tassels. Possibly wedding banner.
Cotton lined. £60-100

1644

Chinese embroidered red silk alter panel c19th
century couch and satin stitch, vases of flowers
and exotic birds and bats. Lined in Chinese floral
printed cotton. £100-150

1645

Chinese embroidered red silk panel c19th
century couch and satin stitch, figures with
painted faces in garden scene with black silk
borders. Lined in Chinese floral printed cotton.
Knotted fringe, metal beads and tassels. £100150

1655

Chinese embroidered red silk panel c.19th
century with couch and satin stitches, garden
scene with figurers, animals, trees and flowers.
Woven silk borders with knotted fringe, metal
disc beads and tassels. Chinese floral printed
cotton lining. £60-100

1646

Chinese large embroidered red silk panel c19th
century couch and satin stitch, large figures with
painted faces. Scrolling border with exotic birds
and flowers. Unlined. £60-100

1656

Chinese embroidered red silk vertical panel
c1900s. Couch and satin stitches. Large
peacock and flowers, scrolling foliage and flower
border. Lined in blue cotton. £60-100

1647

Chinese embroidered red silk panel c19th
century couch and satin stitch, figures and
flowers. Embroidered silk border with symbols
and flowers. Scrolling border with exotic birds
and flowers. Lined with pink cotton £60-100

1657

Chinese long embroidered red silk panel c1900s
couch and satin stitch, figures with painted faces
in garden scene with animals etc. Woven silk
border, red cotton lining. Knotted fringe with
metal beads and tassels. £100-150

1648

Chinese embroidered red silk panel c19th
century couch and satin stitch, figures and
flowers. Embroidered silk border with symbols
and flowers. . Scrolling border with flowers.
Lined with red cotton £60-100

1658

Chinese long embroidered red silk panel c1900s
couch and satin stitch figures in garden scene
with pagoda and horses etc. Red cotton lining
with fringing, metal beads and tassels. Possibly
a wedding banner. £100-150

1649

Chinese long embroidered red silk panel c19th
century couch and satin stitch figures in garden
scene with pagoda and horses etc. Lined with
Chinese floral printed cotton with fringing, metal
beads and tassels. Possibly a wedding banner.
£100-150

1659

Chinese large red wool panel with silk thread
embroidered flowers with appliquéd
embroidered black silk panels. Possibly altar
panel. £50-70

1660

Chinese long embroidered red silk panel c19th
century, couch and satin stitch musicians in
garden scene etc. Embroidered silk border, red
cotton lining. Knotted fringe with metal disc
beads and tassels. £40-60

1661

Chinese long embroidered red silk panel c1900s
couch and satin stitch, figures in garden scene
with altar. Embroidered silk border with symbols
and flowers. Unlined. £60-80

1662

Two Chinese embroidered silk robes. One with
satin stitch flowers and embroidered sleeve
bands, the other with couch stitched metallic
threads insects and flowers. £70-100

1650

1651

Chinese embroidered red silk panel c1900s
couch and satin stitch figures in garden scene
with black silk border. Lined with red cotton,
knotted fringing, metal beads and tassels.
Possibly a wedding banner. £60-100
Chinese embroidered red silk panel c19th
century, couch and satin stitch figures in garden
scene with black silk border. Lined with red
cotton, knotted fringing, metal beads and
tassels. Possibly a wedding banner. £40-60
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1663

Indian and Banjara textiles including toran door
hangings, panel and a woven wedding belt. £3050

1664

Victorian black embroidered silk shawl with
fringing, c1930s embroidered red shawl, cream
woven wool and tiny mirror-work wrap, Indian
silk crepe woven paisley wrap and a cream
pashmina. £40-60

1665
1666

1667

1668

1679

19th century embroidered hat, silk net
embroidered in polychrome silk thread, grape
vines, flowers and two sets of initials on waxed
cotton lining, metal tassels. Handmade
collapsible square construction. Possible for a
wedding. £30-50

1680

Group of Vintage shoe buckles and pairs
displayed on velvet plus some loose. Art deco
with rhinestones in white metal etc. £30-50

1681

Mahogany sewing work box with mother of pearl
inlay and silk lined. Some contents. £30-50

1682

Two Chinese red silk and embroidered skirts,
two further embroidered panels, one with birds
and bats. Also a hat with five pointed red velvet
star and silk lining. £100-150

Collection antique sewing items including four
carved bone needle cases in the form of
umbrellas, other bone needle cases, selection of
decorative silk thread winders and tapes etc.
£50-70

1683

Three Victorian samplers all with names and
dates. House and garden, alphabet and
numerals. One by Charlotte Folkard Colchester.
£60-100

A collection of antique sewing items, carved
bone needles cases including umbrellas, hooks
and winders. Turned wood needle cases and
bobbins with spangles. £50-70

1684

A selection of antique sewing items including
novelty pin cushions, tapes measures, thimbles
and thimble cases. Elaborate white metal frame
handbag with floral micro beading. £30-50

1685

Victorian shawls a hand embroidered and
beaded Art Nouveau panel probably from a
dress. 1950’s black skirt. Also a quantity of lace
and Edwardian textiles, nighties etc. Lilac silk
square with chain stitch embroidery. £60-100

Three large hand painted Japanese banners
with warriors and symbols. £100-150
Quantity of vintage woven and printed cotton
throws and wraps plus a pair of cotton chain
stitch cushion covers. £60-100

1669

Four Victorian Samplers all with names and
dates. Two figures in a garden, verse, alphabet
and numerals. £60-100

1670

Vintage Welsh woven tapestry blanket/throw,
100% wool with Meirion weave label. £80-100

1671

Two Eastern woven wool saddle bags £30-50

1672

Givenchy black leather handbag. £30-50

1673

Victorian woven wool Paisley shawl, an all-over
design in red and green. £50-70

1686

Quantity of embroidery and crochet silk and
cottons in basket, boxes and packets £30-50

1674

Two cotton damask table linen sets by Georg
Jensen with the woven mark. Designs include
oak leaves with acorns and geometric shapes.
Plus one other. £60-100

1687

Sacks & Brendlor grey sheepskin coat. Gents
Size 40 £30-50

1688

Ladies red silk evening dress by Donald
Campbell, Royal Couturier to Princess Diana.
Dress has beaded and embroidered silk crepe
lined bodice and sleeves. Size 12, c1990s. £5070

1689

Contemporary colourful Kimono with silk
embroidery and Obi belt plus another robe. £6080

1690

Vintage brown crocodile leather purse with gold
(9ct) mounts £40-60

Gentlemen's Vintage 1960s Harrods Midnight
Blue velvet suit, 100% cotton Made in Sweden.
Size 44R. Long line jacket, wide cut trousers
and white buttons. Size 44 R. £40-60

1691

White metal hair slide together with a group of
other hair slides some pierced and with
rhinestones, a beadwork purse and another
beadwork purse £60-80

Collection of Gentlemen's formal wear, including
double-breasted pin stripe suit by Chester Barrie
of Saville Row, blazers, long wool coat, other
items, most 42 inch. £50-70

1692

Fine Chinese ancestral portrait on silk of
Empress in blue dragon robe. Possible a silk
scroll framed and glazed. £300-500

1675

1676

1677
1678

Collection of sewing items, pins, mother-of-pearl
carving, carved bone items, needle cases,
thimbles, tiny Stanhope souvenir of Dublin,
silver handled awl, carved Chinese scene pin
cushion etc. £60-100
Quantity of vintage table clothes and napkins
including boxed Irish Linen sets, embroidered
and crocheted items. Lace inset and damask
clothes. £40-60
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1693

Four decorative bedspreads plus a length of
printed floral linen by Richloom. Including a pair
of Indian influence design bedspreads. £50-70

1694

Ladies 1950s full length hooded cape in woven
wool tapestry, with wooden buttons. £20-30

1695

1970s Vintage Designer umbrella and silk scarf
by Christian Dior. Umbrella has Dior Parapluies
New York label. Logo design scarf 75 cm x 75
cm approximately. £40-60

1696

Two 1970s Designer Silk Scarves by Christian
Dior. Logo design and hand stitched rolled
edges. £40-60

1697

1970s vintage Christian Dior silk scarf, Dior
purse, Cartier purse and two wallets and box
vintage brooches £40-60

1698

Quantity of vintage table linens, mats,
pillowcases etc including crochet lace edged
tablecloths, pulled thread work, coloured thread
embroidered garden scenes and crinoline
ladies, white embroidered items etc. £40-60

1699

Quantity of vintage table linens, pillowcases,
mats etc in two boxes including coloured
embroidered clothes and mats, tablecloths with
crochet and lace edges and insets. Pulled
thread and cut-out work. Plus a quantity of
laundered and starched tablecloths. £40-60

1700

Chinese pith painting, together with a Japanese
print and four Japanese bamboo and painted
paper fans £30-40

1701

1930s beadwork bag in floral design , another
similar , malachite bangle and a pendant £30-40

1702

Two Chinese Silk Shawls with knotted and
tassel fringing. Gold with polychrome silk thread
embroidered peacock, cherry blossom and
butterflies. Pink with embroidered floral design.
£100-150

1703

19th century Montenegro Ottoman wedding
cloak elaborate metallic thread embroidery with
gold brocade, sequins and scalloped edging.
Printed cotton lining. £150-250

1704

1705

Antique / Vintage Turkish Suzani textile worked
in panels and re-stitched together. Rectangular
form with central motif. Silk thread embroidery
using basma stitch outlined in chain stitch, over
drawn pattern on linen foundation cloth.
Traditional floral design in vibrant colours. Rebacked in hessian. 220 x 160 cm approximately
£800-1,000
Burberry check leather rucksack with top
stitched leather trims, adjustable fabric shoulder
straps, press stud and draw string closure. £5060
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1706

Two Silver Jubilee Scarves designed by Oliver
Messel 1977 £20-30

1707

Large tapestry wall handing, 18th century style
printed pastoral scene by J Lepard. £40-60

1708

Gentlemen's vintage clothing including Tom
Brown 1950's Green Tweed suit, trousers with
turn-ups, A pair of green tweed trousers also
with turn-ups and an Aquascutum Navy Suit,
£30-50

1709

1970s Ossie Clark for Radley - Moss Crepe red
dress, size 12. £30-50

1710

Gentlemen's coats. Black cashmere overcoat
size 42, black and white herring bone overcoat
by Cecil Gee and a brown sheep skin coat. Plus
two corduroy jackets. £30-50

1711

Gentlemen's vintage clothing including jackets,
trousers, waistcoats and ties £60-100

1712

Vintage adjustable tailors mannequin by The
French Bust Co. Ltd £40-60

1713

Mid 20th century Japanese robe £80-120

1740

Fender Stratocaster Squier electric guitar and
case, and a Peavey Envoy 110 amplifier £30-50

1741

Commander foreign made squeeze box in
original box £40-60

1742

Old violin with two bows in case £40-60

1743

A Czechoslovakian viola bearing label stating
‘Antonius Stradivarius Cremonensis Faciebat
anno 1713’, length of back including button
41cm, with bow, in fitted travelling case £80-100

1744

BBC Interest- Studer tape machine
decommissioned in 2005 as part of the BBC's
Go - Digital Project. Purchased from the
decommissioning of broadcasting house, where
the machine was in the main reception of the
building, together with a glass display cabinet
and two Wharton digital clocks also from the
BBC £100-150

1745

Pair of Electro Voice EV Rx 115/75 15" Passive
Loudspeakers £300-500

1746

Pair of Electro Voice Rx 118s Compact 18"
Subwoofers £300-500

1747

Electro Voice EV CP3000S Precision Series
Power Amplifier £100-150

1748

Electro Voice EV CP3000S Precision Series
Power Amplifier £100-150

1749

Three Cloud CX-A6 Six Channel Power
Amplifiers and a Cloud CX-A850 Eight Channel
Power Amplifier (4) £60-100
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1750

Quantity of professional audio equipment,
including 2 x Peavey MM 8802 Audio Breakout
Boxes, Sennheiser ASP2 Antenna Splitter, 2 x
Sennheiser ew100 G2 True Diversity Receivers,
paging mic, 2 x Sennheiser ew100 G2 mics, an
audio-technica ATW-T162 mic, and various
cables £100-150

1772

A selection of LP records including Catfish,
Fever Tree, Vanilla Fudge and Steppenwolf. £60
-80

1773

A vintage case of records and EPs including
Buddy Holly, Bill Hayley , Gene Chandler, Doris
Troy and Cyril Davies together with acetates
from film and TV soundtracks, dramas and
factory samples etc. £50-70

1774

Italian Soprani piano accordion in case £40-60

1751

Roderich Paesold Violin dated 1980 £30-50

1752

Boosey & Hawkes B&H 400 silver-plated flute in
fitted case £30-40

1775

Three boxes of various 45rpm singles £100-150

1753

Two Hohner Melodica pianos, together with a
selection of recorders £30-50

1776

Westminster plated trumpet by Besson with
wooden case £30-50

1754

Boosey and Hawkes Imperial trumpet in fitted
case £40-60

1777

Empress accordion in box £30-50

1755

Yamaha 26ii clarinet in case, and a quarter
sized viola with spurious Stradivarius label £6080

1778

Old violin bearing a label - 'David Christian Hopl,
Instrumentalia in Quittenbach, 1760' with a violin
bow in case £50-70

1756

Vito Saxophone in fitted case £40-60

1779

Semi electric acoustic guitar together with a
Hohner Panther Amp (2) £50-70

1757

Cello in soft case £30-40

1780

Hohner Mignon I Piano accordion £30-50

1758

Hohner Arietta piano accordion in canvas case
£40-60

1781

1759

Clarinet in case, stamped 'F. Buisson Paris B
Low Pitch Made in France' £20-30

1760

Hawkes & Son XX Century Saxophone in fitted
case £50-70

Children's together with another His Masters
Voice portable gramophone and some needles
Gramophone together with another His Masters
Voice portable gramophone and some needles
£30-50

1782

Antique Violin by Hawkes & Sons, with paper
label to interior dated 1914, in velvet lined
wooden case £60-100

1761

Yamaha Silent Guitar, serial numberHNK070263, with carry case £200-300

1762

Epiphone Les Paul special vintage edition
guitar, serial number- 16071306693 £80-120

1783

Old violin in green baize lined wooden case £3050

1763

Squire Fender Telecaster guitar, serial numbers/nICS16215072, with carry case £80-120

1784

Unusual French pottery Ocarina whistle
stamped Fabricant E.Mezzetti Paris £20-40

1764

Yamaha NCX700 Series Electro Acoustic guitar
£300-500

1800

1765

Double bass in a soft case £20-30

Canon EOS 400d digital camera with 90-300mm
and 18-55mm zoom lenses and accessories £40
-60

1766

Bang & Olufsen BeoVision Avant Television,
together with remote control, handbooks and
leads £50-70

1801

1767

Bang & Olufsen Beomaster 900 in cabinet £150200

Quantity of cameras and accessories, including
a Yashica FX-3 super 2000 with 35-70mm lens,
a Prinzflex Super TTL and lens, a Zorki 4k, a
Praktica B100 and lens, and other cameras,
lenses, film, memory card, etc £50-70

1802

1768

Selection of LP records including Deep Purple,
Emerson Lake and Palmer, Rolling Stones and
1959 £60-80

Rolleicord Vb Type 2 Twin Lens Reflex Camera,
with lens cap, hood, filter and leather case £80120

1803

1769

Group of 55 LP records to include Fairport
Convention, Rory Gallagher, Rolling Stones and
Rainbow (1 box) £150-200

1770

Group of 66 LP records including Genesis,
Magnum, Pat Benator and Nick Lowe £150-200

Steroscopic viewer with a box of mostly World
War One slides and various cameras and
accessories, including a Minolta 16 MG, Minolta
XG2, 2 folding Kodak cameras, a Coronet
Midget a/f, etc £30-50

1771

Group of nine Genesis and other LP's £50-70
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1804

Cameras and accessories, including Pentax
Spotmatic F with Takumar lens and case, Adox
folding camera, Vivitar f2.5 28mm wide angle
lens, Pentax 7x35 binoculars, etc £40-60

1855

Rare 1920s plaster golfing figure, wearing plus
fours and cap, with wooden driver, 22cm height,
a/f £40-60

1805

Collection of various cameras, including a
Yashica-Mat TLR, Canon FX, Olympus XA1,
Voigtlander Vito C, Lubitel 2, various Kodak box
brownies, and others £80-120

1856

Late 19th / early 20th century German brass
three-draw telescope with wooden body and
separate lens cover, signed – Utzschneider und
Fraunhofer in Mûnchen £100-150

1806

Group of photographic accessories to include
tripods, lamps and other items £30-50

1857

Negretti and Zambra black metal cased
barograph, 26cm across £50-70

1807

1930s Ensign Silver Midget Miniature Camera in
original box with guarantee £80-120

1858

Mid 20th century microscope by C. Baker
London, black lacquered and in wooden case
with spare lens £40-60

1808

Collection of glass negatives including domestic
scenes and a collection relating to radio
telegraphy £20-30

1859

Two vintage anglepoise lamps by Herbert Terry
and Sons, both with original mottled paintwork
£50-70

1809

Benetfink "Lightning" box camera £40-60

1860

1810

Olympus OM-1n Camera in case together with
three Olympus lenses £50-70

Early 20th century carved walnut combination
clock and barometer, carved in the form of an
anchor £40-60

1811

Kodak pocket camera with red leatherette
covering, and a further large box camera £40-60

1861

1812

Collection of cameras and photographic
equipment, including cine cameras, Kodak,
Agfa, and Voigtlander cameras, various film and
accessories £40-60

Victorian Coalbrookdale cast iron door stop,
black painted, with scrolling foliate patterns and
a dog at the bottom, impressed mark on the
back, 39cm height £60-100

1862

Group of assorted vintage pens and nibs,
including Parker Duofold and Swan Eternal
fountain pens £40-60

1813

Zeiss Ikon Contax I camera with Sonnar f2 5cm
lens, in leather case £200-300

1863

Dobbie- McInnes Ltd steam engine indicator in
box with accessories £80-100

1814

Zeiss Ikon Contina camera in original case £2040

1864

1815

Group camera lenses including Yashica, Hoya
and Carl Zeiss £40-60

Antique heavy horse bridal, stamped for Howard
& Sons Makers Swaffham, together with two
others. (3) £40-60

1865

1850

Rare early 20th century wrought iron and brass
chess clock / timer by Fattorini & Sons,
Bradford, the raised lettering painted gold, 19cm
across £200-300

Superb early 20th century heavy horse collar,
mounted with ornamental brass studs and
plaques and bearing the legend ‘God save the
King’, 97cm high £80-120

1866

1851

Fine quality 19th century English brass
theodolite by T. Harris & Son London, signed on
the central dial, lacking telescope, 20cm height
£200-300

Good early 20th century leather and brass
mounted horse bridal, with markets plaque for
Pearse & Jenkins, together with a ornamental
leather and brass collar £80-100

1867

1852

Group early 20th century and later false teeth,
one with yellow metal plate, including one
receipt dated 1935 £30-50

Impressive heavy horse collar, early 20th
century, steel and brass mounted £30-50

1868

Good collection of antique martingales,
approximately 20 leather straps hung with
various decorative brasses £80-120

1869

Vintage Wilcox and Gibbs sewing machine in
wooden case £50-70

1870

Vintage Singer portable electric sewing machine
in case, model 221k £40-60

1871

Vintage Singer portable electric sewing machine
in case £40-60

1853

1854

19th century prismatic compass with green
printed floating compass and folding open sight,
in a circular brass case with slip-in cover and
leather case, cover engraved - J. B. Hodgkin,
with written attribution £60-100
Bronze study of a seated skeleton in the
'Thinker' pose, with green patination, signed 'Milo', on slate socle, 28cm high £100-150
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1872

Good collection of miners' strike badges and
pins, mostly enamel, from various counties £4060

1873

Assorted pins and badges, including military cap
badges, Butlins, motoring, sporting, RSPCA, etc
£40-60

1874

Collection metal printing plaques, letter stencils
and numbers £20-30

1875

Magic lantern slides, some cased, including
Robinson Crusoe, Gulliver's Travels, Puss In
Boots, The Elephant's Revenge, Arctic
Adventures, and Heroes of the Victoria Cross,
held in a vintage Fry's Chocolate Box £30-50

1890

Three Vintage Mahjong sets, one by Hamleys
and one by Chad Valley £30-50

1891

Extensive Victorian collection of minerals and
fossils, compiled in the Whittington Club in the
1860s, with a letter of provenance (8 boxes)
£500-700

1892

Edwardian oak glass-fronted stationery cabinet,
with china inkwells and brass mounts, 38cm
across £60-100

1893

Edwardian Oak three bottle tantalus with
chromium plated fittings £100-150

1894

Box of vintage fishing reels, mostly Alvey £20-30

1895

Japanese parquetry miniature desk, decorated
with a chequered pattern, each chest of drawers
measuring 25cm height £30-50

1896

Japanese Parquetry Miniature Desk, decorated
with various patterns, each chest of drawers
measuring 27cm height £40-60

1876

Star Wars Trilogy The Definitive Collection widescreen edition laser disc boxed set £20-30

1877

Pair of stylish contemporary brushed stainless
steel wall lights, stamped 'Charles et fils Made in
France', 80cm length £100-200

1878

Early 20th century one-armed bandit jackpot
machine 'Judith's Jackpot' £80-120

1897

Brass snooker room light and scoreboard £3040

1879

Acorn 3000 computer together with monitor,
mouse and keyboard £40-60

1898

Whisky - one bottle 16 year old Lagavulin in box
£40-60

1880

Four Oriental bronzed ornaments, to include a
pair of bird form salts, stork and serpent candle
holder and a stork table centrepiece, the last
34cm high £80-100

1899

Edwardian oak glass-fronted stationery cabinet,
with china inkwells and brass mounts, 38cm
across £30-50

1881

Stereoscopic viewer on a turned wooden base,
and three lots of slides in book-form cases,
entitled Yosemite Valley, Engadine Tours, and
Studies Through the Stereoscope £60-100

1900

A box of fountain pens, rolled gold and silver
propelling pencils, and a wax sealing kit £30-50

1901

A large pair of brass ships lamps, later
converted to electric, 48cm height £60-100

1902

Group of Masonic regalia in two leather cases,
including silver medals, relating to the
Hertfordshire region £40-60

1903

Vintage City of London street sign - Newgate
Street E.C.1 £150-200

1904

Vintage City of London enamel street sign Newgate St. E.C.1 £150-200

1905

Late 19th / early 20th Century Brass Telescope
by A. Bardou, Paris, together with stand and
extra lenses, in a pine case £200-300

1906

Vintage railway lamp and a wooden-cased
railway signal box £40-60

1907

Two Roman-style pottery oil lamps, one
modelled with a bearded face £40-60

1908

Group of various pens, propelling pencils,
including silver and rolled gold examples and a
cased Sheaffers set, and a letter seal £20-30

1882

Collection of pipes, including Meerschaum,
Dunhill, Peterson's, etc, and a pipe rack £30-50

1883

Victorian Mahogany cased watercolour set,
measuring 22cm across £50-70

1884

Presentation Conductors Baton with white metal
mounts - presented by the Parkhurst Prison
Governor to the AARB Orchestra in 1918 £120140

1885

Framed Drury Lane Theatre Royal bill dated
1846, the frame measuring 72cm length £40-60

1886

Early 20th century glass fronted smokers
cabinet, and a locking cigarettes and cigars box
£40-60

1887

Antique sewing machine in wooden case, with
engraving reading 'Carlisle Street, Soho,
London' £30-50

1888

Jewellers' scales and a cased set of weights,
both by Walsh £40-60

1889

Collection of Vintage cycle lights to include
paraffin and later Dynamo and electric items £40
-60
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1909

1910

1911

1912

Antique Elkington electrotype circular plaque in
wooden frame, circa 1895, depicting Apollo
riding Pegasus, signed Elkington & Co with
registration number 10352, 39cm diameter,
50cm including frame £50-70

1927

Unworked whale's tooth, 12cm length £20-30

1928

Pair of Dutch brass ships lanterns, titled Port Bakboord, Starboard - Stuurboard £50-70

1929

British Legion scroll with hand painted
decoration, and Bull & Mouth inn poster, with a
coaching schedule, dated 1816, both framed
£30-40

1930

Various metal and enamel signs including- 16A
Reproductions, Marine, English Electric, Lyn
and others (10) £40-60

A fine quality piece of miniature dolls house
furniture £200-300

1931

Late 19th/early 20th century Rosewood walking
stick with gilt metal collar and Rhino Horn crutch
handle, 77cm overall length £100-200

Black Forest carved wood inkwell in the form of
a pine cone, together with other inkwells and ink
stands, and a vintage pair of spectacles £40-60

1932

Carved stone model of a cobra £30-50

1933

Indo-Chinese bronze and gold splash model of
an elephant in recumbent pose 10cm long £300400

1934

Amber Cheroot holder by Alfred Dunhill in fitted
Moroccan leather case, together with two silver
buttons and a pair of Tortoiseshell lorgnettes (3)
£40-60

1935

Antique late 19th/early 20th century three piece
clock garniture, classical revival style, twin train
movement, the clock measuring 35cm height
£100-150

Royal Masonic Institute for Girls - silver and
enamel members badge, together with Victorian
and later military and livery buttons and a
crocodile leather wallet £30-50

1913

Pair of Victorian pink glass lustres with painted
floral decoration and prismatic drops, 35cm high
£70-100

1914

Two large vintage 1950s/60s copper ceiling
lights by The Merchant Adventurers Ltd £60-100

1915

Orthodox Greek white metal icon in glazed
frame £150-200

1916

Group of Grand Tour plaster intaglios mounted
in a later octagonal oak frame £50-70

1917

Stag Horn coral together with a starfish (2) £4060

1936

1918

Heavily carved rectangular box, together with an
Indian inlaid sandalwood box, and a further
wooden box (3) £50-70

Antique Day or Night brass and wood single
draw telescope by Dolland, London £60-100

1937

Cased Optimus magic lantern and a collection of
antique glass slides, mostly boxed £100-150

1919

Three Victorian gymnastics medals - 1889 for
rings, 1890 for champion eight, and 1890 for
senior rope, with accompanying notes regarding
the winner of the medals £20-30

1938

1920

Two vintage chrome lighters, one in the form of
a missile and the other a jet £60-100

Collection of promotional metal printing platesSnow White and the Seven Dwarves, Carry On
Henry, The Honeymoon Killers, A Town Called
Bastard, Peter O'Toole Murphy War, The Million
Dollar Duck and The Living Desert, Soldier Blue,
Tora! Tora! Tora!, The Late Fright Show, Not
Tonight Darling, Naughty! and others £40-60

1921

Two large vintage enamel advertising signs, one
for Rowntree's Chocolates and Pastilles, and the
other for Wills cigarettes £80-120

1939

1922

Set late 19th/early 20th century surgeons
scalpels and instruments in fitted mahogany
case 21.5cm £30-40

Dunhill root briar and shell briar pipes, cased,
Dunhill pewter tobacco jar and pipe rest,
Meerschaum pipe in case, other pipes, etc £100
-200

1940

Vintage brass door fittings and furniture
accessories (2 boxes) £30-50

1923

19th century novelty Sharks vertebrae walking
stick with horn knop and band 86.5cm £60-100

1941

1924

Victorian table lighter/vesta holder in the form of
a gentleman smoking a cigar, 10cm high £40-50

1925

Vintage silver plated Swaine & Adeney
sandwich box, together with a glass flask with
plated top, in brown leather fitted case £40-60

Rare pair of early 20th century Northern English
Arts & Crafts beaten copper plaques, landscape
and seascape subjects, each signed with initials
- T. H., 49cm x 75cm, in mahogany frames £150
-200

1942

1930s Oak stationery cabinet with twin hinged
doors above sliding draw £30-50

1943

Contemporary brass carriage clock by De La
Grense, Oxford with winding key £30-50

1926

House of Lords Port, signed by Margaret
Thatcher, in original cardboard transit box £5070
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1944

Early 20th Century mantel clock together with a
Smiths Bakelite mantel clock (2) £20-40

1945

Early 20th Century French mantel clock
supported by four pillars with pendulum below
£40-60

1946

1947

1948

1949

1961

Set of eight Howe 40/4 plywood stacking chairs
by David Rowland, bent ply back and seat on
metal rod understructure, maker's labels to
underside £350-400

1962

Brass Miners lamp by The Protector Lamp &
Lighting Co Ltd, together with another Miners
lamp and two model cars £30-50

1963

Cast Iron Railway sign numbered 13, together
with a cast iron railway plaque and a die with
LNWR markings (3) £30-50

Group of magic lantern slides to include various
children's slides- Mickey Mouse, Robinson
Crusoe and others (1 box) £30-50

1964

Large scratch built model of a ship named Elbei,
in glass fronted display case, measuring approx
106 x 68cm £60-100

Collection of various Magic lantern slides to
include the British Navy and others (2 boxes)
£30-50

1965

Good collection of mid-20th century Masonic
regalia, relating to Paul Roberts, including
approximately 20 enamelled silver gilt and gilt
plated medals embroidered banners and other
items £200-300

Group of original 'The Fabulous Beatles Brooch'
in the form of a guitar, each depicting a different
photograph of the group by Invicta Plastics Ltd
£40-60

1966

Scratch built model paddle steamer in display
case £60-100

Cast iron railway sign- 'Any person who omits to
shut and fasten this gate is liable to a penalty
not exceeding forty shillings' 103cm in length
£50-70

1967

1950

9ct gold and enamelled medal for the Order of
the Buffaloes, engraved to the reverse £80-120

Rairway Interest- Canonbury Station enamel
sign £30-50

1968

1951

Mont Blanc - Meisterstuck fountain pen,
unboxed £100-150

Group of Railway signs to include signals and a
German Railway sign £50-70

1969

1952

Antique Scrimshaw Whale tooth engraved on
one side with a tall ship inscribed 'Cape Hope'
and inscribed 'love boat' on reverse depicting a
Whale breaking a boat whilst hunters attack it,
approx 13cm in length £200-300

Shirley Bassey memorabilia including a quantity
of 1970's Flamboyant costume designs in
graphite and watercolour by Nicholas Rocker
with fabric swatches signed and dated by
designer. Albums of informal photographs on
location and sets, autographs and LPs. £60-100

1953

Scratch built model of H.M.S. Victory on stand,
approx 60cm in length £40-60

1970

1954

East Anglian Elec. Supply Co servants bell box
£60-100

Star Wars 1970's female costume designs in
graphite and watercolour with annotations with
fabric swatches by Nicholas Rocker signed and
dated. £30-50

1955

WITHDRAWN Two boxes of large sea shells
£40-60

1971

1956

WITHDRAWN Two boxes of various size sea
shells £40-60

Edwardian Mahogany cased mantel clock with
inlaid decoration, retailed by Hopwood Son &
Payne, Colchester £30-50

1972

1957

WITHDRAWN Three boxes of small sea shells
plus a pine display case containing shells £4060

1958

Folder of erotic figurative life studies together
with folder of line and wash female nudes by
Peter Collins A.R.C.A (1923-2001) £40-60

A selection of costume designs in graphite and
watercolour with fabric swatches by Nicholas
Rocker signed and dates 1986. For the BBC's
adaptation of Jane Austin's Northanger Abbey.
Some designs have also been photocopied as
well as original. £30-50

1973

A selection of costume designs in graphite and
watercolour with fabric swatches by Nicholas
Rocker signed and dates 1970's-80's period. For
BBC shows including Val Doonican, Nolans,
Children's Royal Variety Show, Sue Pollard,
Ronnie Corbett, Tartuffe, The Verons , etc £60100

1974

Arthur Price Six Place setting silver plated
canteen of cutlery together with silver plated fish
cutlery £50-70

1959

19th century Chinese Canton carved wood
visiting card case, 19th century Chinese Canton
carved ivory pot and a carved wooden pot (Qty:
3) £30-40

1960

Antique magic lantern with a collection of glass
lantern slides £50-70
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1975

Contemporary Bronze 'Hippo' coffee table by
Mark Stoddart, the bronze depicting a mother
and calf partially 'submerged' under the glass
oval top. £2,000-3,000

1976

Late 19th/early 20th century Rhino Horn walking
stick with metal collar and integral rondel
handle, 77cm overall length £200-300

1977

Commodore 64 together with various other
accessories including Music maker £50-70

1978

Painted Dummy board in the form of a waiter
£50-70

1979

1950's / 60's Red and White Vinyl three seater
Hair salon bench with two hoods £50-70

1980

A selection of vintage and modern fly fishing
rods, reels and accessories £40-60

1981

Collection of ten Edwardian glass negatives various subjects - including fashionable women,
some full plate and an opal-type colour tinted
portrait of a child £40-60

1982

Three bags of Vintage golf clubs (37 in total) to
include Hickory shafted clubs, brass headed
putters and left handed club by Cann & Taylor,
various makers including EDCO, Holland and
Sayers £100-150

1983

Antique Japanese scroll painting, depicting
family of monkeys, script and seal marks, 108 x
55cm, with silk border £150-200
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